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A "0 STRAC 

This thesis documents research into the desig,., and analysis of gas 

distribution networks. Means are presented by which the de2ign and 

analysis problems can be solved over the range of conditi-ons 

encountered in gas distribution practice. 

The conditions of flow in gac pjýpelines are 4-nvestigated and C, 

computational methods are presented which allow the pipeline flow or 

pressure loss to be evaluated at all pressure conditions. 

Network analysis techniques are reviewed and various methods of 

accelerating the conve7gence rate of the iterative anal,; sis proced-urE 

are presented. A new iterative analysis procedure is introduced anC 

is critically compared with the standard il '-erative analysis procedurE 

The network design problem is formulated as a nonlinear maLhematical 

optimizatioa problei. -.. An implementation oJE a strict mtlienatical 

optimization technique is presented which allows the strict op--ia, um 

design solution to be calculated. In addition. a new parziumecric des, ' 

method is introduced and compared with the strict solution technique, 

The resulting computer programs for the design and analysis problems 

are used to solve gas network problems operating over a wide range cl 

conditions. 
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C, HAPTERI 

INTR0DUCT10N 

1.1 Introduction - General 

Ldrge investments are continually made in -, as distribution 

networks but there are few general analytic methods available for 

optimizing either the initial design or the nodi-fication tc ex. L i sting 

designed networks. -The available methods"; 9911" in-ýolvý: use of thi 

classical engineering technique for optimization: they use parametri, 

methods which amend the diameters of a trial k: es. 4, Sr. according to 

arbitarily set ruleý; to obtair, a feasible design which justs meets th, 

system constraints. There is no guarantee that such techniques will 

produce a global optimum design, but depending upon Lhe rules used to 

amend the trial design they may produce a good approximation to it. 

The usefulness of such parametric methods can only be gauged once a 

strict mathematical design technique is avaiLible. The need for an 

exact mathemat. Leal sollition technique has prompted this investigation I 

cf t-b2 pipe network cesign problem. 

1.2 Optimization Studies 

This inv---stigation could be carried out wit, -. the aid of 

either an analogue or a digital computer. Digital coiLputers are, 

however, more generally a--, a--IaLle and their use 
2L Tri sol-ing , such proIrl, 

bas been shown to be a viable proposition by various workersl3,66,91, 

The aims of this investigation are then to dev2lop a gcTi, -7-ral 
di,, -. 'LLal 

a C) 

computer program which will solve the opi-im-um design problera 'LO-r -&. S 



natworks using a mathematical opLf-imization technique, togeLbc-r witi, a 

general program to solve the same problez, by parametric means. Thes-z( 

programs will be u6ed to solve se-,., eral ga-- network probleT"s opera! ýing 

over the range of pressures encountered in the gas industry to try an< 

gauge which is the most suitable for use in debigning gas networks. 

each rase exhaustive studies of all available methods is impossible s( 

an attempt will be made to select techniques whiCh are suitab"--e with 

respect to solution accuracy and economic computer usage and which cat 

be understood by an engineer as well as by a mathematici. -n. 

1.3 Asscciated Studies 

The usefulness and efficiency of the resulting design 

procedures will depend to a large degree on the particular prograrminj 

aspects of the selected optimization techn4ques. There are, however, 

certain associated factors, co-Irmon to most design procedures, that wil 

affect the accuracy and usefulness of the solution and the related 

computer costs. These factors fall into the categories of gas flow 

equations, network analysis techniques and pract; -, -al design restrainv: Cý 

in d(--,, Iing with each of these factors efforts will be uade uo estimat( 

to what extent each factor contributes to the overall effic-iency and 

useful. ness of the method and to what extent each can be accounted for 

within the framework of the general computer programs. 

Flow Eauati. ýju! ý 

The accuracy of the flow equatiDns used to represent gao 

i low ane pressi behavious in pipelines will affect the validLtV Of the fL 

values cb-tained for any gas diLstribution --ysteTv. In many applizatior 



to systems transporting gas at hi6h pressures the compressibility --. 
'Lfc 

of the gas is not accounted for in a rig,. rous manner. Met-nods of 

rigorously accounting for the effects of piessure on the 6ensity PT. Id 

viscosity of the gas'will be considered in this thesis, in order that 

gases which exhibit a wide variation in density and viscosity within t 

pressure range encountered can be treated to obtain more real . stic 

solutions to the problem. Similarly metnods of aý-counting for the 

variation in pipeline friction factors at different pipeline condiLior 

i w ill be considered in some detail. 

1.3.2 Network Analysis 

Network design methods must invariably incorporate a networý 

analysis technique as part of the design procedure. In addition netv 

analysis techniques provide an important tool used by design engineerE 

analysing existing gas networks. Their frequent use in respect to bc 

these problems makes it important that the network solution should be 

obtained in as short a time as possible if the associated computer coE 

are to be a minimum. Various network anallysis t, ýchniques will be 

discuused in detail in this thesis, with the aim of se'ecti-Ir the mett Cý 

most suitable for use in analysing gas distribution systems. 

Practical Restraints 

If the resulting design solution is to be useful it is imPO-K 

, hat it conforms with practical design constraints. This is large-ly 

the responsibility of the design engine,: ýr who must define the con-;, --raL 

on the netwcrk to suit his defiuition of "optimal condii: i. ons''. In 

particular he must specify a set of co=ercially available diamcters f 



Voich the pipeline sizes must be selected. It is essen-Hal. thercfor- 

that the diameter sizes obtained corresp-, nd to the commerically availz 

sizes iL Methods of accounZing ' the design is to be a practical one. 

the discrete nature of pipeline sizes within the optimization procedur 

will be considered in this thesis in order that the resulting designs 

wi. 11 corres-nond to practical network systems. 

1.4 Computer Capabilities 

The research which has been reported in this tLesis was larg 

dependent upon the availability of a digital computer. The technique 

outlined for tackling various topics were influenced by the capabiliti 

of the computer used as were the sizes of the problems which could be 

tackled. The computer used in this Study was an Elliot I. C. L. 4130 

a core store of 32,768 words of 24 bit size. All the programs were 

written in ALGOL. 

The rcsults quoted in studies relaLing to computing ti-Mes at 

tly valid only when related to the compi-ter used. They should t stric, 

equally valid with other computers when scaled apyropriately for the 

cent-, _, 
J processor access rate with due allowance made For t`-ic size of 

available high speed core store. One should add, however, that the 

efficiencY of the machine code produced by the appropriate compiler -, Ii 

necessarily also result in differences in the results. This point i. ý 

noted at this stage and should be borne in mind when readiig ttie docuil 



CHAPTER 

GAS FLOW EQUATIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

Gas networks are used to distribute gas from supply points t 

points of demand. Depending upon the exrent of this demand !: he 

pressures associated with individual networks will vary from low 

pressures of a few inches water gauge to high presaurea nf up tc about 

one thousand pounds per square inch gauge. Cas flow equations suitab 

for use over this wide range of pressures must bo specified if a gener 

computer program is to be developed. 

The flow equations used by -the gas industry arise from consi 

ation of the balanc2 of energy along a pipaline section operating at a 

steady state condition. Assuming that the temperature of the flowing 

gas remains constant, that kinetic energy changes are negligible, that 

the pipeline is horizontal and that no work is done by the gas, Lhe en 

balance equation when solved9 gives the General F. -, ow Equation: A 

i 
Ta ýP D5 2 

B0 (2. QO GffLZmf 

I 

where Q0 = gas flow rate at base conditions 

B= constant which depends upon the units used 

pipe diameter 

AP = pressure loss term 

P upstream pressure 

P2 = downstream pressure 

P0= base pressure 

(pi 2-p2 2) 

sarne absolute mits 



L= pipe length 

lo = base temperature 

Tf = temperaturu- of flo-ing gas 

I 
same absoluEe units 

r, the gas 0 specifi, -, gravity of (air = 1.0) at 

standard temperature and pressure (S. T. P). 

Zm = mean compressibility facLor 

f= fr-4z: tion factor. 

lhe units used throughout the text are length in feet, diamet I 

in inches and tem-Peiature i: i degrees Rankine. When the flow unit is 

taken as cubic -Leet per hour the constant B assumes a value of 117-4. 

The units chosen for pressure will not affect this constant provided th 

same absolute units are used for all pressure terms. 

2.1.1 Definition of Pressure Regions 

For pressures up to about 50 P. S. I. G. it was shown9 that the 

mean compressibility factor Zm could always 'Fie taken as unity without 

introducing a i. oticeable error. Above a value of 50 P. S. I. G. it is 

necessary to account for the compressibility factor as ouclined in 

sectýon 2.5. Also, fo. - systems distributing gas at pressures of up t( 
j 

about 20" w. g., the following modification can -be applied to the Generz 

Flow Equation. 

The tena AP (P. 1 2- p22) = (P 21 (P-1 P21 A 

AP 
2(PI + P2)(PI - P2) 

22 
Pm (P_l P21' 

where the suffix m denotes mean conditions. 

I'Le ten-a (Pl - P2) can be ex-Dressed as a beight of water c( 

to give (1ý1, - P2) Ow hw 

144xl2 



wI rzre Pw = dcrsity qf water (lb/ft3) 

hw = height of water column (inches w. g. ) 

Substituting this in equation (2.2-') gives : 

ph 2PM (2. 
144x12 

If the mean gas pressure is assumed to be 14*7 P. S. I. A. then substit -uti 

for Lh-. *Ls value and including the value of pw gives : 

AP = 1-062 hw = 1-062 (pl - P2j' (2.4 

where P1 = upstream pressure 

P? = downstream pressure 
inches w. g. 

Thus this value of AP replaces the previous value in the GenE 

Flow Equation (2.1) for low pressure systems. 

The erroi introduced by assuming that Pm = 14*7 P. S. j. A. vari 

with increase in the pressure at which the gas is distributed and is a] 

affected by changes in atmospheric pressure. Assuming normal changes 

atmospheric pressure the error in the resulting flow value lies betwee-. 

1 +2-5% and -3-8% at a distribution pressure of 101" w. g. or betweei aDOUt 

about +1-2% and -4 7% at 20" w. g. rising to between about -1% and -7% ý 

'001, W. gf.. Mhen it is considered that the normal variation in atmosph( 

presý, are can alone result in error3 in the flow value of between about 

±3-5% there seems no point in attempting to obtain a more accurate forr 

for (2.4)for distribution pressures up to about 20" w. g.. 

The definitions for low, -inedium and high prpssurr-- which will 

used througbout the text are then : 

Low Pressure - Up to 20" water gauge 

Medium Pressurc - From 20'' water gaugz to 50 P. S. I. G. 

ý3 7' high Pressure - Above 50 -L, S. -. G. 



The proKlearis associated with appiying the General Flow Equat; 
-on to 

pipelinesc. -erating over all the piessurc regions will be discussed in 

detail in this chapter. 

2.2 Friction Factor 

The formulac reported in literaturel, 4 46 72 10b 1! 7 128 for 

determining the flow rate of gas in pipelines are derived from the 

General Flow Equation. The chief difference between them lies in the 

determination of the fzict. on coefficient Some friction formulae 

set the friction value at a constant for all flow conditions while 

others represent the friction factor as various functions of diameter, 

pipe rou, hness and Reynolds number. 

Few of these relationships apply for all flow conditions and 

pipe surfaces, and at best they are suitable for use over a selected 

range of conditions. The present writer9 has listed many of these 

formulae and notes the conditions required baiore they can be applied 

with a certain degree of confidence. 

Sirice a1mr-st a.,. 1 pipelines transporting fluid,; operate under 

conditions of turbulent ýIow it is this region which is continually 

22 59 63 95 117 '127 being investigated by pipeline engineers Research 

has proved conclusively that the turbulent region can be divided intc a 

region of "Reynolds number dependent behaviour" and a region of "surfac 

roughness dependent behwiour" Ath 3 "transition region'' between tbem. 

The region of Reynolds number dependent behaviour is best described by 

Smooth Pipe Flow LaW63 95 of the form : 

I 

=A loglo ReAf +B (2. 
Af 



and the region of surface roughncqs dependent behaviour Dy a Rough Pip- 

Flow LaW63 95 of the form 

D 
C loglo -+E- (2.6 

Af k 

where Re = Reynolds number pvD 

P= 5-as density 

v= gas velocity 

11 absolute gas viscosity 

D pipe diameter k 
rela', -ve p. pe roughne 

k effective pipe roughness 
D 

A,, B, C, E empirical constants 

Substituting for the empirical constants with the Prantdl - Von Karman 

values and re-arranging gives : 

I Re Af 
The Smooth Pipe Law :2 10910 (2.7 

"f 2-51 

The Rough Pipe Law :12 loglo 
3-7D (2.8 7-4-f k 

The U. S. Bureau of mines106 carried out experiments on pipes 

which more closely resembled pipes used to transport natural gas in act 

uransmission systems. These test& indicated that thý- empii: ical consta 

should be slightly different and that the Smooth Pipe Law became 

2 loglo ReAf 
- (2.9 T4 Tf 2.8-) 

Data from many field tests analysed by Lbe Institute of Cas 

Technology'17 firmly establishes the Smooth Pipe Law ('2.9) as the law 

"or friction values for turbulent-f'ow -'-fi which defines the Iower limit 

pipes, since the friction Lactors obtaL--Z-U consisteatly fall cn or abov, - 

the corresponding Smooth Pipe Law value. Experim, -ýntal and f i-eld 



10. 

tCSts59 106 117 also revL: al that -he friction factor becimcs constant for 

a Reynolds number beyond a critical valu,, a fact which verifies t*rie 

Rou, -,, h Pipe Law. 

2.2.1 The Transition RegiOn 

The behaviour in the transition zone betwc,!! ii the regions of 

smooth and rough pipe behaviour is not c1carly defined. It is reasonable 

to assume, however, that the transition will occur as a smooth curve 

asymptotic to the curves representing the rough and SMnO'Ll) pipe behaviour. 0 

Colebrook22 devised a formula to describe behaviour over the complete 

turbulent region by combining the smooth and rou2b pipe laws in an C, , 

ingenious manner to obtain the Colebrook-White Transition Law : 

2 logl 0k+ _L5L_ 
Af 

I 

3-7D ReAf 

This expression provided a reasonable approximaticn to the behaviour in 

the transition region as found by Colebrook22 in his experiMents with 

water in galvanised iron pipe, uncoated and tar c::, ated cast iron and 

wrc, uglit iron pipe. The expression gives a transition be-l-ween the Smooth 

-antdl - Von Karman constants. The and Rough Pipe 'Llaws based on the Pý 

expression can easily be amended to give a transition between the Smooth 

Pipe Law (2.9) and the Rough Pipe Law Q. 8) by altering the equation 

constant. The Colebrook-White Transition Law then loecDmes : 

1- 2 loglo 
Fk+ 2-82 (2.11) 

Af 
34-7D ReAf 

This expression Will give better agreeme-, IL wi-, -h eyDerimental data for 

natural. -as pipelines', 06 117 than wi II e-qlja tion (2.31,0) in the T. epy ion of 
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Ravnolds number depende-IlL behavic, ir. 

The results of experimental te--ts carried cut -by the b. S. 

Bureau of Mines106 and of field tPsts carrl--d out by the : nstitute of 

Gas Technology117 showed that Ehe transition to fully nirbulent behaviour 

appaared to be considerably more abrupt than that defincd by the 

Colebrook-Viite expression (2.11). They suggest that the Smooth and 

Rough --ipe Laws should be used separately. This -equires thdt the 

critical Reynolds number, at which the abrupt transition is assumcd to 

occur, must be evaluated. The Colebrook-White Transition Law, however, 

has the advantage of being continuous across the turbulent transition 

zone, a fact wbich eliminates the need to deterM4ne which flow regime 

pertains. 

The true behaviour in the transition rEgion lies somewhere 

between the smooth and abrupt transition concepts. . Uhl! 17 suggests that 

as an alternative possibility a sharper transition curve could be used 

which joins the two turbulent behaviour plots in . manner consistent with 

the location of data points and the JiMitS of the transition region as 

clefined by the U. S. Bureau of Minesl06. He furt:,. er states, however, 

thz. t chis would involve an equation of a highly complex nature. 

2.2.2 Evaluation of the Roughness Factor 

In all flow tests on commercial pipe th. -. effective pipe wall 

roughness (k) is calculated by substituting fricLion factors into the 

Rough Pipe Law and solviiig for k. Thesc factors are obtainecL 'Lrom. field 

tests in the region of surfac,: ý roughness dependent behaviour. -The v.:, lue 

obtained for k is an effcctive roughnez; z value which is considered as a 

constant Vhic-h is applicable over the complete turbulent region. 



1 2. 

.,. he field flow tcsts 1. - 
'ave been restricted almost ent3. rely to- 

steel transmission pipelines of 12" diameter or more which operate at 

inuch Lighýar flow rates than are experienced in many gas distribution 

syGtems. Wilso, 1127, hcvever, states that since there -. iis no indicatioa 

of a relatj'-onship between pipe dizi-meter ind effective roughness it seems 

safe to expect the effective roughness of distribution pipe to be 

similar to that for transmission pipe. 

2.2.3 Friction Factors for Gas Distribution Systems 

I The field tests59 117 carried out on large diameter steel 

pipeline systems revealed that for practical qDplications the friction 

factor is a function of diameter and effective roughness and is not a 

function of Reynolds number. Very little has been done, however, to 

obtain a picture of t'Lle Reynolds numlber behaviour of distribution systems 

operated at Afferent pressures, in which cast iron as well as steel pipes 

may be present. 

Wilson127 and GustafsonSl present informcntioa on the Reynolds 

number behaviour of several networks. The networks considered fall 

into three pressure regions and the range of diameters encountered in 

each region vary. The first pressure region considered was between 5 

and 10" w. g. and in this region the diameter sizes encountered ranged 

from 2" to 30". 'The second pressure region considered was between 8 

and 15 P. S. I. G. with diameters ranging from 1-25" to 16" and the final 

pressurc region considered was between 40 and 50 P. S. I, '-,. with a 

diame--rr reage of 3" to 12". 

2ased on the information obtained frcm these investiýýations 
C) 

Wilso&27 draws the following conclusions: 
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(1) Reynolds nudbe-1- dependert behaviour-can be exp, -cted in 

cast iron pipe in ýistribution sYstems operatIng within 

the first oressure ragion considered, if the effective 

roughness of cast iron pipe is no more than ten times 

greater than that of clean steel pipe (calculated values 

of k for new commercial steel pipe range trom -0005" to 

-00075" and seem to be independent of pipe diameLe, ). 

Reynolds number dependent behaviour can be expected in 

all but exc2-otionaily dirty pipe in distribution systems 

operating within the second pressure region considered, 

(a k value of 0-0007" represents the average roughness 

of clean steel pipe while ak value of 0-002" is about 

the uprer limit for dirty pipes). 

Reynolds number dependent behaviour can be expected in 

clean steel pipe in distribution systems operating within 

the third pressure region com; idered. Fully turbulent 

behaviour, however, can be expected in some pipe sections 

whic-i are slightly rougher than normal. 

Flow behaviour in most distribution systelps up Lo 50 

P. S. I. G. can be expected to approximate to the Smooth 

Pipe Law (2.11). 

2.2.4 Selectiwz a Ge-, er,, l 1"riction Formula 

general computer program must be able to represcnt the type 

of behaviour experienced in large diam-eter transmission systems as well 

as that exparienced in iow pressure distri-buzLion systems and in systems 

operating between tLiese two extremes. Of the available alternatives a 
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tr, -. nsition law, wh-4ch can be used to represent the-bebaviour over r-iie 

complete turbulent region, best suits th. se requirements. In Uqi-ag Lhe 

Colebrook-White Transition Law (2.11) it may be that a Elight degree of 

accuracy will be lost in the transition region (see sec-rion 2.2.1) but it 

was felt that this would be more than compensaLed for by the fact t1hat 

the ex-press. -ron (2.11) is applicable over the complete turbulent region. 

2.2.5 The Spitzglass Friction Formula 

Despite the general suitability of the Colcýbrooll-. --i4hite Trans- 

ition Law, problems often occur in which it is sufficiently accurate to .LI 

use an empirical equation to evaluate the fricti(, a factor., provided it is 

remembered that these einpirical equations apply only to a certain range 

of Reynolds number and should not be appli'Led outwith this range. The 

Spitzglass Equation is one such empirical equation suitable for use with 

low pressure systems, and is written in -the form: 

1 354 

. 
1-6 Af I+D+ 0-03D 

Yol. l-)w pressure systems it gives a good approximation to the Smooth Pipe 

'iameters above 12" I-aw ior pipes with a diameter less than 12", but for IL 

128 
-t tends to give too large a value for the- friction factor 

2.3 Specific Gravity 

When using the Colebrook-White Transition Law to calculate the 

friction factor it is necessary to evaluate Reynolds number. This 

requires a knowledge of rhE gas densitv. If the specifi%-- gravity of the 

, gas is known then it is a simple matter to evaluate the gas densi-tv. since 



the specific gravity of the gas is the ratio of the deýýsity of the gas 

to tnat of air, and the density of air is knourn to be 0-076 lb/ft3 at 

S. T. P.. The value of the specific gravity of a gas mixture can be 

calculated from the expression: 

c 
E Yi1q, 

G= 1=1 
- 

29 

where C- Specific Gravity of the gas mixture at S. T. P. 

M, = Molecular weight of component i, obtained from tableS88 

C= Number of constituent gases. 

The value of specific gravity is also required in evaluating 

the General Flow Equation (2.1). 

2.4 Gas Viscosity 

In evaluating the Reynolds number it is also necessary to 

calculate the viscosity of the gas mixture at operati-ng conditions. The --- 

viscosities of manufactured gases at atmospheric pressure are commonly 

obtained from the Zipperer - MýIler formula'08: 

137- 8 
702 + CO + C114 + N2) + 14, 

%CO2 +" Hy + H2 'N 1) 

where v= Kinematic Viscosity (Stokes) at 200C and 760 mm. 

For gases rich in hydrocarbons the Herning and Zipperer Rule65 

affords a simple yet reliable means of calculating the absolute viscosity 

of a natural gas mixture of kn(wn compositionat atmosflioric pressure; 

"mixture 

iyj 

- 
Yi 

[m 
i 
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v-here 
mixture = Absolute viscosity of the mixtur, at reference 

temperature and atmospheric Pressure. 

Ili = Absolute viscosity of the compone-, t i at 

rc-ference temperature and atmospheric pressure. 

Mi Molecular wei, -, ht of component i, obtained from 

tables88. 

yi = Mole fraction of component i. 

C= Number of component gases. 

The application of this formula to natural gas mixtures at 

atmospheric pressure has been justified by various investigators65. 

Neither of the above formulaeare ap7licable for all types of 

gas mixtures and consequently are of limited use in a general computer 

program. The work of Buddenberg and WilkeI5 and Wilkelo, however, 

produced a formula which was suitable for use in obtaining the viscosity 

of all types of gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure. This formula is 

expressed as: 

mixture c 
y Y, ýij 

Yi j 

(2.16) 

ri1] 

. mi 

2 

+4 
ýij 

LLP. j 

ý[. ]-. 

r 12 

V2 

'-, 'hey report this ': ormula as being accurate for all gas -mixtures, 

and ýonsequently it is suitable for both natural and manufactured ga:; 2s. 

For this reason this for: nula -, ýas selected for use in the general compv--er 
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pr: ýgram. 

2.4.1 The Effect of T mperatuie on Gas Viscosity 

The viscosity of a gas varies with temperatur,:, and as a 

result the viscosity value used should correspond with the value foi: 

the flowing temperature of the gas. The values giv, -, n to t"he 

viscosities of the various cumponent gases in equ-,. Lions (2.15) and 

(2.16) should be the values at the flowing temperaLure of the gas. 

I jhese values can only be obtained accurately from exper4, mental data 

on the individual gases. 

For gcs pipelines, however, COoper2b lists temperature 

figures for the flowing gas which vary between about 40OF and 600F, 

depending upon the time of year. Over such a small temperature range 

the variation in the viscosity value is small as can be seen by 

inspection of a chart given by Katz65 P for hydrocarbon gases (i. e. about 10 

a 4% variation). In view of this smail variation and the difficulties 

associated with obtaining the viscosity values for the component gases 

at different temperataces it was decided to evaluute the -viscosity of 

the gas mixture at a reference temperature of 60OF aný' to ue this value 

in the computer program. Consequently the required viscosity v--lucs of 

the indiv-idual component gases at atmospheric pressure and a reference 

pressure of 60OF were obtained, where possible, froM T nternational 

Critical Tables. Otherwise the viscosit-v was-o'bitainci by use of a 

romogram based on equaticas de-rivcd by Eirschfelder. Bird and Spotzý5 

as outlined by Bromley'and Wilke". 

2.4.2 The Effect of Pressure on Gas Viscosity 
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high pressures the viscosity of a gas varies. Below a 

pressure of about 400 P. S. I. A. this variation can be neglected; above 

this value it should be considered, as there may be an increase of several 

hundred percent ;a the absolute viscosity value. Methods have been 

suggested65 for expressing the effect of pressure on the viscosity of a 

gas, but in most cases the rusultirg equations contain arbitary covstants 

which must be evaluated by measurement at high pressure. 

More general methods have been suggested by Coming and Engly23 

and T-leupsey34, which predict the viscosity of the gas at high pressure 0L 

by analogy to the approximate equality of the compressibility factor for 

a wide variety of compounds at the same reduced conditions. These 

methods will be discussed in section 2.5.9 once it has been established 

that the compressibility factor is approximately equal for a wide variety 

of compounds at the same reduced conditions. 

The variation in gas viscosity with pressure affects the flow 

equation (4.1) only in that it reduces the value of Reynolds number used 

in the evalluation of the friction factor from equation (2.11). It is 

expected that in most cases the Reynolds number OlDnined at these high 

pressures will be of a magnitude suzh that the equation (2.11) will be 

dominated by the roughness teri,., even when the reduction in ReynGlds 

number is included for. It is possible, however, that the reduction in 

Reynolds number will reduce the dominance of this roughness term and as 

a result give a greater possible variation to the friction factor 

evaluated from equation (2.11). 

Due to the ease with which the variation in Viscosity with 

pressure can be accounted for within the framework of the gcneral computer 

prugram (see section 2.5.9), it was decided to account for this variation. 
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The prograr, will then be at)le to cater for the possible case i2 which 

the reduction in Reynolds -aumber is signif icant. 

2.5 Compre,, sibility Factor 

in deriving the General Flow Equation (2.1) a compressibility 

factor Zm wis introduced to account for i-rie non ideal behaviour of the 

gas at high pressures. For values of pressure up to about 50 P. S. I. G. 

it was stated In section 2.1.1 that this compressibility factor could be 

taken as unity without introducing a noticeable error. Above a value 

of 50 P. S. I. G. the compressibility effect must be accounted for since 

the gas can no longer be considered as following the ideal gas relation- 

ship. The gas law now becomes: 

PV = ZRT 

where P= Pressure (2.17) 

V, = Specif ic Volume 

Compressibility factor 

RC. = Characteristic Gas Constant 

Temperature. 

The compressibility i-acti: Z can be expiessed as either a 

graphical or mathematical function of temperature, pressure and gas 

composition. 

2.5.1 Principle of Corresponding States 

ccording to the Dri7. ciple of correspond incc:, 
) Ltctes, the 

deviation off an actual ga, -z 
from the ideal gas law PV = RT is the same. 

for differz-, at gases- when at the same corresponding state. Van der !,! aa. L 

,n 1373 defined gases as bei. 7-1c, at the same corresponding state when tacy 
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possesscd the same reduced conditions given by: 

TpV (2. i8) TRý -TC PR"pC VR ý-- ý7C 

where the suffix R denotes reduced conditions 

and the suffix C denotes critical conditions. 

SuI10 found this definition to I-e badly in error at low 

pressures (i. e. PR between 0 and 1-0) for substances with different values 

for ZC Where ZC 
LY-G 

, and suggests that it can be improved by RTC 

redefining the term VR to be R. instead of 
(V 

Su sta-Les that when 

( 

1Z3 
T. ) 

VC 

the principle of corresponding states is used with this definition of re- 0 

duced conditions, accuracy improves as the pressure approaches zero, but 

errors may occur at the critical point (TR ý PR ý 1*0) - Obert88 states 

that the Su theorem is preferable since it is more exact in the low 

pressure and medium pressure regions (i. e. PR fro. ýu 0 to 10-0) and, also, 

quite accurate in all other regions save that of the critical Point. 

2.5.2 Generalised Cc-, npressibility Chart 

In engineering practice reasonable a . pproximations to the 

compressibility factor of a substa-. 1ce are frequently required. To fulfill 

this need, a generalised compressibility chart can be constructed from 

known data for one or more substances, and this chart can then be used 

for all substances. Figtire I shows part of one such congressibility 

diagram which was plotted by Nelson and Obert87 using data from twenty-six 

0' the conpressibility fact-)r gases. They report that the cwerage value oj- 

was within -! -2-5% of any individual -value over the region whi-ch they 

considered except in the close neighbourhood of the critical point 

PR -- 1* 0) - 
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For more accurate %letermind-ion of the cocpresbibi?. ity factor 

it is nececsary to construct gcnej-alise(ý charts for ind-ividual gases, or 

for gases wi-th the same ZC, . alue. An example of this fcr natural gases 

is given by Katz65 
I, the . 1ccuracy of the compre; sibility factors being 

reported as within ±1-2% of experimental data. 

2.5.3 Equations of State 

. Lhe behaviour of -non ideal gases can be represented by mathe 

matical expressions whoce Gorivations are based on kinetic theory, 

thermodynamic relationships and upon the known behaviour of the substances". 

For precise work the specific constants relating to these equations should 

be found by fitting the equation to the experimental data in the region 

under study. For most engineering applications, however, it is not 0 

necessary to obtain a high degree of accuracy and as a result simplified 

methods can be used to obtain the specific constants. The required 

specific constants can, therefore, be evaluated by consideration of 

conditions at Lhe critical. point and as a result the values obtained -need 

not necessarily be ýhe optimum values. The validity o. ' the resulting 

equations in the region -mder study can only be shown by suFeri-r-i-osing the 

equation on a generalised compressibility chart. 

There are many such equations of state, five of which were 

considered by the al.; thor9. These equations with their specific constants 

were listed by ObeiA88 aILd are: 

(1) Van der Waal's Equation 

Beattie - Brid-eira,; Ls Equatlon 

Bcattie's "Eqiation 

Berthelot? s Equation 

Dieterici's Equation. 
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These equations were rc-arrangi--d by the dutbor'ý lising Su's 00 

principle of corresponding states to give equaUions of state entirely 

divurced from the critica] propertius cf any one gas. They are thus 

generalised equations of ctate which can be uý, ad for any gas and con- 

sequently are particularl'%7 suited for use in a general computer program. .1 

The resulting equatiors are listed in Appendix 1. 

2.5.4 rý'as Mixtures 

t has been demonstrated both experimentally and from 

theoretical cons id--ratio-ns 62 66 that these generalised equattions of state 

and compress ibility charts can be applied to gas mixtures as well as to 

indi-Vidual gases. When the true critical point of the mixture is used 

for calculating the reduced co-ordinates, the curves obtained deviate 

consiCLerably from those for pure components. Giver. the experimental 

data for a mixture, however, af icticious value of the critical pressure 

and critical temperature can be chosen so that the compressibility factor 

curves for the mixture in terms of the reduced co-ordinates will coincide 

with those for pure components. This point is termed t-'ie pseudocritical 

point66 and unlike the point of pure components, has LIC, physical 

significance. Thus the pseudocritical point of a mixture is anaiagous to 

the critical point of a pure compound. 

The author9 h7-is carried out a survey of methods used in the 

determination of tais pseudocritical point in which Kays Rule66, Joffre's 

Rule62, Dalton's Rule88, Amagat's Rule" aad a method propos-ad by Stewart, 

Burkhardt and Voo at the national Tpeeting of the American Institute of 

Chemical Enjýineers (1959) are cons . dered - Tiie conclusions drawn from 

this survay were that the rule proposed by Stewart, BucRýhardt an(! Voo is 

the most ý, ccurate although Toffre's Rule is alsc fairly accurate. The 
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rula- proposed by Stewart, Buckhardt and 7oo enables. the pseutlocritical 

conditions of gas mixtures to be calculated by solution of the two 

equ-2tions: 

cc Irc I-1 ia 2 
PCI E Yi Pci +E Yi 

T 
3 

j=l 3 i=l PC, 

TC' c Tei E Yi - (P 
c2 i=l 2 (Pci) 

i 

where Tc I= pseudocritical temperature of the gas mixture 

PCI == Dseudocritical Pressure of the gas mixture 

(2.19) 

TCi = critical temperature of the component i (from tables88) 

PCiý = critical pressure of the component i (from tables88) 

Yi = mole fraction of component i 

c= number of component gases. 

2.5.5 Pseudocritical Conditions of Various Gas Mixtures 

The pseudocritical conditions of a variety of natural and 

manufactured gases were obtained using the rule (2.19) propcsed b7 

Stew: irt, Buckhardt and 'v Too 
. The analyses of these Ogases were oak-ained 

f---om literature26 65 8-' the resulting pseudocritical properties being 

sho-rv-n in TABLE 2.1. 

From this table it can be seen that the pseudocritical pressure 

of all the natural gases of widely varying composition have a fairly 

constant value of about 670 P-S. I. A., the manufactured gases having a 

fairly constant value of about 475 P. S. I. A.. 

The pseudocritical temperature of manufactured gases is fairly 

0") 

constant at a value of aboixt 200 1, whereas the Pseudo-ritical temperature 
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Number Source of Gas 
Pset-luocritical 

Pressure 
P. S. I. A. 

Pseudoýrritical 
Temperzature 

0 Rankine 

1 Westfield - Lurgi 465 197 

Partington 495 207 

Is"e of Grain 444 166 

4 Seabank 500 203 

5 B. P. West Sole 675 354 

6 Phillips Hewett 673 358 

7 Arpet - Hewett 667 358 

8 Amaco 672 351 
- Indef atigable 

9 Amaco - Leman 674 353 

10 Algerian L. N. G. 681 375 

11 
Home - Oil 672 350 
- Lockton 

12 Kettleman Hills 680 400 
- California 

13 
Osage Coul. ty 650 520 
- Oklahoma 

4 J 
Hugoton 662 360 

- - Oklahoma 

15 Austin - M-, chigan 674 368 

Viking Kinsella 671 398 16 
- "Ilberta 

17 
Deep Lake 674 

I 
347 

- Louis-Lana I 

-URED G 14 MIANUFAC L ASES 
59 NORTH SEA GASE S 

12 17 AMERTCAN NATUR AL GASES 

TAB LE 2.1 
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-values for Liatural gases very be#-ween 350 0R a-Lid 5200R. The natural 

gasec used in BrILtain (nuuý-lers 
-5, to 11 in Table 2.1), however, have a 

fairly constant value for pseudoreduced terVerature of 3500R. 

If a S.:. ne-ral computer program is to be developed it must be 

able to account for all possible types of gas mixtures operating within 

the range of conditions experienecd in pipelines. By considering a 

range of pseudoreduced temperature '-etween 1-0 and 3-0 and a range of 

pseudoreduced pressure between 0 and 2-5, all possible gas mixtures 

operating up to a pressure of at least 1200 P. S. I. A. at a flowing 

temperature of about 60 0F are accounted for. 

2.5.6 Comparison of the Reduced Equations of State with 

the Generalised Compressibility Chart 

In section 2.5.3 it was stated that the validity of the 

reduced equations of state in the region under study could only be shown 

by superimposing the equation on a generalised compressibility chart.. 

As a result the five reduced equations of state listed in Appendix 1 

were solved for a variety of pseuGoreduced temperatures between 1-0 and 

3-0 over the range of pseudoreduce-i pressure 0 to 2-5. The resulting 

solutions for the compressibility factor were plotted and compared with 

the values given by the generalised coiinressibility chart. The results 

aýre shoim in Figures 2-a &- 2b from which it can clearly be seen that the 

Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation of State gives the best agreement 

with the com,,.; ressibility chart over the complete range considered. TL 

is onj. y in regions of low pseudoreduced teuPe'rature (where a turning 

poi-, Lt occurs wichin the range) that differences exist between the chart 

values and calculated values. For a value of TD of 1*0 thi3 differe-i-e 
L%. - 
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ca, -i be as high as 20%. 

2.5.7 The Reduced Beattie - Bridgemian Equation of Sta:, -ý 

The Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation is: 

PR 
Z z 

-05EP 
Z 
"ý ]T ýz + P -18764 1 0383PR -4758 112LPR I] 

R iz J j ZTR zi 

(2.20) 

This equation was solved for Z using an iterative proce: s in 

which it was necessary to give a starting value for Z. : ýif f icul, in 

achieving convergence were experienced for certain vali, --s Of PR and TR- 

This problem is discussed more fully by the author9 and the following 

conclusions drawn. 

(1) The equation will converge to the correct solution from a 

starting value of Z= l'O in about 4-5 iterations for all 

I. values of TR if the value of PR is lower tban the value at 

chart which a turning point occurs on the compressý 

for the corresponding TR value. The convergence was assumed 

to be complete when JZX - Zx-11 was le-s than -0001, where 

x is the iteration number. 

(2) For values beyond a turning point convergence can be achieved 

by re-arranginc-, the equation (2.22-0) to give the alternative 

iterative function: 

z3 - Z2 
[0-05362 0-007192,22,0 . 0093C 2.1 9 0ý01'003596PR 3 

J, P 
z TR3 TR zJ TRUZ 

0-18764 0-05 0-4758 1 
TR TR TR 2jFR 

- (2.21) 

In this case the initial value assigned t: ) Z must be less than 0.75. 
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Gver the range of pscoAoreduced pressure 0 to 2-5 tuining 

poinLs occur only for values of TR less than 1-20. Thus, as most gasH-s 

have valucs of TR greater than 1-20 it is seldom necessary to uLe the 

alternative form (2) of the solution. In the general computer program 

the compressibility factor is obtained from equaLion (2.20) unless 

divergence is experienced in which case equation (2.21) is automatically 

brought into use. 

2.5.8 Tabulated Values of Compressibility Factors 

The American Gas Association2 have published r-ables, givir)g 

values for the supercompressibility factor for natural gases over 
1 

a range of PR from 0 to 7-5, and TR from 1-17 to 1-95 if we assume a 

flowing temperature of 600F*. The method proposed by A. C. A. "ý for 

determining pseudocriti--al conditions is based on the fact that pseudo- 

critical conditions of gases containing all but a few per cent of 

hydrocarbons are related to the specific gravity of the gas. The 

supercompressibility factors for a chosen 0*6 stan"ard specific gravity 

gas are calculated and teulpc--? -ature and pressure adjusting factors are 

given which convert any gas to the -, quivalent ccnditions oz: the standard 

gas. The equations quoted have diferent constants for different 

These tables would be unsuitable for use with a natural (, ),, as of 

ccmpo. sition sil-ailar to that of gas number 13. of TABLE 2.1 since it may 

have a pseudore(ýuced temperature of less than 1-17 under Otiose 

te7npe-cature conditions. 
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pseudoreduced pressure aaý temoer-ature ninges and a*s such are less 

general than the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation. 

A comparison, by tthe authur, between the Reduced BeaLtie - 

BriUge-, -, ian Equation of State and that propose(ý by the A. G. A. , over the 

range of 'JR from 1-20 to 1ý90 and PR from 0 to 2-5 revealed Lhat the 

difference in value of the compressibility factor obtain--d by ti-Le two 

methods is -negligible. 

2.5.9 Predicting the Viscosity of Gases at High Pressures 

using Reduced Equations of State 

In section 2.4.2 it was stated that general methods of 

predicting the viscosities of gases at high pressures, by analogy to 

the approximate equaliý-y of the compressibility f actor of gases at the 

same reduced conditions, would be outlined. 

Coming and Engly23 state that follou-ing on logically using 

this analogy and the concept of viscosity used in the kinetic theory 

of ga.: ýes it is possible to obtain a generalised viscosity chart similar 

to the generalised compressibility chart. In this case, however, the 

compressibility factor 7. is replaced by the viscosity ratio lipjý,. where 

- high pressure and p iss the absolute PP is the absolute viscosity at 

viscosity at atmospheric pressure. Carr17 extended the correlations 

of Coming and dre-ý-. - -a generalised chart. Usino- this chart in a p0 

si-r, -, ilar manner to the generalised compressibility chart it is possible 

+. -o predicL the viscosity at high pressure from knowledge of the 

viscosity at atmospheric pressure and the pseudocriticai Dressure and 

tc, Tperature of the compound. 

Dempsey 34 uses a multiple regression technique to obtain a 
I- 
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rpolynornial ffit to this chart. The results obtained are excellant but 

the cquation involved contoins fifteen constants and is applicable onl, - 

when t. -je value of TR exceeds 1-20 and ?R exceeds 1-0. 

Coming and Engly23 show that it is possible to calculate the 

viscosity ratio by application ýDf equations of state to a kinetic 

pressure analogy. The author9 applied this analogy to the Reduced 

Beattie - Bridgeman and Van der Waal Equationsof State given in 

Appendix 1 to obtain the relationships : 

(a) Beattie - Bridgeman - 

lip z+ -4758PR 1 1127PR (2.22) 
ZTR 2 ZTR 

I 

Van der Waal - 

11P z+-2 
'JPR 

2 
(2.23) 

11 64ZTR 

where 'PP Absolute viscosity at elevated pressure 

11 Absolute viscosity at atmospheric pressure (see 

section 2.4). 

The results obtained werp compared by the author9 to the 

generalised viscosity chart of Carr17. This comparison revealed that 

the Reduced Van der Waal Equation gave the best agreement over the 

complete range of pseudor. educed temperature and pressure considered 

although for low values of TR agreement was fairly poor. 

In view of the simplicity of this equation and its applicability 

over t-ie complete range considered the Reduced Van der Waal Viscosity 

Equation (2.23) was selected for use in determining high pressure 

viscc, s-; ty values - 
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2.6 Precise High Pressure Flow Formula 

The General Flow Equation reported previously in section 2.1 

is not an exact equation For high pressure flow as the c. '. ýý,, jiation from 

the ideal gas law was accounted for in an arbitary mainn, 2r by including 

a correction factor. If ar. exact derivation is carried through9 the 

resulting fl. ow equation is: 

p RI PR) -1 
L"1 dP p 

riýR 

Tj, D5 
Z 

dPR 

QO 165-9 PC P 
(2.24) 

0fLG Tf 

where PC = pseudecritical pressure cf the gas mixture 

2R = pseudoreduced pressure of the gas mixture and all other 

symbols are as for the General Flow Equation (2.1). 

This equation is quoted by KatZ65 who refers to it as the Clinedinst 

Flow Equation, and who gives tables of values for 

ýR 0Rf or various values of PR and TR 
z 

p 

0 

2.6. i Integral Evaluation 

A computer program was written by the author to evaluate the 

integral 

PR 

z 
the value ! LR dP 1ý using Simpsons Rule for iiumerijcal integraticLI14 

for Z being obtained from the Reduced Beattie-Bridgeman Equatioii as 

outlined in section 2.5. i. T',., e resulLiu, ý_' integral valies will. 'he 
Cý 

virtually identical to the true integral , alues foý-- all TR above 1-20 
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since trie e. zcellent agreement botween chart and calculited Z values 

Cý PR ' 
resu"ts in an almost ident. Lcal value for and zver ý -Z 

)Chart (z, )Calc'ulated 

the cci-plete PR region. This is illustrated in Figure 3 for v---lues of 

TR Of 1-30 and 3-0. 

In section 2.5.6 it was stated that the Z value calculated from 

the Reduced Beattie-Bridgeman Equat-ion fo-- low TR values could be as much 

as 20% in error. As a result the v, ýlues of 
(Ell 

will no longer 
ýZ Icalculated 

be almost identical to the value of( 
PR)c This is shown in Figure 3) 
Z har t 

for d TR value of 1-0 and 1-10. Hence the integral value, which is the 

area under the 
ER 

curve between the selected PR value and zero, can be 
Z 

considerably in error in this TR region. 

To reduce this error curve fitting techniques were employed by 

the author to obtain a curve which more closely resembled the curve of 

KR) in regions of low T value. A better fit was obtained by 
zrR 

- har t 
amending the value of 

! ýZ 
such that 

(z )calculated 

P, 

+ 
z ew 

calculated calculated 

,. wh ereK= +1 if (Pp, 7d) >0 

K 
[a 

[PR-d] +b [PR7d] 2+c [PR-dl 
1 

- (2.25) 

0 if (PR7d) :! ý 0 

a= 175-7 - 309-7 TR + (37-7 TR 2 

b, = -312-6 + -556-1 TR - 248-3 TIR2 

c= 131-8 - 233-9 TR + 103-9 TR 2 

d. -- 5-5 TR - 4-5 

Tais new curve (29.9-5) Is applicable over the complete T -d 11 R aT 

PR region considered since it is only when LR is less than 1-295 that the 

L and the =erdm. en!: is applied. The results of value (,, f K --quals +I 
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applying this ampndment to the 
P-Rý 

values are shovn in 
(z 

Llcul--ited 

Figure 3 for TR values of 1-0 and 1-10. 

The integral values are then evaluated using --irapsons Rule 

with the equation (2.25). The values of integral obtained for all TR 

value7, will be virtually identical to the true integral values due to 

tlýe excellent agreement between the plots of( 
ýR 

and 
ý, z 

)calculated (ýR)chart 

over the complete range Of PR values. 

2.7 Comparison between the Precise Flow Ecuatior. 

and the General Flow Equation 

If General Flow Equation is to correspond with the 

Clinedinst Flow Equation ther, by equating the two we Ifi-nd Ithat the value 

of Z. in the General Flow Equation must be such that: 

ZM 
rp 

R1 p 
R2 

(2.26) PRI PR2 

ý-R dP R Z. R 2z dP 

00 

This term was evaluated using the i-nteg.: al evaluation technique 

oucli. ned in section 2.6.1 and was compared with the value of Z., calculated 

from the Reduced Beattie-Bridgeman Equation at the mean reduced pressure 

PRm where Pp. was taken to equal both the average reduced pressure 
rp 3-P P Iz. 21P. 1 -11ý a-. -A the effective reduced pressure -; T This 2-1P R1 2-p R2 2J 

effective reduced pressure value is obtained'11 by assliming c simple 

relationship of the form Z whare a is a suitable constant, and a+I-'R 

by substituting this sinlified relationchip in equation (2.26), 

It was found ttiat- for values of TR above which there were no 

turning points on tho compressibility chart in the pressure r, --gion 
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coi, sidered (i. e. TR > 1*20), the value cf- Z. calculated irom the Reduced 

Beattie - _) T'ridgeman Equation aL the effective mean pressure was very 

close to thE. value obtainz: d for Zm from the equation (2.26). Thi. is 

demonstrated in Figure 4 which shows the valu- of PR,, required in order 

that Zm obtained from the Reduced Beattic - Bridgeman Equation equals 

that calculated from expression (2.26) for the case-when TR ý 1*30. 

The figure also shows the value of Pp 
,,, obtained for the average and 

effective mean pressures, and clearly demonstrates the advantage of using 

the effective mean presGure over using the average pressure. The extent 

of this agreemeiit is furLher demonstrated in figure 5 which shows the 

value of Zm calculated from the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation at 

effective mean reduced pressure and those calculated from expression (2.26) 

plotted against the effective mean reduced pressure for a variety of 

different combination of values Of PRI and PR2 at a constant reduced 

temperature of 1- 30. 

The agreement between the values of Zm calculated by the 

different methods does not apply when a turning point occurs on the 

compressibility cha.: t within the selected pressure region (i. e. when 

TR `ý 1-20". This is illustrated in Figure 5 for a constant ieduced 

temperature of 1.05. Similar figures arise for all other values of Tp, 

be. low which a turning point occurs. From this figure it can be seen 

that the values of Zm calculated from the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman 

Equation do not agree with the values obtained from cxpression (2.26) to 

the same extent as for values of T -201. This is due to the fact R 

that the simple relationship Z used in d, ýtermining the value 
a+n LR 

for low values ol ' TR. of PRm , is vastly in error L_ 

is noted, hovever, that the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman 
I 
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Equatiun provides a relationship w1aich gives a reasonaDle fit :: o the 

scatter of points given by equation (2.26). in fact it provides a mcch 

better fit then does the actual expeT. -'Lmental compressibility plot as car, 

be seen from ins-ection of Figure 5. It is felt that for raost practical 

purposes us, ý of the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation in this low TR 

region will give the compressibility factor to sufficient accuracy. 

In conclusion it can be st: ited that over the selected pressuie 

and temperature range gases are adequately represented by the General 

Flow Equation (2.1) if the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation is used to 

evaluate Zm and the mean pipeline pressure is taken to be the effective 

mean pressure of 

3- ZE2 37 

p12 -p 2 

I -C L greater accuracy is required it will be necessary to use equation (2.26) 

to evaluate Zm. Use of equation (2.26. ) involves integration by Simpsons 

rule which is a very time consuming process when compared with the tilne 

required by the Reduced Beattie - Bridgeman Equation. The time required 

by equation (2.26) is of Cie order of 2h times that required by the Reduced 

Beattie - Bridgeman Equation , he-, e h is the number of strips used when 

evaluating integrals by Simpsons rule. 

2.8 Conclusions 

The information presented in this chapter indicates that flow 

behaviour in gas pipelines is ýidequately represented by -Lhe General Flc-.,; 

Equation ('2-1) if care is e-.. ercised in selecting friction values, and .L- 

values for thle compressibility factor when high pressuL-es are encount, -rpd. 

Li evaluating the frlction facLor the Colebrook-l-Thite 
L-- 

-ed due to its applIcability over the complete Iransition 1, aw (2.11) is u, I 
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range oi cc-nditions encountereQ. When a system is- operating :, ver a. 

narr-w range of conditions, as is the case with low pressure networks, 

the Sr. tzc,, Iass Friction Formula (2.120) will be used as an alternatiLve to 

the Colebrook-Wh'Ite Transition Law. 

In evaluating the Reynolds number required by the Colebrook- 

Wljite Transition Law the viscosity furmula (2.16) proposed by Budclenberg 

and ý,! ilke is used to evaluate the vi. cosity at atmospheric pressure due 

to its applicability to all gas mixtures. The viscosity at high pressure r- 

is evaluated using the Reduced Van der Vlaal Viscosity Equation (2.23). 

When dealing with high pressure systems the Reduced Beattie- 

Bridgeman Equation (2.20 & 2.21) is used to evaluate the compressibilit-Y, 

factor. The mean pipeline pressure is taken as the effective mean 

pressure of 

P, 2- P2 2 
P" P9, 
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HAPTER3 

ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 

3.1 Introduction 

V-e analysis of, flow in pressure conduit networks can be ob- 

tained by various methods-all of which must produce a solution which 

satisfies the network equations based on K-irchoff's Laws and any other 

i. estraints on the systerin nodes. 

Kirchoff's Laws can be stated as: 

(1) Joint Equation : For each joint in the net-work, the algebraic sum 

of the flow entering a joint is zero. 

Loop Equation : For each loop in the network, the algebraic sum 

of the head losses around a closed loop is zero. 

The relationship between the pressure drop, flow and resist- 

ance to flow in a pipe section must also be specii-fied before the 

solution can be attempted. This relationship is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 2. The presencs of system elements oth2r than pipes can be 

incorporated into the solution if a suitable rela. ionship between the 

pressure drop and flow of the ele-ment is given. Such a relationship 

can be obtained fro-al the characteristic curve of a com-pressor, the loss 

curve of a value, etc. 25.53 83 84 103. These relationships can be 

7 obtained in polynomial 17orm by fitting an equation to the manufacturers 

least squares14. curves usin,, the princirle oL 

,, )estraints on cerLain of the svsteT'a nodes are prcvided by the 

presince of fixed pressures at these nodes. 

The methods of solucion -, --hich will be outlined solve the 
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uetworK prGblem for the case ir, which either tI-e external flow load or. 

the restrain at the node iý; given. 
* The accuracy of the solution wi-I 

'be no mor, ý nor less accurate thar. th, -- 
information supplied as dqta. 

Consequently, muc'A time must be spent in the collection of load data if 

the analysis is to be meaningful, but generally such information has 

practical vdlue in other f-Jelds i: z addition to that of providing the 

data required by the analysis proce(ýare. For the purposes of this 

study it will be assumed that in all cases this required load data is 

available to the engineer. 

There are two basic approaches used in solving such network 

problems. The first approach, coming under the category of nodal 

methods, requires that estimates of nodal pressures be given such that 

L -he loop equations are satisfied. The second approach, coming under 

the category of loop methods, requires that estimates of pipe flows be 

9, ven such that the joint equations are satisfied. In this chapter 

various standard implementations cf the two approaches will be outlined 

and a new method developed by the author will be presented. 

The networks referred to in this and subsequent chapters are 

ell, practical gas networks whose ptoperties are outlined in Appendix 3. 

2 -Nodal Methods 

With nodal methods Kirclaoff's loop equations are always 

satisfied whereas the joint equations are not. The problem is then 

TLi -obyG 1 -1 j- outlines methods of solving the network problLm 'or the 

trixed bouniary value case. 
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Gystemacirý-lly to amend the initial assumptions of noCLaI press-ures until 

tne joint equations become satisfied. Various procedures can be useL: to 

amend the nodal pressure values, three of which will be outlined in soTe 

detail. The f----ýst two involve use of the Newton - Raphson rule; the 

first using direct solution tecHniques, the second iterative solution 

techniques. The third procedure ouLlined relates to the use of Mter- 

polative functions. 

3.2.1 Newton - RaDhson Procedure - Direct Solut4on 

The Newton - Raphson rule states that if P is the approximation 

to a root of the single equation f(P) =0 then P+ 6P is a better 

approximation where 6P =- 
f(P) 

This rule can be extended to the f'(P) - 

solution of N simultaneous equations in N variables, as shown by Martin 

and Peters", Shamir and Howard103 and Wallach12(. The resulting 

equations become: 

3f Df 
-- --- 

3f 1 6pi fl 
DPJ DP2 3PN 

1fa Df 3f 6P2 -f 2 DP 1 

-- 

3P2 

---- 

31-rj 

----- 

ýfN Hu 
--- -- 6PN fN 

ýp 1 3P2 ýPN 

i. 

(3. IL) 

where it is understood that the functions and partial derivatives are 

evalu, --ted ý-! t the approximation (PI, P2 ---: - PN)- This then takes 

the .- tandard f orm AN =b where the element aij 4--n the itli f ow and j LIi 

col,,, --o of matrix A is 'f' 
. the -th element of the column vector x 4s 

61D, and the ith el, -iiacnt of the column vector b is -fi The 
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correction 6Pi obtained b: y means of equation (3.1)"is added t, the initial 

apploximation to provide a second approximation which is uqed tc calculate 

a new matrix A and vector b. 

For the networv problem the N equati. ons to 'ýe satisfied are 

obtained from consideration of Kirchoff'z joint equation at each network node. 

fl(PI), P2 --- PN) "' 

f2(PI) 1? 2 --- PN) -- 

fN(PI, r2 --- PN) = 

N 
Qlj - ql =0 

19 
1 Qj -=0 

N 
Z, QN 1-qN= -() j-i ' 

(3.2) 

The variables Pi relate to the nodal pressures and qi to the external flow 

at the node i. 

These equations are rewritten in terms of the variables P by use 

of the pressure drop - flow relationship for 'Lbe particular segment i-j 

(which can be either a pipe, a compressor a valve etc. ) to give equations 

which are non-jLinear in the variables IDi. The equations can then be 

differentiated to ol, tain the terms aij of the matrix A. The matrix A has 

a non zero aij value whei there exists in the network a segner. -- ý, -Ihich joins 

nodes i and j. The main diagonal terms aii are also non zero and it can 
N 

easily'be shown. 80 that aii = -Z aij when APij = (Pi - Pj) for all segments. 
j=1 
iýj 

The right hand sida c'- equation (3.1) is obtained by substituting 

the current values of P1, P2 --- PN into equation (3.2) once it has been 

reýritten in terms Of the varia'bles P. it reprcsents the amount by which 

the sum ul -he pipe flows due to thetýe pressures are out of balance with E- 

the external flow value at each aode. If a node has a fixed pressure 

associated with it then th, matrix is amended by jeletirý,, the row ani 

,,, IiiTnn to ilrp fix-2-1 pressuýce node. Any number 
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of fixed pressure nodes cdn be treatcd ji-n this manner. 

The linear equations represenLed by equation (. 3.1) can be 

sol-tred by a direct techniqu,:., such as Gaussian elimination, to obtain 

the correction vector 6F. The disadvantage P3sociaLed with direct 

solution techniques is that storage locations must be provided within 

21 the computer for the N terms cf the matr. Lx A. If large net-. 7crks are 

to be solved the storage requirements may be excessive, although the 

fact that the matriy is symmetrical, banded and sparse can be used4 80 120 

to reduce the storaga requirements. Even so, the size of network which 

can be solved i. -, limited; nevertheless this procedure is fairly widely 

80 103 1U5 122 used 

it was stated earlier in this section that when 

APij = (Pi - Pj) for all segments, a condition occurring with pipes in 

low pressure networks (see section 2.1.1), then 

N 
aii E aij When Apij = (pi2 - pj2) for all segments, as it 

i =I 
il"j 

does for pipes in medium and high pressure networks (see section 2.1), 

it was found that Lhis condition no longer applied. It is suggested C, 

that the following amendmeat is made in applying the procedure 'i-C., such 

problems in order that this condition will again apply and become a 

general rule associated with the procedure when all the segments are 

pipes. The amendment involves considering the expansion of the single Cý 

I 
Ir- 

equation f (P' )=G into N dimensions in- place of the equation 

f (P) =0 The terms of the matrix A, ef equation (3.1) be(ome such 

that 
9fl 

and the correcticn 6Pi becomes 6Pi2 and is ai)plied 
ýpj 2 

to the tf-! rm pi2. Tf tl,. -. ib aniendmeat is used then 

aii ai, 3 
j 
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The procedure outlined linearises the Network Equations by use 

of the Newton - Raphson rule. Mý: iriow79 outlines a new procedure for 

linsarising the equations V3.2) which can be used when the term 

AP 
13 = (P i-Pi) for a13 segments. This new procedure involves amending 

the non-linear flow equation AP = KQ2 to an approximate linear form 

such that AP = (KQ)Q = RQ In this w-s: y the non-linear joiat equations 

(3.2) become linear in P and of the form Ay. =b These equaL can 

be solved and the x vector obtained gives an improved pressure solution 

which is used to amcnd the approximation to a linear flow equation. 

3.2.2 Newton -- Raphson Procedure - Iterative Solution 

The iterative solution of the equations (3.1) obtained from 

the Newton - Raphson -fule has one major advantage over direct solution 

techniques. The advantage is that only one line of the matrix A need be 

considered at any one time as each equation is treated independently, and 

hence the matrix A need not be stored. 

The aost common technique in use for solving the equation 

Ax =b by iterati-2 means is that given by Gauss-Seidei45. The Gauss- 

Seidel iteration is defined by xk+l = Lxk+l + Uxk +b where 

A= (I -L- U) and L and U are respectively lower and upper triangular 

matrices with nuil diagonals, each being the transpose of the other; I 

replace in the calculation is the unit matrix. The elements xk+, 

as soon as they hsve been ccmnuted. 

, A_pp, -ii of the Gauss-Seidel technique to equation (3.1) licatio 

gives: 

6pi 
fi f 

, ýf, 0 ai, 
3T, 

Xi 
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where 1,2, N. 

fi residual obtalne--4 L 'rom equation 

It will be noted that this is the 1ýewton - Rcphson correction for the 

case of a single equation (see section 3.2.1), and ib the correction 

given by Cornish27 for his nodal mettr. od of balancing flows. it is 

interesting to note c)iat the original no, -'al method proposed Ly Hr. rdy 

CrosS28 was based or, the Jacobi iteration defined by xk+l ý-- xk(L+U) + b. 

In this ii, stance no element of xi,,, is used until every element has 

been calculated, and ther, xk+l replaces xk entirely for the next 

cycle. 

For the medium and high pressure probleirs in which 

Ap, j = (p, 2 - pj2) for all pipes the amendment outlined in section 

3.2.2 can be applied evaluate the derivative and hence the correction 

te-rm to be applied to Pi2. 

This iterative procedure has beer, applied to the network 

1 25 27 35 82 83 problem by various investigators 

3.2.3 Interpolative Procedures 

Both Warga122 and Van den Berg6 show that the Newton - Raphson 

procedures will converge rapidly provided certain conditions are 

satisfied. Ir these conditions are not satisfied then it iE possible 

th, -t the nctwoiýk being analysed will fail to converge, the solution 

osciliating bet-. -! ee-a two sets of values, or diverging away from the 

solution. They further show that by using interpolative functioas to 

gradually i-mprove the pressure estimates at each node in turn, 

convergence carL be guaranceed although often very slowly. Waiga 

suggests using the rule of false gositions'13 as the iatýarpolative 
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function whereas Van der, Berg suggests the use of interval halving. Eoth 

procedures involve finding, for each nod- in turn, two nodal prcssure 

values between which the sign of the nodal residual fi, e--aluated from 

the relevant equation of (3.2), alters. 

Both these authors also suggest thac the combination of an 

interpolative procedure with a Newton - Raphson procedure will be suitable 

for usz. in programming the solution on a digital computer. By combining 

the two it will be possible to carry out a few preliminary iterat; ons 

using interpolation in order to ensure the subsequent COLVCrgence of the 

Newton - Raphson procedure. 

3.3 Loop Methods 

With loop methods Kirchoff's joint equations are always 

satisfied whereas the loop equations are not. The proble-rLi in this case 

is then systematically to amend the initial assumptions of pipe flows so 

that the loop equations become satisfied. As with nodal methods there 

are different procedures used to amend the p-'-pe fl ow values. Two 

procedures wij. 1 be outlined in some detail. The first involves using 

th. 2 L, ewton - Raphson. rule with direct solution technicues; the second 

involves using the same rule but with iterative solution techniques. 

Both proLedures require that the -network loops are specified and con- 

sequently they will be outlined once the problem if defining the network 

loops has been considered. 

3.3.1 Defining the Network Loops 
- -- C) - 

The loop approach differs from the nodal approach in that the 

network loops are not as clearly defin2d as are network nodes. iii any 
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network thzre is a set nuipber at' independent loops-buE there are a variety 

of v-ays in which these loops can 'he made up from the network segments. 

It is therefore necessary Lo define Lhe loops which are to be ronsidered 

as the independ. ý. at loops before attempting to solve the network problem. 

These loopb should be selected. bearing in mind that the choice of loops 

can greatly influence the speed with whiý: h the solution is reached. 

Danie129 suggests that spediest convergence is obtained by 

selecting loops with minimum overlap conditions whereas Voyles and 

Wilkel" suggest selecting loops such that the flow resistance of the 

common pipes is a minimum. Both these conditions are difficult to 

o -ain by computer although Daniel wrote a program to convert any bt 

selection of network loops to loops with minimum overlap. Ile found, 

however, that the program was impractical as it took lono-er to select Lý 

the mjinimum overlapping loops than the basic prcgram did to find a 

solution to the overall problem. 

An a. 1gorithm outlined by Travers115 gives loops which 

approximate to the condition suggested as being desirable by Voyles and 

Wilke. This algorithm biilds up the network by continually adding 

-lements in order of increasing flow resistance such that at all times 

the system is a connected branch, or tree, system. Ultimately a 

number of high flow resistance pipes equal to t1he number of independent 

loops are left which if Added individually to the branch system would 

, --esult 
in the -losing of one loop. By systematically including each 

pipe in turn and noting the pipes w1iich form the resulting closed loop, 

all, the independent locps can be defined. These pipes are the 

indý. pendent PiDesas specification of the flow value in cach of these 

pipcs is sufficient to enable the flow pattern of the complete network 
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to be set. This is simply ione if it is assumed that there is zero flow 

in the inO., ýpendent pipeb. ! ýIgorithms which define the loops by using a 

branch or tree system are often referred to as tree or mazp methods. 

By ensuring that Lhe indepen(ýeiit pines are high flow resistance 

pipes which consequently cannot furm common pipes with other loops the 

flow resistance of the common pipes is kept to a low value. A further 

advantage in sclectinS the independent pipes as those having high resist- 

ances is that it results in an improved flow estimate when it is assumed 

that the i-ndependent pipes carry 7cro flow. This is illustrated in 

Figure 6 wh. ', -ch shows the stromat-Lon of the absolute values of the difference 

in flow in the independent pipes, between their estimated value of zero 

and their value at solution, plotted against the summation of the 

independenL pipe flow resistances for various independent pipe sets of 

Network 1A. From the f igure it can be seen that the original error in 

assuming zero independent pipe flows tends Lo decrease with increase i1i 

the summation of the independent pipe flow resistances. 

it is often preferred to define loops in the form. of a loop 

connection matrix. which as well as giving the pipes forming each loop 

indicate directly wnich pipes are common to more than ove loop. I'his 

loop connection matrix ý-an be set up from the tr--e -method29 -ýut t is 

generally preferred to obtain this matrix using matrix manipulations on 

the node - pipe connection matrix, which is arranged in such a way as 

to allow the joint equations at every node to be calculated. Tinney and 

112 cbl2b McIntyre and Wei- outline two such matrix techniques cor obtaining 

the loop connection matrix. These loop connection matrices also define 

all the depzndent flows 4n terms of the iadepen&-nt flo-!. is as does the tree 

method. 
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3.3.2 Newton - RaDhFon Prccedure - Tirect Solution 

The Newton - Raphson ru)e is again extended to the solution of 

Ls 
-multaneous equations -* aL variaoles in a similar manner to the nodal 

approach to give: 

Df I af 1-- -- 
Df I 

I 
6QJ DQ1 3Q2 3QL 

3f 2 3f2 
-ýf -1 6Q2 DQJI DQ2 ýQL 

ýfTý 3f7 
- --- 

9fTý 
6QL 9Q 'A. OQ2 DQL 

2 

-fL 

(3.4) 

which is as 1(3.1) except that the variable quantity is now the loop f low 

Qi. For the network problem the T equations to be satisfied are obtained 

from consideration of Kirchoff's loop equations for the selected loops. 

fI(Q1-v Q2 --- QL) E (., ýP) 
segments 

0 
loop 1 

f2(Ql) Q2 --- QL) 7, (AP) 
segments 

0- (3.5) 
loop 2 

---------------- 

QT 0 fL(QI3, Q2 
loop L segments 

The variable Q relates to the loop f lows and AP to the pressure 

drop term across the segments forming the loop being considered. The-- e 

D 
equations are then rewrittei, in terms of the variarles Q by use of the 

pressure drop - flow relaLionship for each segment and by employing the 

loop connection matrix or the tree diefined loops in suitabie manipu'Lations, 

to give Pni. Lations wbich are non-linear in the loop flows Q. 
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These equations can thzn be differentiated to ObLe. in the 

terms of the matrix in equation (3.4) ir, a similar manner to tbpt 

uscd with the nodal approach. The right hand sid-- of c-quarion (3.4) 

is obtained by substituting the current value of Q1,02 QT in to 

the equation (3.5) written in terms of Qj and it represents the amount 

by which the sum of pressure drop terms is out of balance with the zero 

allowa',, Ie pressure drop. 

The presence of more than one fixed pressure source node is 

accounted for by introducing an extra equation foz each additional 

source. These equations are constructea in i- similar manner to the 

loop equations by assuming that the pipes an a path joining each 

additional source to a reference source form a pseudoloop. Each 

pseudoloop has an allowable pressure drop around it equal to the 

difference in fixed source pressure between the two sources at the ends 

of the path. 

Direct solution of equation (3.4) gives the loop correction L3- 

terms 6Qi. These corrections are applied to the independent pipe flow 

:1 values of the loops and to the source in-fl-oT-7 val%., e for any pseudoloops, 

(jhi. eb then allows a new flow distribution to be calculated. This then 

allows a new matrix to be generated and a new vector -fi to be 

calculate, i. 

The loop matrix is not as easily definej as the corresponding 

nodal matrix (3.1) for which the non zero terms co-incide node 

conne cti ons Certain manipulatio-as must be carried out on the loop 

46 
connectLon matriX54 or on the tree def--*Pcd loops to obtain Lhe terms 

of the matrix (3-4). Iu iG also necessary to transform the rodq - JL 

pipe connection matrix Lo the loop - pipe connection matriý, ijI. týiis 
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ter! hnique is used to obtain the luop connection matrix. Scorage must 

be provided within the machine for these connection matrices which can 

be very large. As the terms of these matrices are eithei -1,0, or +1 

it is possible to store several elements of a matrix i,,. one bit-word of 

tLie core store54 112 with a consequent saving of computer capacity. 

This saving is gained at the expense of increasing the complexity of 

the prugramming problem. On the credit side, the dimension of. the 

matrix of derivatives is L2 which will generally bý2 much less than the 

N' terms obtained using the corresponding nodal proce-darn. 

This direct procedure has been outlined by many writers46 54 

91 122 although the intricasies of the ascociated programming has tended 

to encourage engineers t Lo the problem. -o use a simpler approach t 

3.3.3 Newton - 'Raphson Procedure - Iterative Solution 

Using this procedure each of the equations of (3.4) is treated 

independently aud hence only one loop equation need be set up at a tin. e. 

Using the Gauss-Seidel iteration outlined previously (see section 3.2.2) 

the correction to f low in a loop u-nder considerat-I on becomes: 

6Qi 
3Qi 

(3.6) 

The numerator is obtained from equation (3.5) and it can 

easily be shown9l that 

r 
aQi segments loop 

Hence, in evaluating the correction it is not necessary to know 

anything about loop conneccions. In applying the correction, however, 
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th- flow value in pipes common tu other loops must -be -altered (with 

reference to the other loops) before bei,., g treated in these loors. 

This can be accomplished by utilizing a loop connection Liatrix or the 

branch data built up with the tree method. Use of thý_-- tree method 

eliminates the need to store the loop connection matrix. 

Uze of the correction term (3.6) results in a procedure which 

is comonly called the Hardy Cross method. This procedure is used by 

5 21 27 29 36 37 49 56 58 68 74 84 104 115 125 many investigators 

The original method proposed by Hardy CrosS28 was in f,, 
-c-- slightly 

different from this procedure as he used the jacobi iteration (see 

section 3.2.2). 

3.4 Development of a New Method 

This new method, to be outlined, should theoretically come 

under the classification of a loop method since it works on the 

principle that Kirchoff's joint equations are always satisfied whereas 

the loop equations are not. As with loop TnL-thods the problem with 

this new method is systematically to amend the as-, umptions of pipe 

fl. o, j,, 3 so that the loop equations become satisficd. T, ie 7 method 

differs from the standard loop methods in that the procedure used to 

amend the pipe flows at no time deals with the actual loop equations. 

As a result it is not necessary to define the network looDs. 

Instead it is required that a branch system associated with 

Ihis is simply ! one by removing sufficient '-he network be defined. 

pipeG from the network to reduc2 it to a connected branch systei . n. 

Under conditions of network balance Lh(-- pressure values at all nodes in 

this branch systemn will correspond with actual nodal pressure values 
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of the network. The idea of this method is then to amend the assume(I 

flow distribution in the branch pipeline using a suitable corre-t*on 

prccedure until such times as the pressur; 2 values obtai; iecý, when used 

as network pressure values, would give nodal reEidual vqlues fi, 

calculated from equation (3.2), of zero. The ex4L -ent to which these 

values of fi vary from zero for each assumed branch flow diSLribution 

indicaces the extent to which the assumed flow distribution is in error. 

The flow distribution assumed for the branch pipeline system 

must always satisfy Kirchoff's joint equations for the r.: ýt-, York. This 

will be the case if an initial network flow distribution sat -isfying 

the joint equanions is set and the assumed branch flow distribution 

extracted from this network distribution. As with loop methods the 

corrections to the flow distribution are applied in such a way as to 

maintain the validitY of the network joint equationq throughout %-he 

process. 

The sequence of events comprising the suggested method will 

.L now be given. The procedure used to amend the flow values can be 

shown to be an application of the secant iterativt: function. This is 

, lemo-strated in Appendix 8. As a result the method is referred to as 

the secant method throughout the text. This method used in the manner 

to be outlined has produced convergence for all networks analysed. 

3.4.1 Comprising the 'Yethod 

The sequence of events compri2lag the method are then: 

(1) Assume a np-tx, -, ork f 'Ljw dis triý uf ior, satisf ying Kirctof fI -ý, 

joint equations. 

Select a number of pipes such that when they are 
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(3) 

from the network a coanected branch PiDeline system 7-isults.. 

Tbe pipes remove%', will be reterred to as independent pipes. 

The number of indupendent pipes in any network equals the 

number of independent loops in the network. Any pipes can. be 

t, eated as independent pipes as long as a connected branch 

system remains. The selection of certain pipes as the 

independent pipes, however, can be advantageous (see section 

3.4.2). 

Obtain the flow values in the branch pipeline remaining from 

the flow pattern given in step 

Start of Iterative Correction Procedure 

-k is the iteration uumber 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Using the assumed branch flow values solve the branch system 

to give nodal pressures. This requires use of the pressure 

drop-flow relationship of the particular segments which can be 

either a pipe, a compressor, a pressure reducing valve etc.. 

Consider the complete network systcm and calculate the nodal 

residuals fi, from equatinn (3.2), which result from the 

pressure distribution obtained in step (4). In fact ii; nly 

these nodes which form rhe end points of independen. ': pipes need 

be considered since at all other nodes Kirchoff's joint equation 

holds and fi is zero. It is not necessary to consider a node 

with a fixed pressure source. 

If it is the first iteration (k=l'ý ther. set the flow correction 

6Q such that: 

6QJ 
2 
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Otherwise Ci. e. k> 1) set 6Qk "2 

N 

. 
7'lfilk E6Qk-11 

1=1 

I(fi)k 

DistrJibute thý- correction to the nodes according to the formula: 

I 
N 

(fi)k 
6Qk - 

Ifilk 

This correction is consistent with a sign convention that flow 

into a node is positive, flow out negative. Again it is only 

necessary to consider the nodes adjacent to independent pipes 

since for all other nodes fi =0 and hence 6qi =0. 

The corrections 6qi are applied to the exlsting flow values 

to give a new assumed flow pattern in the branched system. 

This is achieved by adding these flow corrections to all pipes 

on the paths between the node considered and the network source. 

Repeat t the iterative procedure (steps 4 to 8) until the values 

Of Ifilk for all nodes fall below a preset value at which 

stage the nodal pressure values for the branch co-incide with 

those for the networ': to sufficient accuracy. 

To clarify the steps of the method a simple two loop example is worked 

through in Appendix 2 by ýEollowing the above sequence of steps. 

3.4.2 Selection of Independent Pipes for the Secant Method 

lfhen defining loops for the lcop mýýthod it was stdted that the 

choioe of suitable loops could greatly increase the spzýed of GoluLio., 

(s, 2e section 3.3.1). SImilarly it is ex-pected that selection oi 
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different sets of indepcndent pipes will influence-the s-peed nf solution 

of the secant method. 

Fcjr the loop method it wa3 suggested that selecting loops with 

minimum common flow resiLtance was advantageoi-s. The algorithm out- 

lined by Travers (see section 3.3.1) was suggested for use siInce it 

approximated to this rýondition by ensuring that the high flow iasistance 

pipes were the indepandent pipes uhich consequently could not foriu 

common Pires with other loops. This algorithm is also suitable for use 

in defining a branch pipel-'no syst-em and if used gives the high flow 

resistance pipe., ý as independent pipes. If zero flow is assumed in the 

independent pipes it also provides a simple means of setting a branch 

flow pattern which is consistent with Kirchoff's joint equations. 

To test the effect on the speed oil solution of selecting 

independent pipes of high flow resistance, two networks were analysed 

by the Secant method for a variety of different selections of independent 

pipe sets. The networks analysed were NetwGrks IA and 3A. The number 

of system iterrtions required gives a measure of the speed oL solution 

since the diffcrenctý in- time taken for one iteration fo-v each independent 

pipe set was found to be negliZible. Figure 7 shows the n, nriber of 

iterati-ons required to reach a specified accuracy, from an initial flow 

estimate derived from assuming zero flow in the independent pipes. 

plotted against the summation of flow resistances of all paths . 'rcm noees 

adjacent to ind e-Derdent pipes back to the source. From the figure it is 

clear that the lower the summation of flow resistances the fewer tend 

to be the number of iterations required- This condition of a low 

summatio- of flow resistances will be be-t. mer- by selecting high flow 

vesistance -ipes as the indepenaent pipes since they cannot then -Lorm 
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part of a branch system. It follows, therefore, that ýwheu the coaipuL-r 

is used to define the branch system and to set the initial flow estimates 

for the secant metliod the algor,. tl-m propos-ýd by TraverslIr- will ba 

suitable for use. (See Figure 7). 

3.4.3 Extension of the Secant Method to Solve for Multi-Source Netwirks 

The extension of the secant met'Llod to solve for problems having 

more than one fixed pressure source involves no -new principles. The 

method then becomes: - 

(1) Specify one of the sources as the "ma-IIrisource It ; all other 

ý; ources become "secondary sources". 

(2) Select independent pipes to obtain a branch system as 

before. 

Select an additional independent pipe for each secondary 

source such that when they are removed a number of 

independent branch systems, each with its own fixed 

pressure source, remain. 

, Ls aa example consir-er the simple two loop network, solved the secant 

method in Appendix 2, having fixed pressure soiirces aL nodes 1- and 6. 

The method is now: 

(1) Specify node I as Lhe mainsource and hence node 6 becomes 

a secondary source. 

inainsource (M. S. ) 

secondary --ource 
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ý2) Obtain a branch system as before to-give: 

M-S, 

rl- 2- 

6 
S. S. 

Remove an additional pipe, say 2-5, to split the system 

into two independent branch pipeline systems each with 

one fixed pressure source. 

M. S. 
123 

456 
S. S. 

(Obviously there are a variety of pipes which can be removed 

to form the branch systems and this topic is discussed 

further in sectioiL 3.4.4). 

The same procedure as outlined in section 3.4.1 is carried out, 

the only differences being that each branch pipeline system has its nodal 

pressures evaluatclA -1 with reference to its own source, and that there are 

adlitional independent pipes. 

3.4.4 Selecting the Additional Independent Pipes Req irý-d for ýLl- 

Multi-Source Networks Solved by the Secant lllethcd 

When the secan?: method is uý! cd to solve for problems having 
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more than one fixed pressuce source then liq addition to the independent 

pipes which must be removed to reduce tbm: ý network to a branch system 

(see section 3.4.2) additioral independent pipes must be removed. 

These additional pipes, when removed must give independent branch 

systems each of which possesses one fixed pressure source (seý: section 

3.4.3). If it is assumed that there is 7ero flow in all indepcndent 

pipes then the initial flow estlimate required by the method can easily 

be obtained. If this estimate is to provide_a good initial assumption 

of flow values then it is -L-mportant that the additional independent i 

pipes selected are such that each of the fixed pressure sources supplies 

a reasonable proportion of the total demand. Selecting suitable pipes 

then involves finding pipes which when removed from the system will 

cause the system demand to be proportioned between the various sources 

in a reasonable manner. This places restrictions on which pipes can be 

used as additional independent pipes. 

The selection of the additional independent pipes is 'Less 

restrictive if the initial flow estimate is evaluated independently from 

the selection of those pipes. This is simply done by using the original 

branch pipeline system obtained from Travers algorithm (see setztinn 

3 -, ), if zero flow is assumed for &Le original independent pipes and 

values assumed for inflow at the various fixed pressure sources. In 

this way the flow into the system from the various fixed pressure 

sources can be ýroportiur. --d in any desired manner and is not dependent 

upon the additional independent pipes selected. 

To gauge whether the celection of the additional independent 

pipes afigcts the speed of solution of the serant method several multi- 

source problems were solved for t-wz, different select4. cns of additional 
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. i. rdependent pipes. The first solution selected as additional pipes 

those adjacent to the secondary scurces whereas the second solution 

selected them as those as close a. possible to halfway aown the paths 

between the secondary sour-ces and mainsource. The re3ults are shown 

in Table 3.1. 

It would appear that the solution obtaineri by selecting the 

additional pipes as those adjacent to the secondary sources raquires 

fewer system iterati. ons. 'vThy this should be so is not clear, but it 

may be that the presence of a pressure restraint ar t"ItLe --nJ nodes 

associated with an additional independent pipE, heIpS Lo balance the 

flow contributions fro-iýý, the various sources in- a speedier manner. 

In view Of this, in all subsequent work by the writer the 

additional independent pipes, required when sclving Taulti-source net- 

-hose adjacent to the works by the secant method, were taken to be 11 

secondary sources. 

3.5 The Limitations of the Direct and Tterative Solution 

P1iiv 

The solution procedures outlined in this cha: dter are eitaer 

strictly iterative or involve use of a direct ýec1lmique for solving a 

Itaneous equations. In this study it was decided set of li-. -iear simuL 

to consider only the solution procedures w1hich eiaploy,, -d 
iterative 

solution techniques in view of their more economic use of corrputer 

, -torage. 

Yevdokimovl29 Pitchai9l and Goacher47 state that a direct 

solutIon procedure will generally give spý. -edier convergence than the 

corresponding iterative P-rocedure. Thýy state this -in relation to 
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NETWORK 1ST SOLUTION 2ND SOLUTION 

2A 
ý, q 62 

2B 24 10 

ýA 32 35 

8A 1-6 138 

8B 16 220 

10A 31 137 

10B 17 350 

11A 198 3118 

12A 88 540 

13A 179 650 

16B 7 14 

17B 14 12 

TABLE 3.1 
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the loop mc-thod although the sa; 'ne must generally be. true for the nodal 

methcd. Yevdokimov, however, further states that this will only be 

L-rue 4-1 the storage requirements of the direct procedure do not exceed 

the storage available in the fast access core storage of the computer. 
If the size of problem exceeds the limits of the core storage then it 

is necessary to use backing store-,. If this situation arises it is 

preferable to use a procedure which ý-an solve the problem within the 

core sr-orage without the use of backing stores. 

The direct procedures always require more storage than those 

which are strictly iterative regardless of which of the devices, 

referred to in sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.2, are used to reduce these 

requirements. As a result it is always possible to solve considerably 

larger problems on a computer of given capacity when using iterative 

procedures. 

It was concluded that it would be advantageous to use 0 

iterative procedures for cases in which large networks are likely to be 

encountered as is often the case with gas distribution systems. The 

direct solution procedures are not considered furthcr in the subsequent 

co: qparison which thus only col. ce-. L-is itself with iterative solutions. 

The computer programs for the iterative procedures considered are 0 

discussed in greater detail in Appendix 6. These programs can be used 

to analyse gas distributi. on systems which meet the following size 

liltation: 

8P + 6EN x MAXI < 17,000 . 

where p is the numbe-i: of network pipes 

is the number of network nodes 

nu&, 3er of pipes meeting at any one node. imu. u, MAX is the ma-. - 
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C 14 APTER 

JýTROVT NG TIHE CONVERGENCE RATE 

OF THE ITERATIVE METHODS 

II introduction 

Before comparing the convergence chaiacteristics of the 

variou. s iterative procedures outlined it is necessary to consider means 

()f 4 
irrproving their rate of convergence. Where suitable means are 

available it is more meaningful to compare the procedures once they 

have been amended to achieve the most effective acceleration. 

Various acceleration techniques have been proposed in 

literature for use with the iterative nodal and loop procedures outlined 

in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.3. Many of them can be used only with the 

procedure for which they are discussed while others are general to both 

procedures. As it is impossible to consider all the techniques, this 

study concentrates on those which are general to both procedures 

although various of the specific techniques will be sumarised. 

Both the iterative ioen ond nodal approaches to the problem 

involve the use of the Gauss-S2idel iteration to solve equations which 

are linearised using the Newton-Raphson rule. The acceleration 

techniques developed by the author in this chapter will, therefore, be 

a4. med at improving the convergence rate of the Gauss-Seidel iteration. 

Consideration will also be given to the effect on the convergence rate 

of using functions of higher order than that of Newton-Raphson to 

linear, se the equations. 

The nodal approach to the network problem generally involves 
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more system equations than the luop approach and is tbus ll-kely to re- 

quir, a greater number of system iteratiDns to reach the solut -ion from 

an equ:. valent starting estimate. The pez"ormance of the various 

acceleration techniques developed shoul(I. then be more clearly visible 

w'aen related to the nodal approach. For this reason it was decided 

to gauge the performance of various techniques with reference to the 

standa-d nodal iterative procedure. 

In discussing the acceleration techniques developed by Lhe 

author the related theory will be reviewed before any ne,., - develcpments 

are proposed. Tests carried out on various network p. L-oblems will be 

described and based on the results a decision reached as to their 

advantage over the standard solution procedure. Once this has been 

- for each of the proposed techniques those which give an carried out 

improvement over th2 standard procedure will be compared in order to 

gauge which is the most effective. 

Finally in. this chapter the possibility of accelerating the 

convergence rate of the new secant iterative method of analysis 

developed by the author will be discussed. 

4.2 Specific Acceleration Techni_ques 

The techniques which will be reviewed in this section are 

I--L mostly empirical in nature and most are applicable only in relation to 

I the particular approach to the solution for whicli they were discussed. 

9 
to become applicable with both 0, ome of thcm, however couj-d be amended LL 

approaches. 

4.2.1 Tee with the LooD Approach 
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I S'hirley and Bailey'04 guggest that the si-, -, -, -ns of the 'L. -, go 

previous corrections to the one loop equation should be compared with 

that of the new coz-rection. If t -he signs are dlike the correction 

Fhould be multipliei by a factor and if the signs alternate the 

correction should be divided by t', '-, e same factor. The value of this 

factor should be above unity and will. vary from network to network, its 

selection being based on experience uith other networks. Hoag and 

Wei. nberg56 suggest that if the signs of the correction alters on 

successive iterations the correction should be divided by a constant 

which they suggest should be equal to 2-0. They further suggest that 0 

or. alternative iterations the equations with small residuals should be 

ignored thus concentrating on those equations firthest out of balance. 

104 found - at by introducing an additional Shirley and Bailey th I 

redundant loop equation (by considering a redundant loop made up of 

major pipes) and by correcting this equation before the others, improved 

convergence resulted. Hunn58 suggests introducing an additional 

10-20Z redundant equations so that each segment appears in at least two 

loop equations. He claims that by so doing speedicr convergence 

resulted although he does stat:: ý har- no exhaustive tests were made to 

verify this. 

4.2.2 Techniques Applicable with the Nodal Approach 

DillinghaM35 outlines a series of procedures to aid convergence. 

These includtý_ use of a linear flow formula when a small ilow appears ir, a 

pipe, grouPing the end nodeG of a pipe which *has a low flow resistance 

-'-a 
a-Lid thus treatiiig the pipe as an elongated node, and aipl-: cation of u. 

ccntinuity principal to the UetvTork as a whole. The procedureG he 
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outlines are arbitary, being based on judgement and ii, cuition. Because 

of Olis Dillingbam states that the justification offered for using them is 

that ''they work''. 

Wallacý-119 outlines a technique by which each node is designated 

as either non-linear or linear depending upon whether the correction is 

greater or 'Less than one third of the smallest pressure drop in any pipe 

originating from the node. If the aode is non-linear he uses the secant 

functiuD to lower the residual to a set level, otherwise the standard 

corr--ction procedure is applied. He also shows that use of a successive 

over relaxation (S. O. R. ) factor (see section 4.4) of 1-95 for non-linear 

nodes and 1-3 for linear nodes inq)roved the convergence rate of a sample 

network. The higher value of the S. O. R. factor for Trion-linear nodes was 

applied since these nodes were mainly those at the ends of isolated arcs 

with high values for the derivative TP Use of linear and non-linear 

nodes helps ensure that the process will not diverge in the early stages 

if the initial cstimate is poor. 

Wallace also discusses the use of block relaxation to accelerate 

the convergence rate and iýicludes the method of "blockIng in" outlined by 

Ailen3 in his program, He usas a constant value of a as the S. O. R. 

factor for all nodes but a difierent value ý when carrying out a block 

relaxation. He concludes froia tests on several networks that a value of 

a and ý between 1-IL and 1-4 with application of block relaxation on every 

xth iteration (where x lies between -1, and 8) produces considerably 

improved convergence. He further states that the values of a and ý are 

not critical within a set range and that the speed advantage is affected 

by the shape of the network, being greatest when the netv7crk is fairly 

regaiar in shape. 
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. urown and TinnRy-12 suggest correcting the nodal equation witli 

the largest residual and applyjag this correction before determining tne 

new equatIon with maximum residual. They found that using tids device 

ga%-e oscillatorý convercence that was slower than the standard 

procedure. Brown and Tinney aioncop with Connel125, however, suggest 

that this dpvice may be uscd to advantagc in analysing a system which 

has undergone a small change, the previous solution being available as 

an estimate to the new solution. 

4.3 Higher Order Iterative Functions 

The Newton - Raphson rule which is 1. ised to linearise the 

network equations prior to application of the Causs-Seidel iteration is 

a second order convergence function. (i. e. if p is the order of a 

sequence and a is the correct solution wben xO is an approximation then 

xn+l agrees with a to p times as many significant figures as y 116 

The greater the order of an i-teration function the fewer will tend to be 

the number of system iterations required. This does not mean, hoi-, -ever, 

that the solution will be rc-ached ir. less time since the computat. Lonal 

work per iteration tends to increase with the order of the iterative 

function. 

In this section the performnce of several higher order 

, terative functions will be compared to that of the Newton - Raphson 
.L 

function to gauge whether there is any advantage in using them. The 

higher ordpr functions uced weý-e selected from a list of such functiol's 

given by Traubl This list dealt only with functions of up to order '16 

4 and so to increase the scope of the test a fifth order iunction given 

by Ki-zner67 was also use(!. These functions are listed in Table 4.1. 
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Number ITERATIVE FUNCTION 

1-if (x) 
f, (xi 

f (x) 
f' (xi) 

f (x) 
Xi =Xf1 (x; ý 

Z 

Newton - Raphson 

1 

2f (x) i 

1f (x) 

2, ' (X 

1X1 
=-- I 

0 der 

3 

3 

4 

2f 2f (ýO f5 

.;: 7it f (X) K 71 5 -p , (X1) 6 A- 

h> 

x 

f i1 j1. - 

(ýxý 2f' 

1x 
ýr, ='X- -fUý, f1 (X2i 

4.1 
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4-3-11 iests Carried Out Us, r. & Higher Order I--erative Functions 

Two networks, Network IA and the simple two loop netx4ork of 

-I -ppendix 2, were treated using higher order iterative functions in 

addition to using the Newton - Raphson rule. The number of iterations 

required to reach the same accuracy from the same initial solution 

estimate were found for both networks using the functions listed in 

Table 4.1. 

The fluid network problem is rare in that the evaluation of a 

derivative f '(x) involves a negligible amount of extra computation over 

and above that required to evaluate a function f (x) In fact the time 

required per iteration was found to be directly proportional to the 

number of different x terms associated with each function. The 

relative time required by each function to rerform one iteration is, 

there-fore, equal to the number of different x terms present in each 

function. 

II jable 4.2 lists the number of iterations rcquired for eaeb 

network, . the relative time per iteration and the total relative solution 

time obtained by using each function. 

From the table it would aDpear that the higher order iterative 

functions do not always converge in fewer iterations than does the 

Newton - Raphson function. The higher order functions should always 

converge in fewer iterations when applied to a single equation. 1- 1hea 

they are applied to a system of equations, however, as ir. this case, it 

L is possible that a larger incrt. ase in residual is intrcl-,, ced at adjacent 

nodes than -: s the case when using the Newton Raphson furetion. As a 

result: the process may require more system iterations due to this 

lar(--ýýr residual. For rises in which the higher order functions requared 
4-1 

fewer iterations than Lbe Newton-Raplasor. fu-... --tLon -t was found that 
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ITERATIONS (I) RELATIVE TIM--, 
ITERATIVE RETATIVE, TIME 
FUNCTION ORDER PER 

ITERATION (T) 
FN 

JA 
Network 12 loop etwoLk etwoiLk 2 1ZP etwork 

:T 
1 1': IA example 1A exa 1c; 1A 

70 55 70 55 

2 3 2 97 40 lQ4 so 

3 3 2 78 33 156 66 

4 4 2 40 32 80 64 

5 5 4 100 22 400 88 

TA, BLE 4.2 

RELATIVF OVERALL TIIIE 

NETWORK 
Number of Pipe6 Encountered 

Newton Raplib-on Exact Technique 

555 3,333 1A 

2B 1,350 6,713 

3A 3,885 12,912 

5A 12,204 24,600 

6A 11,025 37,549 

14B 2.596 8,861 

2,360 7, G43 

TABLE 4.3 
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the overall time was neve-theless -Yreataf than that required I-y the 

Newton - kaphson function. Agaii,, this is probably due to the fect that 

USiLIg higher order functious causes more interference with the adjacent 

nodal res. Ldual values. 

This is perhapF best illustrated by considering the eytreme 

case, in which each cýý,, uation is treated continually with the -Newton - 

Raphson fur, ction until solved before moving on to the next equation, 

which is in effect dDplication of a very high order iterative function 

1, illiaTps126 did this for the loop approach to each equation in turn. 

and found that -in many cases the normally convergent system became 0 

unstable. Several. networks were solve--' by the author using this exact 

technique with the nodal approach. The total solution time was found 

to be directly proportionral to the total number of pipes encountered 

when applying the correction procedures. Table 4.3 lists the relative 

overall times required using this exact technique and the standard 

Newton - Raphson function. 

From this table it can be seen that in all --ases convergence 

resulted but always in a greater overall time requiremeýLt than by the 

scandard method. 

4.3.2 Concluding Remarks 

It wý, s concluied t Huid network problem there ý-hat for the ' 

was no advantage to be gained from using a higher order funct-ion than 

the Ncwmi - Raphson furiction. As a result the standard NLWtOU - 

Raphson furction is used in all subseque, 7t applicanons of the analysis 

procedures. 
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4-', Successive Over Relaxati-on 

Consider f or the moment the simultaneous linear equations 

represented by the matrix equation Ax =b where A is a synz--neýric 

positive- definite matrix w--th unit values on the diagoii4l, and x and b 

are column vectors. 

The Gaucs-Seidel iteration is def incd by: 

Xk+l- ý Lxk+l + Uxk +b- (4.1) 

and Successive Over-Relaxation (S. O. R. ) by: 

Xk+l ý Xk + wEb - Xk + Lxk+l I Uxkj - (4.2) 

where w is a suitably chosen positive real num-lbez bet-ucan 1-0 and 2-0. 

In fact the dis-lacement give-n by equation (4.2) is just w times that 

g4 iven by equation (4.1) f or the Gauss-Seidel iteration. If the current 

resi - Lxk+l then the Gauss- 'dual vector is c, where c=b- (xk - U"-k) . 

Seidel iteration relaxes successive elements of c whereas S. O. R. "over- 

relaxes" for w> i-O. 

Letting -k ý' x- Xk be the error vector, it can be shown8l 

that for the Gauss-Seidel and S. O. R. processes tne following relationships 0 

exist. 

Gaus., -Seidel : ek+l (I-L)-"Uev 

T 

S. O. R. : ek+l L 
u 

and ek+i E(w)k+ 

The above process manifests 

[(I-Q--iUýk 

(w-I)Ilek 

, eo 

the ess2nti-al 

+1 
C4.3) 

(w) ek (say) 

- (4.4) 

- (4.5) 

characteristics of 

ctationary mathods, namely zhat successivp error vactors are relate. d by 

ek+l = Mek where 

for m WL ) Ewu S. O-pl. (4. 

and M (I - L)-IU for Gauss--S-idcl (4-7) 
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. 

For the processes to converge it is nc-cessai: j that all the 

eigenvqlues of M lie within the unit circle. The object of using 

w> 1-0 is to reduce the spectral radius OMý which is the largest of tl--e 

absolute values ,f t1he eigenvalues of M. Ideally one woul, 1 use the 

value of w known as the optimum accelerating factor which minimises AM. 

Under those circumstances Lhe rEtýi of convergence, usually defined as 

(- log Xý1) is a maximum. jl!, s the value used for w is increased above Lhe 

optimum value the system becomes more and more unstable until at a value 

slightly above the optimum divergence results18 73. There is no exact 

forniula for obtaining the optimum value of w for a system of equations 

unless the resulting matrix is consistently ordered and possesses Youngs 

Property A130, a situation which is not applicable to the fluid network 

rob 1 em. 

4.4.1 Application of S. O. R. to the Fluid Network Problem 

A further complication is introduced when the fluid -network 

problem is considered, as the matrix A does not remaiý, constant through- 

out the solution procedurc. The linear eq-L. -, ations being solved are in 
C) 

fact continually amended in accord'--ice with the Newton - Raphson rt!. le 

and consequently the matrix A and hence the ipatrix M of equation (4.6) 

will vary throughout the process. As a resultthe optimum value of w 

will also vary at d4f fere-nt stages of the process. This is simply 

shown by considering the results Of a test on Network IA. Several 

.C 

values were ised for w througbout the process and it was found that the 

optimu-m value for w was 1,03 and that above 1-09 divergencc re suited. 
.L 

using this optimum value of w convergence was achieved in 4.0 ; teraticz-,. 

Howevez, if a value of w= 1-01, was used for the first 12 iterations, 
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1*50 for the next 12 and- 1-60 for the re-, aaining it(ýrations cu-vergence 

was achieved in 30 iterations. This clearly derponstrates that if 

max-! mum use is to be made ot S. O. R. for the nct-uork probiem th, --- initial 

optimum value for w shouid continually be alt-red to account for the 

changes to the matrix A. 

It was notel that as the iteration process continued, One 

changes to the matiix A became lecs and less and as a result it is 

expected that the optimum value for w will gradually settle to a near 

constant value. It is al.: o imT)oi: tant to realise that if a constant 

value of w is tr be used throughout the iteration process then it must 

be a value 'below which convergence is guaranteed for the first few 

iterations. Williams126 employed a constant value for w when using 

the loop approach and found that the Optimum value of w generally lay 

between 1-0 and 1-85, the value being highest for large problems. 

Wallace'19 found that for the nodal approach the optimum value for w 

generally lay between 1-0 and 1'40 again being highest for large 

problems. 

z,. 4.2 Concluding Remarks 

The difficulties essociated with obtaining a suitable initial 

over-relaxation factor, coupied with the fact that for maximum effect 

the initia. 1 value o4- w should continually be altered to account for 

changes to the matrix A, limits the usefulness of sticcessive over- 

relaxation. In an effort to overcome these (lifliculties the writer 

has turned his attention to modified successive over-relaxation techniques 
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Modifiee succe§sive over relaxation techn'iques 

specifying an ini tial value for w, known to be below the optimuw value, 

which is amended as the 4. teratiOIL progresses. As the value of w is to 

be altered throughout the iteration cycie it is desirable to use a 

process which utilises knowledge gained during previous Iterations. 

Two such pý. ocesses will now be developed. The fi-st, outlined in 

section 4.5 and referred to as the eigenvalue metiLod, is "Loosely based 

on the theory applicable to Property A matrices &Ld involves amending 

w on several occasions throughout the iteration. Thp sar3nd process, 

outlined in section 4.6, is referred to as tha incremental method and 

in this case the value of w is amended after each system iteration. 

4.5 Eigenvalue Method of Modified Successive Over Relaxation 

The eigenvalue method requires knowledge of the value of XM, 0 

the largest eigenvalue of the matrix M, which is dependent on w and is 

related to the original matrix A. Rather than attempt to solve the Cý 

lengthy calculations involved in evaluating XM, Lehman73 estimates its 

value from the expression: 

xm = 

Ef 2. ] 2 
k+l 

(4.3) 

Ef 211 
k 

where fi is the equation residual and k the iteration nui-ber. 

Kulsrud70 piefers to use the alternative expression: 

k+l 
(4.9) 
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both authors poirt out that after a certain number of iterations 

the -., a-Lue oi XM will settle out to a fairly constant value. At this 

point the contribution to the maxiuram eigenvalue of M will be výýr. y much 

ItIreater than all the others and the calculated value of XM can be taken 

to be a gooQ estimate of the true value. 

4.5.1 Eigenvalue Method for Propt-rty A, Matrices 

Kilsrud7O outlines an eigenvalue method suitable for use with 

linear equations possessing Youngs Property A and consistent ordering18. 

For such cases it is possible to derive a relationship between the 

eigenvalues of M, the eigenvalues of the matrix (A-I) 
, and the over 

relaxation factor w. It is also possible to define the opti. Mum value 

of w explicitly and combining the two relationships gives: 

Wx+l 

+ 
(wx -1+ XM)2 

2 
wx Xm 

The procedure used is then: 

(1) Estimate a vElLue for w, which must Le less than the 

optimum value of w. 

(2) Employ the iterative process until the value of XM 

evaluated from expression (4.9) remains fairly 

constant on successive iterations. 

Use this value and the current value of uý,, in equation 

(4.10) to obtair an improvad value of w. 

Repeat steps (2) and (3) until'the solution is reached 

wil ch 
orl until 

jwx+-, - wxj is less than a preset value in I I. 

case wx+] is used for the remainder of the iterative 

proress. 
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Carrý18 outlines a si-milar pruredure but -suggests that the 

value of LL, +, obtained from equation (4.. 'j'-O) is amended to become 

11ýý+'& 
(2 -4 WX+1 ). 

In th-Ls way hp claims that the value obtaiineý! for 

w will always be less th, ý-n critical. 

An important point to note is that if the values of XM do not 

settle out then it is likely that the iniL-ial value selected f or w is 

above the critical value. 

4.5.2 Eigenvalue Method for Network Matrices 

The above Lheory is applicable to linear equations with 

Property A matrice.: and consistent ordering of the equations. The 

theoretical results valid for these matrices, however, give results which 

produce asymptotic con, ý-ergence rates which is also found to be the case 

when the matrix A is a synimetric positive definite matrix, a condition 

applicable to the network matrix. 

The question then arises whether Lhese results might hold under 

somewhat weaker assumptions than those made. Todd'13 states that the 

results do not hold in general and quotes an example of a positive 

de. "inite matrix in which the relaxation method is much less effa--Jive 

than would be the case if the over relaxation theory did apply. "He also tL 

quotes further results for a symmetric positive definite matrix in which 

n by the theoretical the best value of w does not, differ much from that give 

equation and suggescs thac a certain slackening ol the strict assumptions 

made could 'ýe justified. 

The problem. will of cours; -ý be further complicatcd by the fact 

-he i,., ý! 7work matLix A varies throughout tl, -e iteration process for the that . 

nor. -linear ýIuid net-,,; ork problem. Despite this it -wap felt by the 
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writer that the eige-Livaiue method, outlined above, - fer Property A ma'ý&-ices 

provide the basis of an empirical technique fur airending -% through- 

out tl,, -, 
iteration for the networlý: problem. 

In view cf the variation in the matrix A th-roughout the 

iteration, the matrix M also varied and consequently iLC maximum eigen- 

value. AM varied. As the iteration progressed it was noted that the 

chang(-s to the matrix A became much smaller and a, with the lin-car 

equations the value of XM gradually attained a Tiear constant value. The 

number of iterations required before this occurred -,. -as cf tan large and as 

a result the amendment to w could not be applied until late in the 

iteration. Application of the following del., ice, proposed by the author, 

was found to accolerate the rate at which ý, M attained a near constant 

value. The device is: 

(1) Allow about 10 iterations to elapse. 

(2) Provided 
. 
(XM) 

k - (xm) 
k-1 

is less than say 0-05 and 

aoth 0, M) k and (XM) 
k-1 are less than 1-0, then over- I 

correct each correction on the ciirrent iteration by the 

factor K where 

(XM) 

Limit this value of K to 10-0 to prevent any tendency 

to introduce instability. 

The effect of applying this extrapolative device to the Network 2A is 

; hown in Figure 

The proposed eigenvalue method for network problems is then 1, 

combination of this extrapolative device -, -itli the eigen,., alue met'lliod f or 

'Dropcrl, y A matrices outlined in sectior, 4-5. -L. 1he amendment of Carre" 

I 
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I ed value of w is reduced to become w 
(2-w) 

is also , jv whi cn tie obt: ain 4 

included ;; s part of the method to reduce the chances of instability 

occur. ing. 

4.5.3 Tests carried out us. lag the Eiýýenvalue Method 

T'-,. e eigenvalue method for network problems is applied to the 

solution of several networks to determine whcther it is suitable for use 

as a general acceleration technique. Several values were specified for 

11 
the original over relaxation factor wl. The results of the tests are 

shown in TABLE 4.4 along with the iterations required by the standard 

analysis procedure with no convergence aids. 

From this table it can be seen that several networks, notably 

the smaller networks, converge by this method for several values of wl. 

This convergence continues until a value of wl above the original critical 

value is usec, in which case divergence occurs in the early stages before 0 

the value of w is amended. Some of the networks which converge for. 

certain values of w, will not converge when wj is close to 1-0. The ID - 

reason for this may be due -o the fact that the effc; ct of an error in 

measuring AM on the estimate of w,,.. -+l 
decreases enormously as the value of 

wx at which AM is measured tends to the optimum w value. This is pointed 

out by Carre" who states that it is best that the initial value of W, 

lies as close as possible-to the inicial optimum value. 

For the larger networks it can be seen that the process diverges 

fer all valucs of (ol. This m-iy be due f--o the fact thnt thcý criterioa 

selected tG indicate when XM had settled to a near constant value was not 

Q Consequently3the criterion was amended such that three strifýt eno, igh. 

cc, aseclitive values of AM had to be within -001 of each OL-her before ý, j 
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NO 
NEETWORK CONVERGENCE 

AIDS 

1A wl 1.0 1-025 1-05 1-075 1-10 
ITERATIONS 14 12 25 22 22 

IB wl 1.0 1-025 1-05 1-075 1-10 15 ITERATIONS 12 16 15 14 14 

2A wl 1-0 1-025 1-05 1-075 1-10 108 
ITERATIONS N. C. N. C. 31 cl N. C. 

3A wl 1.0 1-05 1-10 1-15 1-25 
105 ITERATIONS 40 33 30 73 N. C. 

4A wl 1-0 1-02 1-04 1-05 1.10 40 
ITERATIONS N. C. 30 68 60 N. C. 

5A wl 1.0 1-05 1-10 1-1.5 1*25 226 
ITERATIONS2 N. C. 58 49 50 N. C. 

6A wl 1-0 1-025 . 
1-05 1-10 1-25 175 

ITERATIONS 39 38 39 43 N. C. 

7A wl 1 *0 1-05 1010 1*12 1-15 767 

i 

ITERATION" N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C. 

8A wl 190 1*05 1-10 1*15 1920 1,255 
ITERATIONS N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C. 

9A (01 100 1-05 1-10 1-15 1-20 760 
ITERATIONS N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C. 

1 wl 1.0 1-05 1-10 1-15 1-20 1 OB ITERATIONS N. C. N. C. N. C. N. C.. N. C. 597 

N. C. Non Convergent 
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was considered to have cettled. This alteration, however, hiode no 

difference to the results as the improved value of wx given by t'he 

procedure SLill caused divergence. 

4.5.4 Concluding Rer, arlks 

This eigenvolue method resulted in a considerably improved 

convergence rate for several small networks when a suitable value of w, 

was used. The most suitable value of w, from the users viewpoint would 

be 1-0 since this is known L-o be below the critical value for all problems. 

For this value there is Tno guarantee that the problem will converge. 

This, coupled with the fact that the method gives divergence for the larger 

networks considered, makes it unsuitable for use as a general tecbnique. 

The performance of thi3 method with w, equal to 1.0 will be coLnpared with 

that of alternative general methods oil acceleration in section 4.8. 

4.6 incremental Method of Modified Successive Over Relaxation 

The ui. envalue method outlined amended the value of w only on 

a few occassions throughout the process when the value of ý, M became 

reasonably constant. Che incremental method which will be developed 

starts with a value of w of 1-0 and steadily increases this value by a set 

increment as the iteration process Drogresses. 

Depepdi-ig upon the ip. cremental value used and the solution 

accuracy required either the solution is reached or the value of w 

becomes such that it causes system divergence (i. e. XM V 1-0). This 

illustratai in Figure 9 for Network A which shows the value of. X, M 

calculated from equation (4-9) plotted against the iteration number for 

various valaes of increment. Ov(--r a certain range of increments, 'L-Lo-,, T- 
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ev? r, the rate of ionvergence (- log AM) up to -1-he*di,. --2rgence- point is 

much bet -ter than when the increment is zcro. it is also observed, 

howeveý:, that for a particularly high increment value X14 Goes not settle 

at all and divergence results without f.;. rst exhibiting this improved 

conv--rgence rate. 

The writer attempts to improve the rate of convergence of the 

comple-Le iteration process by employing ar- increrýaeatal value below the 

value at which divergence results in the initial stages of the process. 

The value of w is increased by this increment until such times as the 

system begins to diverge. At this point the value of w is returned to 

1*0 and the cycle of incrementing is repeated. This process continues 

until the solutioa is reached. In this manner it was hoped to encounter 

a wide range oj- values of increment over which a sirrilar convergence rate 

resulted. )in which case the selection of a suitable initial incremental 

value would not be too difficult. 

It is intended to test several net-, works using this technique 

with a wide range of increment values to gauEa its performance and to see 

if in fact +L-hc overall convergence rate is similai over a wide range of 

, norcment values. Before this is done it is necessarv to outline the 

computational cycle which constitutes the method. 

4.6-. 1 Computational Cycle of the incre-mencal Yethod 

The computational cycle used is: 

(1) Select an incremental value. 

(2) Set wl = 1-0 a-Lid increaýý2 this by tae increment foz the 

next two iterations obLaining an approxi-. mate value of 

), M from equation (4.9). 
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(--J) Co=are the values ol-7 (40 
k+1 an d (XM) 

(a) If (xl,, ) 
k+j > 1-0 reset wk to "0 ' 

, (b' If (AM) then wk+, = w,, + increment k k+1 

(10 if J(xM) (XM) iis less than say 0-05, then k+j kI 

W k+1 = wk + increment otherwise wk+l = 1.0 

(4) Proceed with the next iteiation. If Wk= 1-0 repeat 

steps 2 otherwise repeat step 3. 

(5)1 Continue the process until the solution is reached. 

Step 3c is included since in some cases i't was found that even 

with increasing w the value of XM increased slowly at first before 

starting to decrease. Hencean increase in Am cannot be interpreted 

as a definite indication of divergence in the early stages. In the 

later stages an increase in X almost definitely implies divergence. 
.M0 

Inclusion of this condition does not seriously affect the rate oý -F 

convergence in the early stages but does ensure that in the later stages 

divergence is quickly noted and wk returned to a value of 1-0. 

4.6.2 Tests Carried Out Us; n. - the Incremental Method ý-- t) 

Several networks wera analysed using this method with various 

values of increment between zero arid the point where divergence occurred 

in the early stages of the calculation. The resulting plot of 

i-erations required versus incremental value for those networks. is 

shown in Figure 10. TjjjS figure shows that the number of iterations 

required decreases up to a certain value of increment which is called 

the optimum inci: emental value. As the number of iterationc required by a 

network at zero increment increases tbe optimum incremental value decreases. 

,, ýbove this optimuir there is an increaze in the n=ber c-11 iterations 
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requir, Lý' w1li-ch tends to reach a maximum and then flatten out to a 

faitly coristant value before gradually decreasing up to the point whe--e 

diver-? ence results. The increase i-, -. iterationr required beyond the 

optimum incremen--, al value occurs in a much more abrupt mannt--r as the 

number of iterations required by the netvTork at zero increment increases. 

TI, e reason for the abrv, ý bc-haviour becomes clearer by studying 

the convergence characteristics of the Network 3A for various incremenLal 

values. The plot of XM versus the iteration number for various values 

of ]ý-ncremenrt are shown in Figure 11. 

For the low values of increment the value of w increases 

steadily from 1-0 and the solution is reached before any divergence 

characteristics are noted as outlined earlier in the section. This is 

characterised by the plot for the increment equal to 0-02 in Figure 11(b). 

For this type of behaviour the number of iterations will always decrease 

with increase in incremental value. 

For larger incremental values the value of w increases steadily 

and eventually divergence begins. The value of w is returned to 1-0 and 

after the system settles aTicther cycle of increasing w begins. This 

cycling process continues unt. Ll -he s. olution is reached, and is character- 

ised by the plot for the increiaent equal to 0-065 in Figure The 

optimum incremental value was Lound to fall in this region in which the 

cycling process occurred. 

As the value of increment is further increased the system 

becomes such that divergence characteristics are noted regularly and 0 

h(:. nce the value of ýo never increases by more, than a few values of 

increment. Th, -- resulting convergence characteristics become oscill, -.:: ()-y 

in iiature as shown for the incremental value of 0.14 in Figure 11(d). 01 
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This behaviour was found LO occur beyone the value-at which the 

iterationý- required reached their m--ximam. The gradual reduction in 

the iterati, 
-; ns occurring beyond this point was found to 'Lie due to Lhe 

variation in the amplitbde of the resulting o-cillatory pattern. 

Further increasi-ng the incremental value eventually gave riscý to system 

divergence in the early stages of the prccess. 

It was alco observed that as the number of iterations 

required by a network at zero increiinent increased the optimum incremental 

value decreased and the range of increment values between the optimum 

value and the value for which oscillatory convergence resultedbecame 

smaller. In fact the large increase in the iterations expericnced, for 

the larger networks, just beyond the optimum incremental value (see 

Figure 10) was the result of a sudden transition from the cycling type 

of convergence pattern to the oscillatory convergence pattern. For 

smaller networks this increase is not so pronounced since the trans-ýtion 

occurs over a wider range of increment values. 

As rw-ntioned earlier in section 4.6 it was expected that there 

would be a wide ra-LiDre of increment values over which thý2 overall 7. 

lar and consequently the select-ion of a convergence rate would be siami. 

suitable incrementaL value would not be too difficult. It can be seen, 

however, that the region beyond the optimum increment value for which 

the iterations required remain close to the optimum value is almost non 

existant for aLl býit smal-'. L i-et-, orks. It therefore becomes very 

important that a vaitie of increment be uscd which is close to the 

optimum value. As a result the original expectation that the selection 

of a suiLable increment value would be a relatively simple matter was 

found not to apply. 
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AT ITERAT IONS ITERATIONS A: i 
NETWORIX, 

021IMUM 
OPTIWUM ZERO 

-NCREMENT 
INCPEYLENT INCREMEE NT 

2A 0-020 40 108 

.. -)A 
1 0-030 20 1 105 

5A 0-005 115 226 

6A 0-030 50 175 

7A 1 0-004 316 767 

8A 0-002 949 1255 

10B 0-005 414 597 

TABLE 4.5 
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The incremental method, however, is still faiyly effective if 

the optimuin incrementai vallue is used. Table 4.5 list& the optlimum 

vdiaes of increment and the number if iterations required at tL-IjS value 

for the various networks considered. Also 1-sted art-ý the number of 

iterations required at zero increment vaiue which is in fact the 

standard analysis pro-edure. 

4.6.3 Conclud4m, Remarks 

The difficulty in using the incremental method lies in the 

selection of a suitable incremental value, and hence the problem is 

similar to that of selecting a suitable S. O. R. factor. There is, how- 

ever, one important difference. When selecting a S. O. R. factor it 

needs only a small ove--estimation of the value to be given to produce 

divergence within the systein. Using the incremental method a large 

region exists between the optimum incremen, 
--al value and the incremental 

valuc at which divergence results and hence cverestimati-n of the 

incremental vaj. ue is not nearly as critical with resp--ct to introducing 

system divergence. 

It is suggested that this incremental technique will only be 

worthwhile i-I" many slightly different network problems are to be 

analysed since only then will the time spent in determining a suitabJe 

4ncremental value be justified. It is further suggested that in 

attempting to locaLe tbc optimum incrmental value a trial and error 

method co, "Id be used which uses the type of convergence pattarn obtain'-d I 

to gauge wb-ther the estimated incrementi:. I value is above or beluw 

optimum. if the conve-. gcnce pa"--tcrn is oscillatory then the estimate 

is too hi; a; if it is such that convergence is reached in one cycle of 
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ircrementing then it is too low. The optimum value lies in the 

in Which several cycles of incrementing occurr. 

The use of the incremantal method at optimum incrementel value 

results in a considerably improved convc--gence rate fo- the networks 

aaalysed. The performance of this method wij- "I be compared with that of 

the air-ernztive general methods of acceleration in section 4.8. 

4.7 Extrapolative Method 

The methods of modified successive over rellaxatý 'on outlined in 

previous sections utilise the geomctric convergpnce characteristics of 

the network problem to amend the over relaxatioi, factor w at various 

stages in the process. Extrapolative techniques can also be used to 

accelerate the convergence rate of problems which exhibit geometric 

convergence characteristics. 

For gas network problems it uas found that the successive 

corrections to each equation formed a gcometric series with an almost 

constant convergence ratio r once tine process spttled. Furthermore, 

the successive error terms fi were found to exhi, "-it rhe same convergence 

cha-, -acteristics as rhe correction terms; their conveigence fýatio being 

almost the same. As a result, either of the -loll-owing terms can be used 

to estimate a value of r for the system. 

NN 
16pi 

or rk rk -NN 
16pilk-I if'lk-I 

where k is the current iterat4. on number and rk is the convergence ratio 

which is an average value for the system. it will, of course, be noced 
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that the swcond expression is the expression used to evaluate AM given. 

in s2ction 4.5. 

The fact that the succcssiv-e correction terms 4. ic 7crT. n a geometri 

series makes it possible to extrapolate to a solution in one large stiý-p 

once rk assumes a reasonably coastant value. The procedure is then to 

iterate until the value of rk assum-es a reasonably constant value. The 

geometric series formed by the successive pressure corrections is then 

summed to infinity to give a pressure correction which when applied sl, ould 

theoretically give zero residual. This correction is 6Pk+i 6PIt 
rk 

(i. e. 6Pk+I +K 6Pk where K and is termed the extrapolation I rk 
factor). This correction is applied to every node (equation). For the 

22 
6p2 case when APij = PI P the correction term bccon-es (see section 

.Li 
3.2.2) and the same theory applies with 6p2 replacing 6P. 

Since the assumption of a constant r value is not strictly true 

the new nodal pressure values obtair. ed do not constitute the solution. 

The application of only a few normal correction cycles is usually sufficient 

however, to assure the restoration of the geo-metric convergence for which 

it is possible to apply ar-)ther extrapolation step. This process continues 

the solution is reache0l. 

The extrapolative method outlLied above evaluates a convergence 

ratio r which is an average for the system and which will vary slightly 

from the value of r for a. particular node. Despite the fact that this 

-v, riation vould appear to be very slight certain investigators3o 6-0, 

calculate an individual ratio for each equation in turn -nd consequent)y 

obtain a slightly different value of K for each equation. Cý 

A similar extrapolation process, which incor:, ozates Aitken- 6' 

raerhod in place of a summation to irilinity, is used extensively in 

12 1 -- J, 121 
eiectrical -ower luad flow analysis Ward and liqle calculate 
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an individual value of r for each equatim in applying this procedure 

whereas B-t--, wn and Tinncy12 merely use an average value. 

4.7.1 Accuracv Criterionfor the value of r 

The only criterion which needs to be specified with the 

extrapolati.,., e method is the accliracy to which successive values of rk 

must agree with each other before it car, be considered as being relatively 

constant. If too loose a criterjon is set then it is possible that the 

resultj-*-ng c-irrection is rot a good system correction in view of the 

4 variation in rk f" Lndividual equations. On the other hand, if too 

great an accuracy is required the time taken for the system to settle 

before application of the extrapolative step may be excessive. Two 

conditions are considered. In the first a'loose accuracy criterion is 

Ir K is set- and to prevent any possibility of system divergence the value o. 

not permitted to exceed a value of 10. The accuracy criterion used was 

that I r, - rk-i 1 :5 0-05 before an extrapolative step can be applied. In 
K 

the second case the value of K was allowed to assume any value and the 

much stricter accuracy criterion that three successive values of r. must 

be wi-thin 0-005 of each other was used. 

Tests carried oat lasing the Extrapolative 4.7. ý 

Various networks were analysed usiiig the extrapolative method 

with both the loose and accurate accuracy criterion. The r,. --sults are- 

shown in 'r; 31)le 4.6 which also lists t1he P--Lýffnber of iteraL'--cms required by 

the standard analysis procedure --ith no ýLonvergence aids. 
10 
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11ERATIONS REQUIRED 
NETWORK 

LOOSE ACCURACY STRICT ACCURACY NO CONVERGENCE 
1-s 

T CRITERION CRITERION AIDS 

1A 15 15 19 

1B 12 12 15 

2A 44 50 108 

2B 31 31 45 

,A 39 31 105 

4A 27 30 40 

5A 91 74 226 

6A 60 48 175 

7A 278 152 767 

7B 152 97 428 

8& 794 588 1,255 

8B 230 169 459 

9A 1,340 1,713 2,760 

9B 405 211 1,187 

10A I, 6305 1,804 2,278 

IOB 337 309 5797 

14B 44 44 44 

16B 27 27 118 
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From the table it can be seeD that neither accuracy condition - 

is I-)etter than the other for all networks. The strict, ý-r condition 

prcduces beLter results in -, --iine networks, however, as against foul for 

the looser condition. In view of this and t4-e fact that the stricter 

accuracy condition has a more mathematical, as opposed to erpirical, 

basis it was decided to use the stricter condition with the cxý-ra- 

polative method. 

It was noted that using tlie strict accuracy criterion often 

produced an extrapolaf-ion factor X which when applied caused a 

worstening of the system residual in the early stages of the process. 

It may, therefore. still be beneficial to set an upper limit for K when 

using this strict accuracy criterion. 

4.7.3 Oscillatory Convergence Characteristics 

Inspection of Table 4.6 shows that Network 14B gives no 

improvement when treated by either the strict or loose accuracy criterion 

extrapolation prccess. A closer inspection of the problem revealed 

that the successiv-- correction terms for a particular eqiaticn, which 

dominated the network value, did not form a geometric ý: 2ries as 

was the case for the other networks. Instead the correction at this 

latory equation alternated in sign and the resulting convergence was oscill 

rather than geometric. In this instance the oscil-lation slowly reduced 

in amplitude as the iteration progr cssed but the situation can arise in 

which the- equation correction alternates between two fixed values to 

give a non convergent solution. 

_his 
is pointed out by 'hot,, Maýrtin and Pe ters8a and Shamir and 

Howard101 who relate this behaviour to the shortcomip-s cf the Newtor- - 
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Raphson function used tc linearise the equations. . Shai--ir shews that ior 

a particular plot of equation residual , Prsus the nodal prescur, --, vse cf 

the Newton - Raphson rule can give correcti-ons on subsequc-Lit iterations 

which are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. As a rcsult of this 

tile estimated pressure term oscillates indefia-itely between two values. 

This type of oscillation does not occur often but when it is encounterel 

it can be removed by dividing each oscillating correction by a factor of 

tWO80 1103. In this way geometric convergence is re-introduced. 

should be mentioned at this point that tb-- oscillatory 

convergence characteristics of the Network 14B, whicli Livalidates the 

extrapolative method of acceleration, would have the same effect on the 

modified successive over relaxation methods since they too depend for 

their success on a geometric convergence pattern. 

4.7.4 Concluding Remarks 

I . he extrapolative method gives a substantial Lmprovement in 

convergence rates when used with- either the st-rict or loose accuracy 

criterion. In view of the superior consistency of the results obtained 

Llsinf: ý the stricter a--curacy cTiterion, tl-, is is used in ? -he e: ý, -_, rapolative 

method for all subsequent studies. The performance of the extrapolative 

method is compared with- that of the alternative general acceleration 

methods in section 4.8. 

4.8 2ýjrison of the *General Accelpration Mat'nods- I_ 2E 

In this secrion the Performance of the genexal acceleration 

, methods developed in sections. 4.5,4.6 an(I 4.7 will be compared. The 

eigenvalve. method of section 4.5) is con--. iaered for an initial -value 
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for w of 1-0 and the incremental method of section-4.6 is considered at 

OPtI. -MUM increment. The extrapolative method of section 4.7 is of co-rse 

fully defined and does not require t. -La t any associated factors be 

specified. 

The results for various of the networks, as obtained in the 

tests carried out with each metliod, are listed in Table 4.7. 

The first obvious conclusion is that the eigenvalue method is 

unsuitable in its present form due to its high chance of divergence. 
CD 

Before this method could be used as a ge-neral technique it will be 

necessary to formulate a new procedure for amending the initial value of 

U). 

The extrapolative method is for most problems SLIPerior to the 

incremental method when used with the optimuir. increment and for the 

problems when this is not the case the differenct! in iterations required 

by both methods is small. In view of this, and the fact that the 

extrapolation process is fully automatic, Lt was decided to use the 

exr-rapolative method to accelerate the convergence rate in a'., -l subsequent 

work. 

4.8.1 Extension of the Ganeral Methods to the Loop Approach, 

The methods considered have been discussed in relation to the 

nodal approach to the network problem. ihey are, however, general 

muthods applicable to a system of equations solved by the Gauss-Seidel 

iteration after being linearicad by the Newton - Raphson function. 

a result t: Iiey can be applied to the loop approach to the neWork probiem. 

it does not follow, however, that the comparative perforMaLICCS 

will be the same sirce cich Lechn. -L,, ue is very dependent upon the natl1r, - 



NETWORK 
NO 

'VE, RGENCE CON 
AIDS 

EIGENVALUF 
METHOD 

INCREIENTAL 
METHOD 

EXTRAPOLATIVE 
METHOD 

2A 108 N. C. 40 50 

3A 105 40 20 31 

5A 226 N. C. 115 74 

6A 175 39 50 48 

7A 767, N. C. 316 152 

8A 1255 N. C. 949 588 

10B 597 N. C. 414 309 

TABLE 4.7 
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of the network matrix A. IL may in A'ac+- be that the eigenvai. lue method 

which is uz-. suitable for Use WiLh the no(iil approach may be better suited 

' loop m; qtr` to the diffc--ent conditione Lx. Further study would be 

required to determine whether this in fact app. lies but even if it does the 
fact that it does not work with the nodal matrix means that it cannot be 

used as a general method. Similarly, it may be found that tl-: e in-remental 

method is better than the extrapolative method with the ioop appreach but 

again further study is required to determine whether this is so. In 

any case it is expected that the effort involved in obtaining a suitable 

value for the ircrement -would eliminate any such possible advantage. 

The extraDOlative method was then selected as the most suitable 

general acceleration process to be applied to both the loop and nodal 

approaches to the problem. In fact application of th-j'. s process with the 

loop approach in SUbsequent chapters gave simLlar improvements in the 

convero, ence rate as were obtained with the nodal approach. C) 

4.9 Accelerating th& Iterdtive Secant Method 

in an- att-r_, p. pt to imprQve the rate at which the secant method of 

analysis converges a var. '. ety r-. ý -I. - flow ' devicP-S were applied to amer. d 

correction 6Q and the mode in which it was appiied. Of these only one 

device showed any promise. This involved using the standard correction 

r-erm 6Qk in the normal manner until the situlation arose for which the xatio 

-*EI 

''fil. 
k 

1_. 

i=1 

was less than unity, where k is the iterdtion number. When this cccur--ed 

the correction term was evaluateO frol-n the express-Lon 
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N 
fk 

Qk ýN 6Qk-1 

instead of from the standard expression (see section 3.4.1). By 

applying th'-s correction tt--rm wi-ile the ratio of residuals on successive 

iterations was less than unity, a --e-metric couvergence pattern resultCd 

for th2 term 6Q. This was accelerated using the extrapolation technique 

with the loose accuracy criterion outlined in section 4.7. 

Table 4.8 shows the number of iterations required by using thls 

device as well as the number of iterations required using the standard 

secant iterative method for a variety of network problems. 

From this table it can be seen that in some cases the amendment 

results in an improvement but in other cases a worstening of I -he iteration 

requirements. For the large Networks IIA, 12A, and 13A the convergence 

by the original secant method was fairly slow particularly in the later 

stages of the iteration cycle. When this is the case lise of the amend- 

m- appears to be better as in the case of Networks 11A and 13A and if not en, L- L 

better the difference in Lter: q. ti-? n-- is small as in Network 12A. 

The suggested modification does not always result in ý: n improved 

rate of convergence and in many of the networks tested gave P slower 

convergence rate. This -modificatioii is not as useful as the acceleraticn 

t,, ýchniques applicable to the nodal and loop iterative procedures which 

will generally give, at worst, the same convergence rate as the standard 

-' the unpredictable performance of the modifiea 
prcceaure. Tn view oL 

method it was not considered further. 



r, r- 
jV 

NETWORK 
ITERATIONS REQUIRED 

SECANT METHOD- AMENDED MFTHOD 

1A 16 17 

1B 23 

2A 39 25 

2B 24 20 

3A 20 27 

4A 32 36 

5A 40 36 

6A 68 79 

7A 26 20 

7B 16 17 

8A 16 17 

6B 16 18 

9A 24 31 

9B 16 26 

IOA 31 42 

IOB 17 35 

1 -1 A 198 80 

12A 88 119 

13A 179 118 

14B lb 16 

15B 10 

16B 7 

. L. 7 B 14 16 

BT TA IIE 4.2 
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4.9.1 Concluding Remarks 

The fact that the individual correction terms at each of the 

eno- nodes do not exhibit . 2ometric convergence characteris tics means 

that the general techniques Lvailable for use with tl, -- nodal and loop 

iterative procedures cannot be applipd. It is possible that - c-ne 

device could be devel-)ped to accelerate -he convergence rate o. L Lhis 

I new analysis method. It was felt, however, that before an invest- 

igation iato this could be justified it would first be necessary to show 0 

that the secant method -s r viable alternative to existing analysis 

procedures. As a result. the secant method in its original form is used 

in the subsequent comparison of iterative analysis procedures. 
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ChkPTER 

COMPARISON OF 1TERATIVE METHODS 

5.1 Introduction 

'When comparing different solution techniques the overali time 

required by thý! different methods is the major factor to be considered. 

It is also desirable to split this time requirement into two sections, 

the first giving the ntLnbcr of syst -em iterations required and the second 

the compar-tive iteration times of the various methods. This is 

necessary since every computer will take a different time to complete 

one iteration, this time being dependent upon the make and capacity of 

the machine and the programming strategy used. The number of system 

iterations required, however, will remain the same regardless of the 

machine used. As a result the figures quoted in LL his chapter 'or Per-- 

work time requirements ref er only to the programs writter by the author 

and run on the computer available to the author. Nevertheless, it is 

expected that the relative times obtained on other machines will be of 

the same order when scaled appropriately. 

In the compa-ýisons outlined in this chapter the loop ind nodal 

approaches to the network problem solved using the Ga-ass-Seidel 

iteration are referred to as the loop and nodal methods. Both metbodc 
jr 

are treated with the at-curaLe extrapolative acceleration technique, 

outlined in secl-jor 4.1-, and are compared with the standard secant 

iterative method since this wethod cannot yet be successfuliy improved 
.L 

by use or an over relaxation process. 

In all comparisons the --nit'al solution estimates, rz: quired by 
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the methods, are set by the computer. The suitability of th--se estimates 

will be considered and the possible advantages of using bett, ýr initial 

solut, ion esr-imates discusqed. 

The comparison of the methods for h-gh pressure networks will 

be considered in a seperate section since the standard loop iaethod as 

programmed cannot ac--)unt rigorously for variations in compressibility 

factors and viscosity with pressure. In these circumstances the solution 

obtained using tho secant and nodal programs will be more precise since 

they both account rigcrously for chese variations. Before a comparison 

of the methods .,, 
ill be meaningful it is necessary to amend the loop method 

in order that it roo can account for these variations. in addition to 

describing a suitable amendment to the loop method an effort will be made 

to estimate the exten--- of the error introduced by assuming that - the 

compressibility factcr- and viscosity are constant for all pipes. This is 

f elt necessary since, as Danie, 29 points out, --t is common practice when 

So-, v. -L I- t the compressibility factor - 'no, high pressure systems to assume tha 

and gas viscos--ýty are constants. In most cases it is further assumed that 

their values are related to conditions existing at some reference point, 

generally a f-ixed pressure source. 

5.2 Equivalent Initial Solutiori Estimdtes 

'when comparira the performance of the different solution 0 

procedures it is 'mport-nnt to scart each of the iteratwe processes from a 

T correspond., -ng initial estimate of the solution. Lhis is nut a simple 

matter as the loop and secant inethods reqpire an initial ilow distribution, 

Wile the nodal method requires an initial pressure di-stribution , 

OUtiiT,. ed in section Tf the trce or maze mutl, od of Travers 
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is used to set an initiai flow pýittern there exists. an equivalent i. iit-*al 

p--ressure distribution which arises from : hese flows in the brdnch pipe- 

linz system obtaint--d. Consequently an inltial pressure r. ', striburion is 

obtained which corresponds with the assum-ed flow distribution in the 

assumed branch pipeline. The same technique can be use6 for multi-source 

sy6tems by apportioning the flow into the network among the sources and 

in thi6 way deriving a flow distribution as befora. The corresponding 

pressure distribution is obtained for the resultinS branch system by 

assuming, for the moment, that the governor is a &-v4. c-- JTq ich ra., ses the 01 

pressure at the source node from the value calculated, aue to the flow in 

the Pipes between the reference source and the source being considered, 

to the fixed valua assigned to this node. In the subsequent comparison 

the simple assumption made was that all the flow requLrement was supplied 

through the referen, ýe source. It must be emphasised that the estimates 

so obtained are evaluated assuming zero flow in the independent pipes and 

are not claimed as being good estimates, the reason for their use being 

that they are ccrresponding estimates, set by the computer, useful for 

comparative purposes. 

Obviously it may be possible to set- much betLer in-itial estimates 

fro-ril a knowle&: e of the system, buE at this stage it is impossible to say 

whether ore is justified in taking trouble to set a good initial estimate 

when it may be -that the computer set estimate results in sufficiently 

rapid convergence. The justification, or otherwi. se, for oel, -cting 
better 

estimates will be discusseO further in section 5.6 once more is known of 

the convergence rates from these computiýx set estimates. 

5.3 Ratcs of Convergence 
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The convergence ralte of tl-, z; wrious methods is indicated by 

the rate ,t which the I; ystem out of balance tends to zero. If the 

various met'-ods all commenc-ý from an equivale-t starting point thc-i the 

perf urmance of each method af +1 -er a set number of iterations will be 

indicated by the ratio of the system out of balance at that iteration to 

the original system out of balance. The quicker this ratio tends to 

zero the speedi-er is the convergence rate. The solution is reacl-ed when 

all the individual equation out o-f-7 -balances become less than sonie preset 

value. 

5.3.1 Tests tc obtain Convergence Rates 

When comparing the convergence rates of the various methods it 

is necessary to determine the number of iterations required by each 

method to reach an equivalent accuracy. This is complicated by the fact 

that the nodal and secant methods relate to cuL of balance 'Llows at nodes 
71 

whereas the loop method relates to the out of balance pressure drop around 

loops. The m, -ans used in this study to obtain an approximately 

equivalent accuracy for all the methods was to specify -, value for the 

terni4. re the maximum allowable out of balance flow at any node and to daL 

nI ions required to reach this accuracy by the ncdal and =.!: )P--r of iterat. 
- 

secant methods. In each case the ratio of the system out of bala-nc- at 

solution to the oric-inal system out of balance was calculated and was ID 

found to be virtually id(tnticai. In view of the equivalence of the 

starting rc, -int the loup method was considered to have reached an 

equivalent accuracy when suff iciient itcrdtions had been carried out to 

, educe týio ratio of the system out of balance to the original system out 

of balance ýo -he vclue cbtained for the other 
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methods. Study of the results showed that the solutIon obtained by 

211 the methods based on this at-curacy criterion were identical, 

within the limits set by the allowable value for out of balance flow. 

Table 5.1 lists the number of iterations required by c-ach 

method to reach this equivalent accuracy for various low and medium 

pressure networks. 

5.3.2 Points Arising from Results 
I 

From this table it is clear that the loop method requires 

fewer iterations than either of the other methods for all networks 

analysed. The secant method is generally next best although not for 

the case of Networks IA, 4A and 6A. Of these only Network 6A shows 

any significant difference in iterations from those required by the 

secant method. It is undoubtedly significant that this network has 

almost as many loops as nodes, a condition which will tend to reduce 

the advantage of the loop and secant methods over the nodal method. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the convergence characteristics 

displayed by the different rethods for Netwurks 3A and 7A. These 

patterns are typical of the p-lttprns obtained for all the networks tested 

with the exception of Network 14B which exhibited an oscillatory 

convergence pattern for the nodal method -L-or reasons outlined in section 

4.7.3. (The converger-cle characteristics of this network are shown in 

figure 14. ) In all these figures the ratio of the systera out of 

balance at a particular iteration to the original system out of balance 

i-- plotted against the iteration number. The system out- of balance is 

taken to be the su=iLation of the absolute nodal residtial Nalues over all 

I' the absolute loop residual 
no(ies for the secant and nodal meChods anU o-L 

val-_cs over all loons, including pseudoloops, for the 3oop method. 
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ITERATIONS REQUIRED 
NET'WOF, K 1- 

I 
LOOP SECANT NODAL 

11A. 7 16 15 
I 

IB Q 10 11 12 

2A 10 39 50 

2B 18 24 31 

3A 18 20 31 

4A 20 32 30 

5A 14 40 74 

6A 30 68 48 

7A 12 26 152 

7B 12 16 97 

8A 14 16 588 

8B 14 16 169 

9A 7 24 1,713 

9B 9 16 211 

10A 13 31 1,804 

IOB 15 17 309 

11A 39 3-98 3,500 

12A 38 88 2,200 

13A 38 179 2,000 

14B 14 18 44 

figuies are estimated from the convergence pattern 

due to the excessive time requirements of the 

solution. 
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,. ýetworks 1 to 13 are all low pressure distribution r,, --tworks 
which are solved using the low pre, 3sure f low equation in which the 

frict4. on factor is obtained from the Spitzglass equation or the 

Colebrook-White 
_, quation. Networks denoted by A use the flow equatiz; a 

with the Spitzglass friction factor, those denoted by B use the flow 

equation wiLh the Colebrook-White fricticn factor. An importanL-- fact 

emerges when the iterations required by networks solved using both 

formulae are compared. It is noted from Table 5.1 that for such cases 

the rate of convergence of the secant and nodal methods is considerably 

better when the Colebrook-White friction factor is used. This applies 

particularly to the larger networks solved b-Y the nolal method. For 

the loop method there is no significant differEnce in convergence rates 

obtained with the two alternatives. Why this improved convergence rat -e 

is obtained is not clear. but must be due to the fact that for some 

reason using the Colebrook-White friction factor results in better 

conditioned nod-1 equations. 

Study of the convergence rates f or the nodal method revealed 0 

that, when using the same "low formula, then as the size of the netwolk 

increased more iteratilons were reqiiii-ed before the geometric convergence 

pattern appeared. As a result it was not possible, in larger networks, 

-er i-. i to apply the extrapolative over relaxati. on technique until much lat 

the iteration process. 

5.4 Iteration Times 

The number of iterations re-quired bý the -variQus ýterative yI 

methods mean liLý: le unless the time required to perform orie iLeration ic 

known, since this allows the over all time requirements of the variour 

inet-qods to be evaluated. This section deals w-Lth the cime required ner 
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it-iration by the various -. aethodG, thic o, -, erall solution times will be 
discussed later in section 5.5. 

5.4.1 Factors affecting Iteration Times 

Both the loop --"d nodal methods involve solution o-r: a ; et of 
equations using the Causs-Scidel iteration which theoretically requires 

N2 
about 2 'multiplications and adu - where N is the number ot 

litions, 

nodal or loop equations. As there afe cgenerally fewer loops than nodes 

the time required b. Lh-: ý lo-p TDathod will be less for this section of 

the calculation. These estimates are for the case when the matrix A 

is completely Gtorcýd. 

In the loop and nodal methods the matrix A is not stored, the 

required terms being evaluated row by row as each equation is dealt with. 

The computation required to evaluate the required terms is a function of 

the number of segments forming -the loop, for *11ae loop method, and of the 

number of segments meeting at the node f or the nodal method. As there 

are generally -ýorc segments forming a loop than there are meeting at a 

joint the computational time required for this section if the calculatior, 

is generally greater for the loop method. The computatioa tinic. per 

iteration required by the nodal method is thus a function of the number 

of nodes and the number of segments meeting at each node whereas the 

time required by the loop method is a function of the number of loops 

and the number Of oegmenLs c'OMp-risi-D,, each loop. It should be noted C> 

that this computatiori time will be constant for a given network when 

evaluated by the nodal method but c,,. n ý, azy for the loop Toetbod depending 

upon the r-eans used to elefine the loops. 

T'i, -- secant raethod reduces a network to a branch system and 
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the main part of the compatat-ion re(juired by the method is involved in 

solving the branch Dipeline problexa. The other computational require- 

ments arise from evaluatiag fiows across the independent pipes and 

apportioning the correcti-on between the nodes adjacer. t to these 

independent pipes. The cDmputational IL red per iterat -ime requi. L ion is 

thus a function of tiLt number of pipes ccmprising the branch system, ttle 

number of independent pipes (equal to the number of loops) and the 

number of nodes adjacent to these independent pipes. As wit -h the loop 

method the time to perfurm an iteration for a given network can vary 

depending upon which pipes are selected as the independent pipes, but 

for this inethod tli, -- variation is very slight. 

In all types of solution there will be an additional time per 

iteration required to perform the book-keeping operations associated 

with the solution procedures. This additional tioe is likely to be 

some function of the system size but will vary for the different methods. 

5.4.2 Tests to Obtain Iteration Times 

In order to obtain the iteration times required by the various 

procedures the networks considered were run f or a set number of 

iterations by each method. In all cases the computer gave no inter- 

mediate printout. The iteration times obtained are shown in Table 5.2. 

These iteration times do net account for the ti-me required to select 

., but rrý"er only to the loops, set ini 
iterative - itial estimates etc 

portion of the programs. 

5.4.3 Points Arlsing from the Results 
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N 'ORK ETV 
TIME PER ITERA71101". (SECONDS) 

- 
LOOP SECANT 

F 
A NODAL 

IA 0,03 o-16 0*20 

IB 1-50 1-24 0-85 

2A. 0ý10 0-20 0-20 

2B 2-05 1-16 0-75 

3A 0-15 0-20 0-25 

4A G- 13 0-26 0-25 

5A 0-35 0-30 0-30 

6A 0-30 0-34 G-40 

7A 0-20 0-54 0-45 

7B 2-30 3-26 i-90 

8A 0-24 0-60 0-45 

8B 3-52 3- 48 '. 15 

9A 0-35 G-95 0-85 

9B 5-00 6-30 3-50 

10A 0-40 1.04 0.92 1 

10B 6-60, 6-55 3-65- 

1 IA 1-10 2-30 50 

12A 1-90 3-22 2-70 

13A 3-30 5-75 4-75 

14B 2-35 2-50 1-50 

TABLE 5.2 
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From study of T. able 5.2 the following conclusions were drav-r.. 

(1) For networks which were solved using the Spitzgl-ss friction 

factor (denoted by the letter A) the time required per 

iteration by the nodal method is generally graaLý er than that 

required by the loop method but similar to thaL required '. Ay 15 

tlie secant method. 

(2 For networks which were solved usir, tht-- Colebrook-White Cý 

friction factor (denoted by the letter B) the loop and secant 

methods require about the same time which is Aways greater 

than that reouired by the nodal method. 

For networ'L, -, s which were solved using both friction formulac 

the iteration times obtained using the Colebrook-White friction 

factor were substantially greater than these obtained using the 

Spitzglass friction factor being more so for the loop and secant 

methods. 

, ve erder of the iteration LL might be expected that the relat4 I 

times obtained by use of the Spitzglass friction iactor would also apply 

, jhen nsing the Colebrook-White friction factor. The reason why there 

is a change in the relative order of the iteration times for the methods 

ter programs can be secn by studying the flow diagrams of the compul- 

given in Appendix 6. 

flow diagram it is seen that the 'Lerative From +the general L 

portion of the loop method involves use of the Proccdure DELTAP, the 

iterative portion of the secart metbod use of Procedure FLOPS, and tbe 

iterative portion of the noial method i-e of' Procedure FLOW. (The 

flow diagrams of these procedures are giv-n in Appendix 6. ) BoLh 
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Procedilre LELTAP and ProccJure FTýOPS require that an iterative function 

be s,; lved in order to obtain the Colebrook-White friction factor. Wi. Lh 
Lhe ncdal method the pressures at. al! pipe end nodes are specfýed and 
it is possible9, by substituting the general flow equation into the 
Reynolds number term of the Colebrook-White function, to reduce the 

Colebrook-W`hite friction formula -. -. a a direct rather than iterative 

f unct i on. For this reason the evaluation of the Colebrook-White friction 

factor in Prccedure FLOW does not involve an iterative calculation. 

The rime spent in the evaluation of the Colebrook-White friction factor 

with the nodal method is, therefore, substantially less than that spent 

on the corresponding calculations for the loop and secant methods. 

This fact also explains why the difference in iteration times 

obtained using the Colebrook-White friction factor and the Spitzglass 

friction factor (which is obtained from a simple direct formula) are not 

so great when usino the nodal method as they are when using the other 

methods. The difference is, however, still iairly extensive us-Ing 

the nodal method and is due to the extensi-ve computational requirements 

of the standard logarithmiz evaluation routine used by the computer. 

5.5 
_Ov_erall. 

Time Requirements. 

The overall time requirrements of the iterative portion ol" the 

solution procedures are obtained by multiplying the ntmiber of iterations 

required (given in Table 5.1) by the time per iteration (given in 

Table 5.2). The resulting -va'-.. les are slhown i-n Table -5-j. 

ie time spent in reading in 0 These figures do not include for th 

th2 data, Drinting out the solution, defining loops, setting Lbe ini, ial 

h 
eSLiTnates etc.. ThLs time is generally small in comparison to ne 
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-- ---------- --- - --- OVERALL TIME R-EQUI -R, F21ENTS (SECONI:. S) NETWORK 

LOOP SECANT 
--L- 

II 
NODAL 

IA 11 006 206 

12-0 13-6 

0 7-8 

2B 36-9 28-o 

3A 2-7 4-o 

4A 
-3-6 8-3 

5A 9 12, -0 

6A 9-0 23.0 

7A 2-4 14-1 

7B 27 -6 52-0 

8A 3-4 9-6 

8B 49-5 56-0 

"A 2-5 22-W 

9B 4 
-5 -0 100-1 

'CA 6., ) 32- -2 

IOB 99.0 112-0 

1 IA 43-0 455 -C 

11 2A 72-0 22 84-0 

13A 125-5 1030-0 

14B 33-0 45-0 

7-5 

10-2 

10-0 

23-2 

7-8 

7-5 

22-2 

19-2 

68-5 

165-0 

260-0 

366-0 

1460-0 

740-0 

1620-0 

820-0 

5 WO - f0l 

5950-0 

9500.0 

66-0 
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overalt re, 4uirements given J. in TPble 5.3 and in ony 'case will be 

appro, -imately the same for each solution procedure if the tree ýnethod 

Js usk--d to define branches and loops and to set the initial solution 

estimates. 

5.5.1 Points arising from the R-ýsult, ý 

From the table it can be seen that the loop method -*Ls the most 

consistently successful method followed by the secant method with the 

nodai method coming last. As the size of the problem increases so does 

the advantage of the loop method over the secant and nodal methods and 

of the secant method over the nodal method. 

For the loop and secant methods the overall time requirements 

using the Colebrook-White function are always greatly in excess of those 

using the Spif: zglass friction factor. As a result it is extremely 

advisable to use the Spitzglass friction factor, or some other empirical 

friction factor, with these methods unless the use of a logarithmic 

function is unavoidable. 

The nodal method ý-as found to exhibit a much speedier con- 

vergence rate when using , --he 
Coiebrjok-White function. It was also 

found to possess a considerably increased iteration time. The combined 

effect of these two factors gives rise to the situation in which no one 

1. 
'or all problems. friction formula requires- a lesser time requirement J_ 

5.5.2 Coiiclusions 

In conclusion 1, can be stated that the loop raeLiLod generally 

-he solution in the fastest time for the typc of low and mediuýu 
gives 11 

pressurt-- networks whi, ý. h are ý, enerally eacounLered in thee gas industry. 
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Tb-2 secant method is the ie-xt bcst znd tfie nodal method is generally the 

slowest. 

TI-Jis general conclusion is stated with certain reservati-ris. 
The lcop method as implc--qe; nted incorporates ap over relaxation technique 

to accelerate its convergence rate whereas the secant method cannot yet 
be successfully accelerated. In many cases the performance -)f th2 

secant method is not far removed from that of the loop method. Tf- is 

possible, therefore.. that use of some over relaxation technique could 

improve the secant methed such that it would compete more favourably 

with the loop mathod. t appears then that further investigation into 0 

the problem of accelerating the convergence rate of the secant method 

is justifiable. This topic is not dealt with further in this study 

but is included as a suggestion for future work. 

5.6 Suitability of the T nitial Solution Estimates 

From the results of section 5.3 it is seen that f or those 

flow and press, -re estimates, based on the tree system, of Travers with 

independent pipes b; iving zero f lows, the loop and secan', methods 

converge to the solution fairty rapidly whereas tble nodal mo-tboý in 

many cases converges very slowly. In fact converEence for the loop 

method is suff'c' ent, y rapid to cause doubt as to whether it would bc 

worthwhile trying to estimate a better flow distribution. The secant 

method also gives fairiy rapid rýonvergence for most cases from this 

estimate bit in af ew cases it might be worthwhile to obtain a better 

initial flow pattern. 

aI An improvcd estimate f or multi-source prpblems ;ny be obtained 

by apporticuing the network irif low botween the various sor--ces rather 
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than as at present assum, ig that all flow is supplied throLgh the main- 
source. Conklin24 outlines a procedure for obtaining aLL in--!: ial flow 
distribution pattern in which the flow is distributed afongst the pipes 
according to their diameters and Icagths. This procelure is used to 

give initial estimates for the loop method by Williams! 26 who reports 

it as giving an initial flow estimate which is within 15% of the 

solutiGn for certain large networks. It is of couise possible to set 

the initial flow pattern manually but it is f*clt that when using a high 

speed computer, the cost of machine time for Che extra itaiationE required 

is moderate compared to the cost of an experienced engizýecl: s time to set 

an accurate flow pattern. Even in a simple system the clerical labour 

required to prepare an initial flow pattern which satisfies Kirchoff's 

joint equations is substantial while the possibilities of error are 

numerous and may be costly. 

For the nodal method the rate of convergence especially for the 

i larger networks, is very poor. Inspection of the Mitial pressure 

pattern resulting from the tree method shows that in some cases the 

estimates are fairly good while in other cases, particularly in the 

larger systems, the estimates are very poor. Since the nodal method 
Cý 

(: oes liot converge rapidly from the poor estimates, iT the r. anner of the 

loop and secant methods, it is necessary to provide an improved initial 

estimate if the nodal method is to be of use. This estimate can of 

course be set manually; in this case the clerical labour required is 

not as much as required when setting up a flow patLerr, since any 

Never- 
pressure values selected WiLL satisfy Kirchoff's loop equations. 

theless, an engineer must still spend t, *-i-, a in obtaining suitable c, ý, ziiactes, 

pos-ibly usiog some field test data as a basis, and thir estimate must 

then be supplied as data. The improved ýate of convergcnce so obLained 
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may resuit in a considerable saving in computer cost w-aich may I)e 

grearer thar, the cost assocýiated with setting the estimate. 

If this procedure were to I-e adopted to set the initinl 

estimates, there is little doubt that it would be more convenient to 

use the loop or secant methods, ý,: ith the flow estimates obtained from 

the tree me-Laod. To compete wift these methods the nodal method must 

be as ýlexible as them and Lo be so IL requires that the computer sets 

the initial pressure estimates. In view of the apparent unsuitability 

of the tree method of setting the nodal pressure estimates alternative 

procedures for setting the pressure estimates will now be considered. 

5.6.1 Alternative Means of Settina the Initial Pressure Estimate 

The first procedure used involved setting all the nodal 

L pressure estimates . at a constant value which int'-As case was arbitarily 

selected as beiiig 0*9 of the maximum source pre,; sure value. 

Tests on several networks soon revealed that this procedure 

gave nodal pressure estimates from which the resulting convergence of 

the nodal method was much slower than from the estimates set by the 

! -tee method. The reason for thi3 vas found to be that the tree method 

-ave estimates which, although often poor in relation to the final solution, 

were better when considered in relation to adjacent nodal pressure 

estimates. The new prccedure on the other hand gave initial estimates 

wh--*ch were better in relation to the network solution but were poor in 

relation to adjacent nodal pre:! sure estimýýtes. It is apparent, theref-, re, 

that ic is more 4mportant tc set an initial pressure estima, e in which 

each nodal pressure is suitable with respect to adjacent nodal pressL-Las 

than to set an initial estimz, ý: c closer to the network solution but ponr 

wit!, reference to adjacent nodal pressures. 
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171 an attempt to obtain an initial estimate -.. hich was both 

closer to the actual network solution while still possessing this 

advantage of the tree method the fol! --wing procedure was adopted. The 

network was branched as in the tree method but the pressure estimates 

were not talýen from the assumed flow distribution. Instead, each end 

point of the branch was located and sat at a selected pressure value. 

A path was traced back from each of these nodes in turn until a pressur2 

defined node was reached. The pressure loss between these two nodes 

was then split equally among the pipes comprising the path and in this 

way all the nodes comprising this path had their pressure value defined. 

Once all end points had been considered the secondary sources were 

treated as end points to ensure that no nodes were left undefined. In 

this way it was hoped that the estimates obtained would be closer to the 

f inal solution while being of the correct relative value when compared 

to adjacent nodes. A suitable pressure value still had to be chosen 

for the end node points. This value was arbitarily taken to be 0-75 

of the maximum source pressure value. 

The iterations r, ýquired by the nodal method to reach the 

solution f or various networks ftcm --!, Le estimates set by this procedure 

are compared with those requircd when using the tree method to set the 

estimates, in Table 5.4. 

From this table it can be seen that the number of iterations 

required are generally greater for this new procedure. The sclution 

estimates given by t1lis new Procedure were in Most cases numcrically 

Lut, ch closer to the final solut. 1, on than those given by the tree method. 

The greaLer iteration requirement must again be due to the fact that 

thý-sp. estimates are poorer -When considered in relation. to the adjacent 
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ITERATIONS REQUIRED NETWORK 

TREE METHOD NEW METHOD 
---------- --------------- 

1A 15 32 
IB 12 3" 

2A 50 1-48 

2B 31 157 

3A 31 48 

4A 30 7ý 

5A 74 89 

6A 48 86 

7A 152 623 

7B 97 171 

8A 588 730 

8B 169 370 

9A 1,713 2,640 

9B 211 274 

IOA 1,804 2,227 

10B 309 1.13 

11A 3,500 2,500 

12A 2,200 2,800 

13A 2,000 2,200 

14B 44 57 

figures are estimated Lrom the convergence pattern due to 

the excessive time requiremeats of Z: he solurion. 
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noUal estimates. It a2pears tben tnat Lhis procedure, altho-,,, h giving 
initial esLimates whicli. are good with respect to the actual final 

sol--, tion, dzýes not give ill-4ýLial estimates which are set suitably ia 

coLnparisor. with the adjazpnt nodal estimates. 

The tree method of setting Lhe initial pressure estimates is 

then the most suitablp of tbe allternatives considered. 

5.6.2 Concludin& Remarks 

For the loop method the flow estimate given. by the tree method 

results in satisfactory convergence rates. It is expected that it will 

not be worthwhile attempting to set a better initial flow estimate in 

this instance. This is, for the most part, also the case with the secant 

method although in som, a examples it may have been wort'hwhile attempting 

to set a better initial flow estimate. 

The nodal methodg on the other hand, gives slow convergence 

from the tree set pressure estimates. Attempts to set improved estimates, 

however, were unsuccessful and it was concluded that the tree method was 

the most suitable cf the alternatives considered. The rasulting 

convergence rate of the iiodal method is poor in comparison to LI-a ý: of the 

two alternative -iterative analysis procedures: consequently it competes 

very unfavourably with them despite the fact that they too use the tree 

inethod to obtain the ini-tiel solution estimaLes. 

Cj_npatiso-11 fo?: * lllýhn*pressurc- Net-,, -orks 

ý-'nen cornparing the perf onaý, -, ice of the various mathods the 

overall time recluirenent Q of coinparison when the forms a goo ' basl- 

solution ni.,; Lched by the various mc-thods is the same. Vnen the soj-ý; -Lions 
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v:. ry the accuracy of the. respective solutions must' be cons, U; n any i "eTed 
- 

comparison. All the iterative analysis procedures outlA-ned , ill give 
the same solution to a particulai network problem provid-ing the flow 

formula used is identical in every detail and sufficieat iterations are 

al-lowed. Obviously when the Spitzglass fricrion faczo-ý is incorporated 

into the low pressure flow equation the results obt--qined will differ 

from those obtained using the more accurate Colebtook-White friction 

factor. Thus although for most cases the Colebrook function involves 

a greater overall t -ime requirement its use may be justifie' if the 

solution is required to greater accuracy than is obtained using the 

3pitzglass function. 

For neLworks operating at pressures at which the deviation of 

the gas from the ideal gas law has to be accounted for, the flow 

equation used contains a compressibility term which is a function of 

the pressure at the ends of the pipe segment and the properties of the 

gas. This compressibility effect, discussed fully in Chapter 2, cannot 

be accounted for unless the values of nodal -dressures are known through- 

out the iteration cycles. The loop method of apalysis does not 

ev-1--ate nodal pres, iures during the iterative calculations an, 

consequently it is not possible to evaluate the compressibility factor 

dur, ng the iterative ca. 1culation. As a result it is necessary to assume 

an average value for the compressibility factor Z,,, and to consider it as 
C, 

a constant value for all pipes throughout the itZratioa process. 

Similarly the variation in viscosity witI, pressur; a, which affects the 

friction factor evaluation, rap-not be accounted for and an avera-3 

viscosity value is used. This viscos; tv variaticn, however, s not co 

crirical for the reasons OUL'liaeG in st: c"Lon 2.4.2. 
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If theý; e assumptions ari applied to all the analysis proý-o-du-es 
then the solution obtained by each will ! ýe identical. The comparative 

perforEiances of tha methods in tb-se circv---stances will b, - the same as 

for low and medium pressure networks solued using the Colebrook-White 

function (see section -5.5) since no additional computat. 4-or, is involved. 

As a rLýsult the loop method will still be the most efficient method. 

The question then arises as to whether the loop metliod will 

remain as the most efficient method when these vari-ations in 

compressibility factor and viscosity with pressure are arcountee-- for. 

An investigation will be carried out to deterri-ine whetlier this is in fact 

the case. In addition3an attempt will be made to locate the conditions 

under which the assiunption of an average value for the compressi-bility 

factor and viscosity term give satisfactory results. 

5.7.1 Accounting for the Variation in Compressibility Fdctors 

and Viscosity with Pressure 

Both the secant and nodal methods can account for these 

variations within the framework of the solution T-ocedures since pressures 

.L. -L -- arc --. Taluated as pait of the 4teration cycle. The Pr. -)cedu--ýLs FTOPS and 

FLOW, shown in Appendix 6, are used in the iterative portion of the 

secant and nodal methods and study of them shows how these variations 

ere rigorousiy accounted for. 

The ioop method does not evaluate pres, -, ares as part of the 

4_terative rycle and consequently the meprS used to account for the. 

va-riations cannot be incorporited into the framework of the soiut-on 

J --th the -: ar. ant and nodal methods. The 
procedures in the manner usc , 7- 

means used to account for the variations _p, t1jis Ltudy was proposcd by 
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DaydeI29 ara involves using the complete loop iterative method as part 

o' an iteration cycle. TI. e proced. ure, when applied to the high pressx-re 

gas djstribut4ion network problem becomes: - 

(1) Assume a valuc for the average compressibility factor. Daniel 

suggests that it should evaluated with reference to pressure 

conditions existing at some reference point, generally a fixed 0 

pressure source. 

Solve the analysis problem using the loop program to obtain a 

flow and pressure analysis. The Procedure DELTAP is used in 

this solution (see Appendix 6). This procedure accounts for 

the variation in viscosity which is a function of the 

compressibility factor 

Use the pressure analysis obtained to evaluate a compressibility 

factor for each pipe. This is achieved using the Reduced 

Beattie-Bridgeman Equation as outlined in section 2.5.7. 

Repeat L-he analysjis solution using the previous flow so. Lutio-, -l 

as the new estimated flow solution, and using the new values of 

Z for each pipe. 

Continue the process until the value of IZk+I - ýýk! < 0-0001 for 

0 all pipes, where k Jis the number of cycles of amending Z which 

have been carried out. At this point the solution is 

considered to be sufficiently accurate. 

5.7.2 silution Time Ccmr? rison - Introduction 

Tt wqs found that the number of cycles GJ` incrementing Z ard 

tio'I's required by the loop m-, Ll-d 
k baiance it-rat- 

Jper, cp the number of netwerk 
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was very dependent upon the range of Z -vqiues encountered in the network. 
It follows. therefore, thaE the same network problem can require a 

varying numb2r of network b. --lance it'--erations depending upon the ph--sical 

properties of the flowinz gas. if the pseudo--educed temperature TR Of 
the gas is low, then the variation in Z encountered in the necwork will 

be greater than the variation encount-ered when TR is higi.. (T11is is 

obvious frow inspection of Figure 1. ) As a result the iteratic-i 

requirements for a gas of lovw TR value will be greater than for one of 

higher TR value. 

This factor coL: plicates any comparison between methods, since 

depending upon the properties of the flowing gas, the loop method can 

require a vastly different number of 7 iterations for the same network 

problem. In order that the resulting comparison covers a wide range of 

conditions each of the high pressure networks (i. e. Networks 15B, 16B, 

17B) were solved for a variety of f 'Lowing gases with TR values between 

PO and 1,7. In addition the load case for each network was increased 

gradually by increments, unt4l the network solution gave negative 0 

pressures, in oracr that a wide range of pressure conditions were 

encountered. In each case the network source pressures were --et at 

1000 P. S. I. G. 
I 

The overall solution times are again used as the basis of the 

comparison. For the secant and nodal methods these times can be 

ob-cained by multiplying the iteraLions required by the average time per 

iteration. WiLh Lie loop method, however, allowance must be made for 

the time t, -ken to update the Z values at the end of each balance cycle. 

In view c-"' -. his the nodal and secant mathods were considered first before 

dealing with the loop method. 
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Solution TiEjý om -ý; -on - l. odal and Secant Mptliorls 

When the secanL method was used to analyse the natworks 15B, 

16E and 17B for the range of I-oad cases for each of the different TR 

value gases, it was foun! that the iteration require-wents for all the 

solutions to each network were virtu"-11', 7 constant. It seems, Cierefore, 

that the iteration requirements of this idethod which incorporates the 

variation in Z into the solution procedure, are not affected to any 

extent by the variation in Z in the network. 

T%Then usin6 the nodal inechod on the same network problems it 

soon became obvious thaf- the iteration requirements for each problem 

varied despite the fact that this method also incorporates the variation 

in Z into the solution procedure. The reason for this was found to be 

that the nodal method was particularly sensitive to the initial assumed 

pressure values. These were fou-nd to vary considerably for each 

individual problem when the tree method was used to set the estimates. 

It also became obvious thaL the time required by the nodal raethod was 

always in excess o. f that required by the secant method. 

Table 5. ý shows the time per iteration, the itcration require- 

ments and the overall sGluticn time for the three high pressul. 0 . -letworks 

considered., for a particular loading case at a particular TR value. 

These load cases were considered. since they were the loading conditior's 

for which the aodal -method competed most favourably with the secant 

method. For alli. other loading conditio, is at any -LR value the nodal 

r, -. cthod wcs always worse in reiation to th, ý secant method. 

'From the table it can be seen that the secant iaethod rcquires 

the greater time for an ill -eration, Thl-s is partly due to the fact that 

the Colcý--ýook--Jhite friction factor is used in both scdutioa p-j: ocedures, 
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NETIA, Rlý 

TIME PER 
ITERATION (SECS) 

NUMBER OF 
ITERATIONS 

OVERALL TIME 
(SECS) 

SECANT SECANT NODAL SECANT NODAL 

15B 1-22 0-95 10 15 12-2 14-2 

16B 2-38 1-45 8 34 19.0 49-5 

17B 5-55 3-96 14 84 77-6 257-4 

TABLE 5.5 
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(see section 5.4.3) but is also partly due to the means - to ac,: cuW7 , scd 

for the compressibility factor in the soAtion procedures. It can ba 

seen fr,, m. Appendix 6 that the Procedure FLOW associated -.,; -'-h the 

iterative portion of the nodal method requires that the compressibility 

factor is evaluated once per pipe. The Procedure FLOPS associated with 

th., secdnt irethod, however, requires that this factor is evaluated 

seveial times per pipe since it forms parL of an iterative cycle. 

The most important point revealed by this table, however, is 

that even under the conditions most favourable to the %odal method it 

still requires a greater overall solution time than the secant method 

for each network. Furthermore, it can be seen that the advantage of the 

secant method increases as the size of the network increases. As a 

result of this investigation it was concluded that the secant method is 

better than the nodal method for analysing high pressure networks. it 

n amended 'Loop was, thercfore, decided to compare the secant method with the 

method, the nodal method being dropped from the comparison at this stage. 

5.7.4 Solution Tire Comparison - Loop and Sz, ýant Methods 

To obtain -Zhe overall solution time for the -loop method it is 

necessary to account for both iteration time requiraments and the time 

spent in updating the Z values at the end of each cycle. The overall 

solution times so obtaiined for each network under --! I loading conditions 

and for all TR values were compared with the overall time required by 

the secant method for the sýme problems. Figure 15 shows the time 

required by the amended 'Loop rethod as a proportion of that requirad b,, 

the secant method for the thrre2 problems for several 1-cad cases and TR 

values. This was achieved by piotting Ljj, 
_ý ti. T-e re-uired by the lo--p method 
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relative tc, that required by the secant method against the overall preýsure 

drop ia the network for tha particular load case. In this way,. the 

comparison over the complete range o-- conditions is indicated on the or, ý 

diagram. 

From this figureit can be seen that for a particular TR value 

the time required by the loop mct'-, -od relative to that required by the 

secant method increases with increas, ý in pressure loss across the netwurk. 

This wass expected since it can be seen from Figure I that as the pseudo- 

reduced pressure range in a network increases the range of Z values 

encountered also increases. (The pressure drop values can be converted 

to pseudoreduced pressure drop values by dividing by the pseudocritical 

pressure which is approximately 675 P. S. I. A. for all the gases 

considered. ) In addition it can be seen that as the TR value decreases 

the relative time required, at the same pressure drop value, tends to 

increase. Again this is due to the fact that for the same pressure drop 

the range of values of Z encountered tends to be higher for low TR values. 

The figure furLher indicates that it is only for low values of 

- the relative time required by the loop method exceeds TR("ý 1-20) that 

utlity. Consequently, it fol3uws that when T exceeds 1-20 the loop method LR 

will always give the solution in the quicker overall time. Even when T 0R 

is less than 1-20, however, it is only when the -network is heavily loaded 

(i. e. the -pressu-te drop i. s high) that the loop method is slower than the 

s,;! cant method. Consequentlyit can be stated that on all but a few 

occasions whan the L value of the gas is low and the network loading 'R 

high, the loop method will give the analysis. solution in a faster time. 

The hign Une iequirement for the loop method obtainea on Mese few 

occasions is of course due to the fact that under these condi-tions See 

range o gfZ values ---counttý--ed in the natwor'ý- is consid. ra. ', ', -Ie, as can be 
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seen from Figure 1. 

The unusual shape of the plot for a TR value of 1*0 i-ý; eue, to 

the -Fa'-L that a turning point oceiirred on the compressibi.. ity chart 0 

within the pressure range considered. This caused a -ýuddeu large 

increase in the range of ZI values encountered, which is reflected on the 

figure by the sudden sharp increase in time requirements at a particular 

pressure drop value. 

It was concluded that the loop method with the suggested' 

7icient analysis procedure for uqe with high amendment is the more eff 

I pressure networks, except on a few occasions when the --R value of the 

flowing gas was low and the network 'Loading high. It was pointed out in 

Chapter 2 that most gases have values of TR in excess of 1-20 (British 

natural gases having a value of TR of about 1-45) and consequently the 

conditions required before the secant method becomes the more efficient 

-hat the amended loop are not often encountered. It is recommended t 

method should bc used to analyse high pressure gas networks. 0 

5-. 7.5 Error introduced by using an Av6rdge VL'-, d6lot Z 

It is pointed out by Danie129 that it is common practice when 

solving high pressure networks to assume that the compressibility factor 

and gas viscosity are constants. The constant values assigned to these 

terms are generally those values related to condit4ons existing at some 

reference point in the network, generally a fixec, pressure so-orce. 

This is necessary, since piior to solution the pressure range in a net- 

work is not know and cons equýznt ly it is not always possible to-pý. ed-_*c. ýý 

a better average value. A pcint to note is that in this study Me value 

of the viscosity term is a function of t'r-. 2 compress ibility factor and, 
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'herefnre, in specifying an average value for "I an-average value for the 

viscýýslty tenn is automatically generated (see Procedure DELTAP of 

i 
. L,. PpenL'. Lx 

In an ý-ttempt to estimate the extent of the error which can be .L 

introduced by assuming an avera,,; c Z value for the network equal to that 

value existing at source pressure condit. 4ons, a test was carried out on 

Network 17B. This network was analysed by incorporating the above 

average value of Z for the range of loading conditions and gas TR values 

outlined in section 5.7.2. The results obtained were compared to those 

obtained using the amended loop method of section 5.7.1. 

The flow solutions obtained by each approach were found to be 

of a similar magnitude for all the network solutions considered. In 

contrast to this, however, it was found that the pressure losses and, 

consequently, the nodal pressure values obtained -by each approach 

differed widely. For most solutions it was found that the node with 

the lowest pressure value was the one which showed the widest variation 

7 from the true pressure value. In view of this it was decided to use 

this variation as an indication of the extent of the error likely to be 

encountered. This was achic-vpd bý, expressing this pressure difference 

as a percentage of the actual total pressure drop in the network, which 

is in effcct the percentage error in thp total pressure drop of the 

network obtained by using. an average Z value. This is illustrated in 

Figure 16 which shows this percentage error in the overall network 

pressure drop plotted against the true pressure drop in tl,, ie system. 

The re-ýults of the comparison for all the load cases and gas TR values 

considered are shown on this diagram. 

From this figure it can be seen that for all TR -values, wit'Li 
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the exception of Tp equai to 1*0, the percentage error inci-eases wich 

increase in the pressure loss across the -network. This was expected, 

sinze for an increase _4n pressure drop the range of Z val-uas enco, intered 

in the network increases and consequently the difference between the 

average Z value and the actual Z value in certain pipes will increase. 

in ýýddir: ion it can be seen that as the TR value decreases the percentage 

errors obtained, at the same pressure drop value, --end to increase. 

Again this is due to the fact that for the same nrcssure drop the range 

values. of values of Z encountered tends to be higher for 1OT' R 

The percentage error for the case when T2 = 1-0 is negative 

for low pressure drop values becoming positive fcr higher pressure drop 

values. This is due to the fact that a turning point occurs in the 

compressibility chart within the considered pressure range. ýs a result, 

the average Z value assumed is no longer the lowest value encountered in 

the network. For light loading conditions the average Z value used is 

an overestimate of the true values but as the loading increases the 

turning point in the chart is passed, higher Z values are encountered and 

consequently the average Z value becomes a low eSLImate for many pipes. 

Thi-s accounts for the sudden change in sign 03" Che resulting percentage 

errors. 

Furthermore, from study of this figure it becomes obvious that 

in most casos the percentage error cannot be neglected. It is only when 

the TR value of the f lowing gas is high that the errors ed are 

small but even in these cases the-error can be considerable at the 

higher pressure drop values. 

Z car be used The problcm of kr. -. wiilg when t;,,. is average value o.. 

with sufficient accuracy is sliniiar in rany respects to the pr. --lem of 

knowii. - -, 011en il- is sufficiently accurate to use an empirlcal friction 4 0 
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factor in place of the accurat(_ friction factor. -Using such , simplified 

f orn-ila may be suitable f cz a certain range of conditions but outwith -his 

range it is necessary to revert to a different formula. The sa-me may '.,; e 

said for the corl; ýressibility factor, since under certain condirons, 

resulting ia small differences in value between the average Z value used 

aod the actual Z values in the pipes, it is sufficient to use the average 

Z value. In such circumstances the slight loss in accuracy will be more 

than corpensated for by the saving in computation time. For the general 

case applicable to all operating conditions, however, it is recommended 

that the variation in the compressibility factor should be accounted for 

in the manner outlined in section 

A final point to note is that this cemparison set the average 

compressibility factor at that value associated with a reference source 

pressure. If the range of pressure conditions Experienced i-n the 

network, can be predicted prior to the analysis solution it may be 

possible to estimate a better average value for Z. This would have the 

effect of reducinQ, the magnitude of the errors, 'but even so the 

-he true Z values in difference in value betweea the average Z value and t 

+. I 

tue pipes can be high and the re6a). Eing err-ors large. Again it is 

reco=-, ended that for the general case the variation in the compressibility 

factor should be accounted for. 
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C Ti APTER 

0PTDlUl,, l IDESIGN OF PIPELINE SYSTEMS 

6.1 IiitroUu:: tion 

In the previous chapt: ýrs various programs, which can be used to 

obtain the fiow and pressure anaiysis of a network, were discussed. A 

natural extension to this work would 1)e to utilise the flow and pressure 

analysis obtained to help design a pipeline system. This analysis can be 

used in conjunction with techniques f or optimizing systems which have been 

developed in recent years, mostly -by mathematicians working in the field 

of operations research. We have then the two basic tools necessary to 

produce a M4nimum cost pipeline design program. C 

Two design alternatives will be considered in detail in this 

chapter; the first relating to the design of braAched pipeline systems, 0 1) 

the second to the design of looped pipeline systems. The decision as to 

which of the two design alternatives is required must be taken by the design 

engineer prior to carrying out the design proper. His decision will be 

influenced by factors othe7t- than economy sipce he must bear in mind that 

although loops in a system are inconsistent with Cie. desire for absolute 

economy'3 107 they do provide additional security of supply. This is 

obvious when it is considered that a pire break in a branched system cuts 

off supply to all demand points below the break whereas in a looped system 

the demand points are fed by an alternative route at a reduced pressure. 

It is ciear, therefore, that when selecting a definition for the optimu'a 

de, ign othe-r criter--cn than pipe cost must be. considered. 

Regardless of the design alternative selected it is assumed 

that the location and iengths of the pipcs are k-now,., and that the peal: 
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de-and conditionc are specified. -he For both cases t OpLildWn desiga ie 

def ined as that design, costing less thai. any other dosign, w-Iiicii --s 

ablc- tc supply a st--t of demand po,., nts at t'.. eir peak condit. -ion sucý, that 

at all times the constraints on the syst= are met. 

Most of the research carried out on the pipeli"e optimization 

protlem relates to branch pipeline systems, very little baving been dont: 0 

in relacion to closed loop systems. In this chapter both design 

alternatives will be formulated as mathematical optimization problems. 

In view of the extensive converage of the branch pipel. 'ne 4ýesign problem 

Jn literature the subsequent work in this thesis will be concentrated on 

the looped systcm design problem. Various procý-dures outlined in 

literature L'or solving the branch pipeline ýesign Problem will, however, 

be summarised. 

When deallng with the 'Looped system design problem various 0 

Optim i ization procedures suitable for use in solving the problem will be 

discussed. An atL tempt will be ma-de to select an optimization technique 

which is suitable from, the point of view of both solution accuracy and 

-I ease with which it can be programed for cor-nrutec 2oLution. 

6.2 Ccst of Pipelines 

in order to optimize a pipeli--ne design it is first necessary 

to obtain a completely defineG mathematical model uf the system. The 

it i-3 necessary system has to be optimized from a cos-- viewpcint ar., -4L this J-L. 

,o obtain a relationship between pipe cos, -- and the System variable - 

diameter. 

Various researcheis in the a-nd gas worlds have arrived 

at: tic,, same general formula linking pip-line cost Lo diameter. 
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I]--, s e-prcssion is: 

C= (a + bT)P)L 

.; herc C= installed cost 

diameter 

length 

a, b, p constants. 

(6. -1 Jl 

85 89 Melverdao and Papillon state that in many cases the consEant 

a ca, -, be omit te d. n, is is also the case in the relationships given by 

Camp16, Mandry7S, Lischer77 and Linaweaver and Clark7,;. Melverda states 

further that the value of p is greater than unity,, as a rule, in Europe 

but that in A-merica where labour costs are high the value of p could fall 

below unity. As can be seen from Table 6.1 the value of p in all 

literature encountered by the writer is nevertheless in excess of 1-0. 

This is an important fact as will be realised later when the convexity of 

the function is discussed. 

It will be noted that none of the figures in Table 6.1 apply to 

i09 I Britain. Stubbs and Thoupson . however, g. Lve a graphical relationship 

between cost per unit length a-id diameter to which the following 

mathematical relationship was littd. 

C= (10 + 1-17D 1-50)L 
- (6.2) 

where C= installed. cost in shillintgs 

diameter in inches 

length in feet. 

jl-ýis value of p is again in excess of 1-0 and agrees with 

So, r. 1-11'siull observations in wnich he sLates that the value oi p wili 

1 -1 -eLlel7eOlly L-LC within the range 1-0 Lo 1-5. 
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AUTHOR YEAR COUNTRY p 

Camp16 1939 America 1-55 

Lischer77 1948 America 1-40 

Linaweaver & 
CIark76 1961, America 1-29 

Smith'05 1966 America 1-29 

Melverda85 1966 Holland 1.30 

Mandry78 1 1967 America 1-33 

Buckinghamlý$ 1967 America 1-518 

Papillon89 1968 France 1-36 

TABLE 6.1 
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it: is important n tha subsequent analysi-s tL-iat the -onstants 

b aný p do not vary for different parts of the system. Melverda 

:: ecomr--, --ndF that even if they vary, ti-ey should ba considered --ýs remaining 

, "torstant and the error introduced compensated for by varying a. He 

states t-hat by so doing no appreciable distortion of the result occurs. 

44 46 72 For high pressure systeTis vario-as researchers quote 

the following equation to represenc iping costs. 

C= (a, + a2D + a3tD)L - (6.3) 

where t pipe thickness 

al, a2, a3 = constant co-efficients. 

Substituting Barlows equation for wall thickness of a pipe72 

into equation (6.3) gives: 

C, (a D+- (6.4) 
_1 

+ a2 2 ($-P_I) 

where P, maximum pressure in pipe 

maximum allowable stress. 

n044 assumes a uniform working pressure such that for each F 0ý C) 

pipe the term eq; als a constant, say a4 and hence equation (6.4) 
2k, S-P-1) 

b,: ýcomes: 

C= (a, + a2D + a4D2)L (6.5) 

Giles 46 treats the thicknass as being a constant for a 

particular pipe cn. -ad nct as a function of diameter as is given by Barlows 

equat-Lon. Equation (6.3) then becomes: 

C (a, + Ea2 + a3l--]D)L 

-i-h; s i-s oi the general form of equaltion (6.1)' with a= al, b= a2 + a3t 

and r- = 1'('- 

Jacoby appro-i to Pipe costs by a polynomial in the 60 * maLf-- S .L Lý 



di--meters which can be obLained by curve i: itting methods to give an 

equation ýý the form: 

C= (k, + ý-Z% + k3D2 + k4D3 (6.7) 

He farther states that for certain ranges kx wL. 11 equal zero (x>2). If I 

this is so then the expression fits the general foiu. of equaLion (6.1). 

It is concluded that for most 6pplications the gene-ra'L lEorm 

of the equation (6.1) is applicable. This is important -,. hen ccaqidering 

'certain of the procedures proposed for branch pipeline ODtimizat!. on, but 

for other branch pipeline optimization procedures and for the methods 

outlined for looped syst. ý; m optimization the only restriction which need 

be set on t4e ý: elat. -Lonship used is that it is differentiable with respect 

to the pipe diameter. All the relationships quoted -meet with this 

requirement. 

6.3 Design of Branched Pipeline Systems 

For optimum design purposes a branclied pipeline system. is 

defined as a p-peliDe system containing no closed locps for which the 

fl: )w in each pipe i-- known. A pipeline system contain--rg no loops but 

having more than one fiYed pressure scurce is not considerad as n 

branched pipeline system as the JI'lows in all pipes are not defined. 

Such a system does not contain closed loops but does contain pseudoleops 

and consequent. Ly should be considered as a looped system. 

6.3.1 Mathematical Formulation of the Problem 

n. e mathematical model of the branched pipeline system is made 

up from the two basic rplationships. 

fI) Economic: - Cý Fa + bDPIL (6.8) 
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2 
To 1-fLGTFZm Q2 (2) Fluid: - 

rze-cs,, re Io6s 
kLP) (6.9) 

BPOI 

The form of the pressure lo-s term depends upon the flow equation used 

as outlined in Chapter 2. Tne expres6ion (0.9) can be written as: 

AP Ki 
f LZin 

Q9 where K=2 GTf DO I 
IN 

(6.10) 

Me actual optimization problem is then t. o 

Minimize CZ [a + bDPIL (6.11) 
pipes 

Subiact to 5-7 (t-P) ýý ailowable pressure loss term 
pipes 

path 

- (6.12) 

where the s. ummation is over all the pipes comprising the path from the 

source to the extreme node point being considered. 

it is obvious that for a branched system optimum conditio ns 

will arise when all off the extreme node points are at the minimum a llowable 

systera pressure. Consequently the inequality constraint (6.12) ca n be 

replaced by the equality constraint 

allowable pressure loss tem. - Z (AP) (6.13) 
pipes 

path 

0 Sorrill! 
07 suggests that this allowable pressire loss is set 

by consideration of the velocity conditions in the pipes. 

An additional problem is that in thp practical sicuation the 

diameters may only assume certain discrete values corresponding to 

commercially a-ailable diamcter sizes. This then introduces the 

additional cons traýnt 

D {D 1 (6.14) 
commercial 

The problem is then to 

Mi-nimi. ze i: Iae ubjective f unctiua CE (a + bDP) L 
pioes 
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Subject to tbc constraints 

(AP) 
,( 

Elf'LZfa 
Q2 allowable pressure loss cerm 

path pipes 
path 

D5 pipes 

(6.13) 

D ID (6.14) 

The discrete nature of the variables (dL-meters) make it impossiLle to 

optimize by st, ýndard i)ethods ibased on differential calculus. 

Consequently tl-ýe usLal approach is to neglect the constraint (6.14) when 

solving the probl--m. In this way the variables are treated as being 

continuous rather than discL-ete functions. The solution obtained is 

then amended to arcount for the discrete nature of the variables. The 

resulting solution may not coincide exactly -vl-th the optimum solution 

but if not it will generally be very close to it. 

The objectiva function (6.11) will be nonlinear in 010 va-riables 

(diameters) when the cost exponent exceeds unity. The equaliLy constraint 

(6.13) is always nonlinear in these variables and consequently the 

problem re3uces to a nonlinear programming problem subject to nonlinear 

equality constraints. 

6.3.2 Solution Týchrý; 
_qiier, 

most off the solution techniques which will be discus-ed in this 

section require that the pressure 'Loss term from the paths from sources 

'ated with respect to the to extreme nodes are partial17 differentL 

r, -. s variables DI, Dý, D, - Consequently the relati-onsh-ip C6.9i 

. I- oa differentiated ivith respect to the diameter. The frict4 
-Lactor 

in 

d 
-L thi-s rel-ýt--c--nship is often a functi c, iameter and if Jt Js of the 

for,,, f -- constant >, DX-, -I- 
is substituted into the relationshii) (, 6.9) 
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to give: 

Ap K2LZM 
Q2 Dq (6.15) 

where ka constant 

q5-x. 

if the relationship bet,... -eep. the friction factor and diameter 

is such that substitution. in equati-on (6.9) results in an expression wl-ich 

is in-possible or very difficult to differentiate the approach which is 

used is to evaluate the friction factor and to consider it as a constant 

for the pipeline rat-her than as a function of diameter. In this way 

the friction factor for the pipe is calculated out using the current 

diameter value but is treated as a constant in the subsequent differ- 

entiation of equation (6.9). 

Many expressions for friction factor give f as a function of 

-ion of diameter and flow. Reynolds number which is itself a funct If the 

expression is of the -form 
f= constant x Rey then substitution in 

equation (6.9) gives the more general flow formula: 

Ap 
E3-ZmL- Qr 

Dq 

ariere K3 =a constant 

(6.16) 

-L r, q constants dependant on the value oE y. 

(These conwents are equally valid to the differentiations required 'by 

the looped system des--ga methods discussed later in section 7.4.4). 

The compressibility factor Zm in the relationship (6.9) cannot 

be taken as equalling 1-0 for Iiigh pressi-re systems. For such sys-te=, 

ar- estimated value must be assigned to Z. for each- pipe as i1ie pipeline 

Juate Zm analytical'y pressure conditions needed to eva. L I ar2 nknou-n p,.. lor 

to the solution. In vi-w o-L- the . -Eact that the extreme pressure ranFe- 
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of the sys--em are known it should not be difficult -to estimate a good 

averc-tge value of Zm from 1, -r. owledge of the physical properties of the 

Ol -d by inspection of Figure 1. ., asa... 

Three lifferent approaches to the solution of the problem will 

be discussed. The first apprrach involves use of a strict mathematical 

prograT-TMLing method, the second makes certain simplifications to reduce 

t---ie work required whiJI-st 'still appr, 7:: imating closely to the strict 0 

matheinatical method., the third involves use of simplified tecbniques 

which may bear little resemblance to the strict method. 

(I) The Method of Lagrange Multipliers 

The most accurate means of solving the optimization problem is 

to use a strict mathematical programming method. Lagrange multipliers 

are of this form and are particularly suitable for use in optimizing 

nonlinear objeCt4ve functions subject to nonlinear equality constraints. 

-he constrained minimization problem into The method in effect transforms L 

an equivalent unconstrained problem. This procedure is applied to the 

pipeline design problem bv SorrillIO7 and requires the solution to a set 

of m equations in m unknowLs where the unknowns are the Lagrange 

multipliers. Solution of these Lquations gi e the Lagrange mu'. tipl-ers 

which in turn are used to obtain the optimum values of the variables. 

Furthermore, by using this classical approach it can be shoim'07 

Lhat a necessary, condition which must apply before this problem has a 

unique soluLion is that the cost exponont p o-E expression (6.11) must be 

cater +-'-ýan or equal to unity. The importance associated with hav-Lfg 
grI, 

a value of p great--r than or equal to unity in the pipeline cost 

exp-ressions of- s--ction 6.2 now bc, 2omes obvious. 
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A furtlier advantage oA I this method is that it ca-LL =Lter for 

a different minimum allowable pressure hzad at each cf the sy-stem -end 

nod2s . ---! though it is generally th- case th-It all system -ead nodes have 

the same -minimum value. The one disad-antage of this rie--hod is that 

tbe computation involved makes it suitable for computer solution only. 

For a longl-and solution the following alternative aDDroachas may be 

prefer-ed. 

Extension of Methods fcr Solving a Ser--*es Pipc-Jina 

If equations (6.8) and (6.16) aie used to spe-: ify the 

mathematical model ther, for the simplest brarch pipeline system (i. e. 

a series pipel-ne) it can be sho-dn16 78 85 that: 

nprq 
K Li Qip+c-l r 

D, 
op tilnum 

Qi p+q 

AP 
allowable 

where 

dflQ 

n. = number of pipes in the series pipe! --ne 

iýi th pipe measured from the source. 

AP 
optlIlltuRl-j +j) ;k 

where (Z) 

i 

j+i 

i 

(Z) 
i=l 

AP 
n allowable 

(Z) 
i=l 

Pr - 
ELiQ-- p+q 

J- 

th pipa mc-&3urOd from the source 

node number wl-2re nodes are number-d 

(6.17) 

- (6.18) 

from, the so, -, rce. 
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When a branch system is introauced and the minimiuo -I'Lowable 

prec-sure aý each end node point iz Lhe same, Melverda85 showcc that the 

optimum pre6sure loss at any point : )n the source to sink path ý. -hic--- is 

cor, sidere, l as the reference line is given by: 

3 
() 

AP 1- 
(6-19) opti 2+q 

LPallowable 

nqm p+q (1-n) 
, (Z) + (Z) + (Z) L1 in 01 1 

Were the line 1 to n is tie source to sink path taken as the reference 

path ard the line (i+1) to m is the branch which leaves the main 

reference path at node (01). 

Once the optimum pressure at the branch node is calculated all 

the series pipeline rcmaining are designed as series pipelines. Thi s 

exact theory can be extended to account for many branches but to do so 

introduces increasingly complex equations. As a result Melverda 

approximaLes to equation (6.19) with the expiession: 

F 

AP 
optimum nM 

AP 
allowable 

"Z) +q tZ) (1-j+l) I 

L 

I! e shows that if 

m 
(7) 
j+l 

(2: ) 

(6.20) 

lies between 0 and 1-0 the maximunt --rror introduced i-. -I the denominator is 

in the c-rier of 6%. This condition is always met if the branch 14ne 
.L-- 

with maxiiii", ml (Z) value is included in the reference source to sink path. 
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UF12 of equation (6.20) is. equivalent to interpolating the branch tine -: n 

t &Le aiain line but before doing so all Ji-itances in t1ae b-anch l, nc are 

MUI. Lipilied by the term q 
p J-q 

Melverda also outlines how th-3 equation can be applied to 

malt-i-branch systems and discusses the possible appliration of 

curi: ecr-ion factors to reduce the error in the design due to the 

simplij--yinOc assumptions made. 

If a dif f erent friction f actor is specif ied f or each pipe 

segment then the W term becomes: 

pr p 
(T i Q, p+q f, p+q) This was used by Gile S46 who evaLuates a value of f 

for the current diameter value as described prev. Aous ! y. He accounts 

f or the f riction f actor being af unction of di' ameter w1hen determining 

the optimum diameters for the resulting series pipelines by using an 

iterative calculation to solve the expressions: 

pr p 
n p+q P+q q 

KZ 
(Li Qi fi 1) r 

Dioptimum =13 
i=l 

AP 
Qi p+q 

- (6.21) 

L 
allowable I 

-1-2 log. 0 
rk_+ 2-82 1 

(6.22) 
V"f 

1 
3-7.13 Re Af 

In addition Giles shows that if the expression (6.6) is used 

in place of expression (6.8) to specify the p-l-peline cost, the term (E) 

becomes equal to : 

--P--r 
P- 

-q 
Qip"q f il, 

+q Ea2 + a3til 
q+l 

As with the frictioa factor an iterative process ;s used in the 

evaluation of the optimum diameters, 
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(III) Sim-plified Met. 
-'-ýod-7 

of Solution 

T 1he procedure outlined aLove is fairly accurate and L, 

ý-impler to solve by hand than the method of Lagrange multipliers. The 

computation requ:. red' is ýtill fairly extensive so other alternactivas 

involvir[; less computation are ofter, used in spite of being less accurate 

than the prr-, 7ious methods. Mandryý'6 introduces one such method to 

optimize irrigation systems which can also be applied to the gas pipeli! --ie 

problem. 

The procedure used is to evaluate the slope of every path from 

the source to a node having a pressure constraint, the slope (S) being 

defined as: 

AP 
S at 

Dr 
(6.23) 

p+q 7- L 

path 
Q 

The patft with the least value of slope is designed as a series 

pipeline using equation (6.17) and the pressures at all intermediate 

nodes evaluated using equation (6.16) or (6.18). The process is re- 

peated aluiough in this insf ance the path can commence from any nrode 

d-nose pressure is defined, not ncc. ý; sarily the soiýrce node. The 

procedcre is terminated once all pipe sizes are defined. GileE46 uses 

this type of procedure for the gas pipeiine problem but defines the slope L- 

as equalling* 

AP h 
--P-ý-t- E L4 
-, ýath 

IT se. of tl-LiS sim, - 1-f led type of me'-'hod s not rer-7nended fer 

any!: Lling b-,. L'-- obtainin, -- a rough solution estiriate. The solutions C0 

do not give o-ptbuuu designs -Trice it can be shown85 that the 
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invest-. enL required by a design, obtained using such a proceduri is 

greater than that required using the theoretical design equation (6.11). 

6.3.3 SvsteTn3 With Intermediate Head Constraints 

The solution techniques outlined were discussed in relation 

to the case in which only the end nodes were subject to pressure 

constraints and as a result the only binding constraints were equality 

constraints. If nodes other than end nodes are subject to pressure 

constraints, additional inequality constraints are introduced at these 

nodes. 

Pi - (Pi) 
mini-mum 

ýý 0 for all relevant nodes i- (6.24) 

The introduction of this constraint renders unsuitable all the 

previous methods with the exception of the simplified methods. 

An exact technique based on linear programming, which can 

account for inequality constraints and can also be applied to the case 

when only equality constraints exist, is outlined by Karmeli64. The 

problem is formulated in such a way that any standard linear programming 

package can be used to solve the resulting system equations. Karmeli 

finds, however, that even for simple systems the number of variables and 

constraints to be considered is liable to be so large as to cause doubt 

about the computational feasibility of the model on any but the largest 

computers. Furthermore, this technique is unsuitable for extension to 

the solution of looped problems. 

An alternative means of accouncing for the iacInality 

-s would be to use the technique outlined in a later aection const-int 

for loopec' systems, since this technique can deal. both with equality aILd 

inequality constraints. For the casp- of equality constraints only, 
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ho-iever, the computational zequdlreintýats of this technique ace in excess 

of the reýuirements of the methoas outlined in section 6.3-2. There- 

fore, if e-, L-iality constrai--ts are rhe only binding const. -raints it is 

advisable to use one of the methods of sectin-i 6.3.2. 

6.3.4 Variable Supply Pressure 

I So far in the discussion it has been assumed that the branch 

system has a given supply pressure. This is often the case in the gas 

industry where the SUDFIY ; ýressura is fixed by a governor at a desired 

level, and theie. is no iieed to include for the cost of obtaining this 

pressure value. A case may arise, however, in which a system is supplied 

through a compressor and the cost of supplying tais pressure head across 

the compressor must ba incorporated into the design method. The optimum 

design for this case is dependent upon the pressure head developed across 

the compressor since the pipeline costs w-Ill 6iminish with increase in 

pressure value whereas the power costs of the compressor will increase. 

The cosz: of power required for the compressor can be 

represented as a f, 'nction of the supply pressure. Katz65 derives an 

expression for the isot'iermal horse power required for the corirzsssor 

to raise the pressuie of an ideal gas from the initial pressure 

P. 1 F. S. I. A. to the supply pressure P2 P. S. I*A., 

H. 11.0-08531 Tj lnj-P-2. (6.25) 
[PI 

where T, = te-mDerature 0R 

Q= flow in miliions of cubic ft. /day aL N. T. P. 

'ar expression-s in. , 71iich the - lle deriýt-: 3 simiL -equired 
horse power is a 
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ft-, --,. ction of the 6upply pressure ior the case of adiabýýf--4-- rowprecs, ýion and 

outl, lnes means of accounting for compressibility effects in the zases of 

both isothermal and adiabatic cQmpression. From this it is possible to 

calculate the kilowatt requirements since: 

Kilowatts reauired (K. W. ) 
0-746 x H. P. 

- n 

where n combined efficiency (mechanical ISX com-, )rassion). 

T Lhe cost of power to be included in the optimization problem must 

be considered over the lifetime of the iTivestrnei:, t and the rigure lis:! d must 

be for the present total value of all power. The presenr total value of 

power then becomes: 

P. V. = 

[I 
- (I + r)-x xhxK. W. xE- (6.27) 

LrI 

where P. V. = present total value of power - pennies 

H= time the compressor operates - hours/year 

r= discount rate 

E= electricity charge - pence pcr kilowatt hour 

years. x lifetime of the i-rivestment 

To include this cost in the problem pcs-s few difficulties if 

the mathod (II) of section 6.3-2, which is an extensio-n o. methods for 

--olving a series pipeline, is used. Melverda85 shows that the optimum 

pipe investment can be considered as a function of the supply pressure P2 

by substituting equation (6.17), into equation (6.8) and hence the total 

system cost (i. e. power + pipes) is a function of the supply -ressure. 

The econcmical supply pressure is then easily ubtý-ined by differentiati 0 r, 

of this combined function. 

Kar-meli64 SuSZcstý7 a-proximaui: 3ý, the power cost relaticncl-lip to 

r -its into tile linear protgr=dng a linear function in order t1hat. it -L 

f ormu la t- 4 on. He Lhen adDpts an iterative solution techniqu-, : LL, which, 
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tbe eflectL of the assumpt-i-on are gradually eliminate ci and thc solution 

reached. 

If ccnTressor costs ar.:. -L-- be included in the method of 

Lagrange ivultip-l. iers it will be necessary to formulate some trial and 

error process of the type outHn2d in section 8.5 whell looped systems 

supplied through compressors ard considered. 

6.3.5 Ariending the Continuous Diainet-er Values to Discrete Values 

In solving the mathematical model of the system the variable 

diameters were considered as being continuous rather than discrete 

variables. Consequently the optimum solution obtained is. in terms of 

real variables which do not coincide with. the c-i3crete values of 

commercially available diameters. As a resulL it is necessary at this 

stage to alter these values to coincide with the discrete values, Twhile 

as far as possible ensuring that the design is still close to the 

optimum design. The simples, - approach would be to round each-pipe 

size up to the closest commercial diameter size Dut this would also be 

the most expensive way froir a system cost viewpoint. If one pipe is 

rounded up it may be possible to rii-ke a counter balancing rQunding down 

to another pipe. 

Melverda85 outlines one such-diameter rounding devi-ce. which- 

results in each segment being made up from one or two discrete sizes. 

GileS46 fits the closest discrete pipe size to the first s, egment from 

the source, alters the end noý-72 pressure of tl,, -i, s segme-at accordingly- 

and sizes the next segment 1rom this amended'optimum pressiAre. In 

this %lay some segivents. are rounded up others. down. THe opL--imm desl2n 

`azme' - 64 tcehnique outlined by 11 L.. JL treated thie variab-les as discrete 
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vzAA: iables throughout 

neei not ue amended. 

-IL TIOt COLaprise of 

tends to 'Lend weight 

of pipe sizes. 

th-2 procýýss anm coi, sequently the obtpine-' solution 

Fie shows thac at an op-,; -Mal solution o-acl-L segment 

more ý, kian two different pipe values a factor which 

to ILlie- devi. ce suggested 'jy Melverda for the rounding 

6.4 Design of Looped Pipcline Systems 

A looped : 7ystem is defined as a system containing one or more 

closed loops or pseudeloops. A looped system need not be composed 

entirely of closeý- loops, however, but may contain both looped and 

branched sections. 

6.4.1 Mathema_t-Lcai Formulation of ' the Problem 

In specifying the mathematical model for the network system 

the two basic relationships (6-8) and (6.91, are used. The optimization 

problem then becomes: 

MiT-li-. -iize the objective function CE La + b--DPjL subject 
pipes 

to certain operating constraints. 

it is generally equired that under peak loading c-ond-21-ions the 

pressure at all points in the system must not fall below a given minimum T- 

working pressure. This statement then defines one of the system 

constraints, nameiy that: 

Pi IT i) ý! 0 for all nodes i 
miniiutLm 

Furthcrmore, for any retwork system Kirchoff's laws must apply. 

This int-oduces a further two constraints on the system. 

E (AP) 
pipes 

for all loops 

. Loop 
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q-' for ill nodes I 

As mentioned previously closed loops are incoas. 'ýst-ent -vith 

the most economical design and hence, Y it has been 6--: cided to design 

a looped system, constraints must be set on thc- variabic, (i. e. 

d1weters) to prevent the process reducing the looped system to an 

OptiMLn branched system. This results in the corstraint 

Di ý- (Di) 
minimum 

for all pipes i. 

Tf an upper limit is set on the permissible diameter ýizss, the 

additional constraint 

D (D for all pipes i 
- maximum 

must be included. 

Finally as with branched systems the variables may only 

assume certain discrete values corresponding to commercial available 

diameter sizes. This gives the constraint Di 
commercial 

f 

Sulmmarisin4 the problem is to 

8) Minimize the objective function CE [a + bD'2]L 
pipes 

Subject to the constraints 

Pi - (Pi) 
minimum 

ý: 0 for all nodes i (6.29) 

0 EW 
pipes 

for all loops (6.30) 

loop 

N 
E (Qij) - qi 0f or all nodes i- (6.31) 

j=1 

Di ý-, D iminiraum for all pipes 1- (6.3"') 

Di Di 
maximum 

for all pipes i- (3.33) 

D: ID 
.II 

fer ail pipes - (6.334) 
3 COMIM2, cial 
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Scudy of these equations reveals that the tri, Knowns in the 

system are AP, Q and D for each pipe. if the diameters are specifie, ', 

use o-F any network balancing proc-edu-e. will give the solution for AP 

and Q such that '. he constraints (6.30) and (6.31) are satisfied. if 

this approach is used, the diameters become the system variables and 

t1le constra-'-, its (6.29), (6-32), (i. 3"'o) and (6.34) are the only binding 

constraints. The cbjective funct-Icn (6.28) is nonlinear in these 

variables -, when the cost exponent p of equation (6.28) is greater than 

unity, the constraint (6.29) is nonlinear in these variables and the 

constraints (6.32), (6.33) and (6.34) linear. The problem is then a 

nonlinear prograrming problem subject to linear equality and incquality 

constraints and nonlinear inequality constrairits. The constraints 

(6.32) and (6.331) can easily be accounted for with this approach since 

each of these constraints relates to only one of the -variables. This 

is achieved by ensuring that when a value of the variable is specified 

which violates the constraint the variable valuc is set at the limit of 

the constraint i. e. Di =D minimum 
or Di =D maximum* 

In this way only 

the constraints (6.29) and (6.34) remain to be accounted for. This is 

the approach used by Smith'05 ami ricchai9l. 

An alternative approach is outlined by Jacoby60 who el: iminates 

one of the system variables by use of the flow equation whLich is a 

function of all three variables. 
_By 

so doing the problem variables are 

(! ý--uble those of the above approach but the need to employ a network 

balanC4ng Frocedure is eliminated. An advantage of this approach is 

4 rem ch, at the syste,. -! i nod, =ý flow requ e-ats can, if desired, he introduced 

as inequalities (i. e. qi may be chosen to be greater ow less than any 

deýired flow level). The greater -flexibi-lity of this approach, however, 
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has its disadvantages x. -hen carrying out the mathematical scli, tion r- 

technique. associated with the optimization problem. Jacoby stiows 

tl-at depena'. Lng upon which variable is eliminatcd the conditioT, of the 

constraints will vary. The objective funct-lin is, however, always 

nonlinear if the cost exponent p exceedi unity. The problcm is then 

a nonlinear programm4ng problem which is subject to a mixture of 

linear and nonlini-az constraints this mixture depending upon the 

variable eliminated. 

6.4.2 Solution Techniques 

In gene-ýcal the mathematical programming problem is to 

*T derermine a vector x* = (xj* x2* xn) that solves the problem: 

Minimize f (X) the objective function 

Subject to gi(x) 0i=1,2 ... m- the inequality constraints 

pj(x) 0j=1,2 .p- the equaliLy constraints 

where the functions f, g, and p can be a mi-.,, -ture of linear. and nonlinear 

functions. 

The constraint (6.34) limits the variables to discr-tte -. 1ralues 

and prevents us from using many mathematical techniques TAhi, 7h require 

that the functions and consequently the variables are contiiuous over a 

selected interval. As a first step the constraint (6.34) is negl2cted 

and the variables trea, -ed as 'being continuous over this iinterval. it 

is argued that a search ior minimum points in the continuous interval 

will produce minijnum solutiors which caa be amended to produce the 

discrete optircium, since the domain of the dipcrete function is a subset 

of that of the continuous functi-o--.. This approacil is adopted in the 

techniques to be outlined if thcy require that the functions be continuous. 
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MLeans of obtaining the d. Lscrete rpuimtun from the continuou3 are 

cons. 'dered in a subsequent chapter. 

Three different solution techni(: -jes will be d4.3-assed. The 

first technique involves an exLensio-n of methods applicable to 

unconstrained minimization, the second involves use of --ransformations 

to rransf orm the constrained problem into an equivalent, or series of 

equivalent unconstrained problems, and the rhird involves the sequential 

application of linear programming solutions. 

(I) Extension of Methods used with 

Unconstrained Minimization 

The m-. 4-nimization of an unconstrained lunction is a relatively 

i simple process which can be solved by a vaiiety of different procedures. 

Certain of these procedures can be extended to cater for equality mad 

inequality constraints. 

The Gradient Projection method of Rosen'00 has been successfully 

applied to many optiMization problems but is is reported as exhibiting 

48. Davies3l proposes a ne,,,,, method, --which extends the slcw convergence Ai 

use of projection matrices to deal vrith nor-linea... constraints, and 

repori: s that the method is more efficient than Rosens ipproach. The 

method is relatively untried but the results to date indicate tblat it 

displays great promise. 

This type of solution, which tend to ýownce frcra or attempt to 

follow a constraint and so continue the search ie. Lhe ieasible region, 

provides a theoretically ootisfying appsoach to the problem. The- 

mathematics involved are gePerally sufficiently complex, bowever, that 

the engineer will -. D--, -efer to use a more eiapirical techrique. 
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(II) TrIansfoimation cr Penalty Function. Methid-- 

When considering a branzh system the method of Lagran6e 

multipliers was used to transform th. e constrained problýi,,, into art 

equivalent unconstrained problem. The branch problem in-volved only 

equa ý lity constraints but it is possible to ger-eralise 1-71is method to 

account for inequality constraints at the expense ý; -c greattly increased 

com-outational effort. The process is it -erative and the time required 

to handle a large number of inequality 
-onstraiL. tS is extensiver: 2- 

Consequently this approach is not recommended. 

Rosenbrock'01 outlines a method whizh procecds with the 

unconstrained tunction minimization until such ! -; -mes as a variable 

enters its boundary region which is the case when the constraints are 

approached. This occurence is taken to indicate toat the minimum of 

the function probably lies outwith the feasible region and so the 

function is modified within the boundary region to create a feasible 

minimum. The search then continues and further raodi'Lications are made 

to the function at boundary regions if other constraints are encountercd. 

This method h--s proved to be very reliable32 but 31so very slow. it 

sufftrs the disadva.. itage that the means used to amend the objective 

function as constraints are met is unsuitable for use with unconstrained 

minimization methods other than that proposed by Rosenbrock. 

lile method of Rose-abrock is equivalent to adding a penalty 

function to the objective function as constraints are approached. The 

differential method also uses this principle but it is more general in 

that it can be used in conjunction with any unconstrained uinim. iLatiou 

technique. There are -,, ariou. 3 formulc-tionsof the method. JacobyEO 

uses the fom 
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mp 
F (x, K) =f 'x) +E Kg i (x) +Z Kp - (x) l% 

i= 1 i=i 3 (6-35) 

where K=O if the constraint.: are sat*sfied and is assigmed a suitable 

value which enst- es that: the penalty term. is added to the uiýconsLr. 3ioed 

term f(x) when constraints are violated. if no constraints are violated 

then the pei, alty function nuver c,. -)meý, into play and F (x, K) =f (x), 

Pitchai9l uses a similar type of prc--edure in his treatment o'L the network 

problem. 

If the network problem is formulated so that the diameters are 

defined as the only system variables then the only constraints still to 

be accounted for are the constraints (6.29) and (6.34). When the 

constraint (6.34) is neglected in order to make the variables continuous 

there are only the inequality constraints (6.29) left. In this 

situation the general form of 

m 
F(x, K) =- L(x) +Z Ki[gi(x)1 

i=l 
(6.36) 

is preferred for the differential method where K=O if gi(x)ýýO and equals 0 

a positive constant if gi(--, '/<O. 

For these conditionc i! can be shown that as Ki -* - an 

unconstrained optimum of F(x, K", will correspond with the constrained 

optimum of f(x). Lietman, 175 outlines a convenient scheme for. computing 

the values of Ki. 

One major disadvantage in using differential penalty functions 

is that they require the availability of function values at nonfeasible 

puints a requiremert which it may not be possible to meet in practice. 

31 Davies points out that cince other penalty functions ex.. st: whic! i do 

not posses such disadvantages these functions should be avoided. 
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Sequential mt:: L!: jod-ý do ----t sufrer from this disadva7. tage since 

thLs type of method generites, wichin the feasible region. a series of 

iunctions whose successi,, -e unconstrained optima converge to the optimum 

of a given constrained -, cblem. For the case cf incquality constraints 

only, the general form of the resulting penalty function is: 

i R) =f (x) +RZ WiC (g i 
i=l 

(6.37) 

where R aad Wj are positive weights given to the penalty term and to the 

individual constraintb. The 7alue assigned to G(gi(x)) varies, some of 

the common val, -es being: 

Carroll19 
gi (x) 

G(g; (X)) =1- Davies 32 
gi2(x) 

G (gi (x) )= -ln[, c�i(x)1 Parisot90 

The value of R must tend to zero as the series of unconstrained 

opti-inizations progress. 

All the forms quoted for the penalty function tend to an 

infinite value on the constraint boundary. For such functioas 

Pomantale92 has provei convergence provided the general penalty term is 

positive and continuous in the feasible region. Means of evaluating 

suitable values for the weights Wi and R are outlined by Fiacco & 

McCormicOl and Daviesj2. 

Fiacco "S Y-icC-, -o--. -, 
ick4O have extended the method to account for 

equality constraints giving the functim: 

rii 
-1p F(x, R) = .'y, Epj (x) -12 : (xý ++R (6.38) ii 

I=j i (x) lýD . j=I 
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The sequential method of optimization is videly used in 

practice, being both siale to program and easy to understand. Smiti, l 05 

uses aL "orm, of thi. ý method to sol-e the ncýwork optinniizc-tion problem. 

Se (III) Se uential Application 
--, 

f Linear 

Programming Techniques 

! his te, hnique involves repetit; ve solution of linear 

programming matrices to accomplish non! -1-near opti7. ization. A portion 

Of the feasible region is investigated by linearising tb.: - objective 

function and constraints locally. For t1is region an opLimal solution 

is found. Due to the linearizations the solution is i. or- exact, but it 

will be close to the correct solution if a small region is investigated. 

This solution is then used as the centre of a new portion, the optimal 

4 
, 011.1t4on of which s, after further linearization, again calculated. A. 

The procedure can be continued until the opti-MiLm of the system has been 

found. to be within a certain portion of the feasible reg. Lon. Increased 

accuracy can then be obtained by decreasing the size of the portion to be 

investigated and then conti-nuing the process. If the size of the 

ijortion is decreased in successive steps any degree of accuracy can be 

obtained. This technique was first proposed by Griffith and Stewart5O 

and is used by Smith105 in solving the network optimization problem. 

6.4.3 Selecting a Method of Optimization 

The problem is now to select a meLhod of optimization which 

is suitable for solving the gas net-Twork cptimization problem. Davies 

Swann33 compare various Piocedures coming under the categories (I) 

and (II) of section 6.4.2. They state tnat the main advanta&z of the 
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category (,! I) methods is t1lat t1be constraints ! Qre virtually ig-,,, )red, but 

COD. Clude that no one method from e4ther category is superior to all 

otherc- in the genEr&l case. Thcy s. Aect the meLhod of Davies !: ks being 

the most succes-ý-'-ul in category (I) and the sequential nethod with the 

penalty term of Carroll as the 'Lest in category (II). They further 

state that the method of Davies is, as yc-- (1969), relatively unt.,.: ied 

and suggest that until it has been t,,, oroughly tested the sequential 00 

method provides a suitably well tested method which should be used. 

The use of category (III) methods involves sequential application 

of a linear programming solution which is likely to be both time consuming 

and very demanding on computer storage space. Smit'l,. 105 
so"Ived a small 

network problem by this means and also used the sequential penalty method 

with the penalty function of Carroll. The solution by the linear 

programming process was considerably slower a-nd this despite the 'Eact that 

the penalty met'bcd as implemented by Smith was relatively inefficient. 

Tt was decided tc adopt the sequent'ial penalty method using the 

penalty function of Carroll as being the most likely method of prod. ucing 

the optimal solution in a fairly efficient manner. 

6.5 The SequeT-i_t'--_ia,. 'L Uncons trained Minimization T6chnique 

The use of the sequential renalty technique to solve the 

rnnstrained problem involves the solution of a series of unconstrained 

There are several meaits available for solving the minimizations. 

unconstrained minimization problem the most suitable b.:: ing dependent 

upon th2 nature of the response surface which represents +-Ine functioD Vo 

be minimized 
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and the nature cf the act, -! al L ý-4 11 be 'unc, i -n. Both these' factirs 

diszussed iii this section- and various neans of solving che uncollstrained 

pruulem outiined. An attempL will be made Lo select a suitable weans 

of solution for use with th-- cequential penal-y --echrique. 

6.5.1 The Nature -. f the Response Surtace 

Cert0in -, u cons trained minimization methods will find the true 

M4 , nirn-um of the objeL. Itive function 4-f the response surface defined by 

the functic-a is uni-mcdal. If the resulting response surface is not 

uni-modal (i. e. it is mTIti-peaked) then certain of the methods can only 

be guaranteed to locate a minimum value which may or may not coincide 

with the true mjýnilPum value. Tf the solution located is the true 

minimum then it is called the global optimum solution, otherwise it is 

a local opt4RIUM solution. I' It can be shown that the function is 

convex in the feasible domain, the response surface will be uni-modal. 

Lhis condition will apply if the original objective function f(x) is T 

convex and the coistraints are such that the feasible region is enclosed 

within a conveýc 

A function -. Lss striu--ly convex if for any two points w-. 'Lt. hin the 

ints gives at any feasible region Lhe straight line Joining the two po. 

point on the line a function value larger than or equal to the value 

given by the fLnc'-ion Pt tile save pointy-'L. For the network problem 

the objective function Sx) is given by equation (6.28). This function 

will alwajý-- be convex -LJ the value of the exponent p 's greater than or 

equal to 1-0. A domain is defined Ps bci-ng convex if together with any 

t also confains the connecting sr-raight line between two Of 4 

them. 
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Jacoby60 found for the approach in which. all the coastraiats 

(6.29) to (6.33) were binding and hence lised to define the bound 'ary 

the fe--sible region that it was difficult to determine ý. -b--, ther the 

feasible domain was convex. In view u. the fact that for a sample 

problem sove computer runs terminated aL local optimum values Jacol-., y 

ccn-iýluees that certain precautions must be taken against the terminaticn CD 

in 1, )c-1 mi-nima. It thus follows that the feasible domain Jis not 

strictly convex f or the general case if this approach is used. 

If the approach by which the diameters e-re considered -as the 

system variables and a network balance carrici out to satisfy the 

constraints (6.30) and (6.31), is used, constraints (6.29), (6.32) and 

(6.33) are the oaly loinding constraints. The constraints (6.32) and 

(6.33) are linear variables and will thus always produce a convex domain 

if these constraints are the binding constraints. if then the constr,: int 

(6.29) can be shown to be such that when binding it results in a convex 

feasible domain, it follows that the optimization method will produce a 

solution corresponding to the global optimum. It is difficult to prove 

this 1'rom a mathematiirýal_ view-point and so iL was decided to irvestigat-C 

th_ý narure of the fcasible region for the simple three pipe network shown 

'n Appendix 5 as problem 4. The constraints (6.29), (6.32) and (6.33) 

were initially set as: 

Pi 5*5" >0 

Di . 311 

ý 6' 

The cost exponent p W<as set aL a value of 1,3. 

initially the of L-2 was h,, Ad constant at 6" ani 

for a variety 1-je performance of the mathematical mode'l tezted 
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different -v.. Iues of DI-3 anc! D, -ý, Study of the behaviour enaDled a 

two ýiiuensional representaLion of a section of the model to be drawn o" 

uhich it was possibie to mark the boundaries to c-he feasible rogion set 

by the constrainLs. Tbi-s is shown in Figure 17. From the figure it 

can be seen. that for these constraints tht: portion of the feasible 

domain conf onus to the def inition given f Dr a convex feasible domain; 

namely that a straight line joining any two points within the feasible 

region lies completely within the feasible region. However, when the C2 

constraint (6.29) is set as: 

Pi - 5-00" ý! 0 

the new feasible region of the'same two dimensional rodel is shown in 

Figure 18. In this case the feasible region is not convex since the 

line A-B joining two points in the feasible region does not lie 

:1 
completelly within the feasible region. Therefora in the general case 

it cannot be saidd that the two dimensional slice of the model possesses 

a co-avex fe as ible domain. 

This two dimensional representati-on is based on the assmption 

that D1-2 equalled a consturt value of 6" and as suoh is only a slice of 

the actual three dimensional feasil-I. e region. By holding DI-3 and D2-3 

constant in turn further two dimensional slicps of the feasible do-main 

can be obtained. The actual three dimnmsional feasible region can be 

built UD- by conibining an infi-niLe number of such. two dimensional striPs. 

Kunzi7l states that the intersection of arbitarily many convex domains 

is once again convex and hence a necessary condition for the three 

dimensionAl feasible region to be convex is that each of the infinite 

number of intersecting two dimensional strips are convex. It was in 

fact found that when the constraint (6.29) set the ininimum allowable 
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pressui: e at 5-5" w. g. all c,! tllrý two dimensional strips considered were 

convex and consequently the actual feasible domain was convex.. When 

the minim-um allowable pressure was set at 5-0" w. g., hcv-ever, certain 

of the two dimensioaal ----rips were non-convex, Figure 10 showing one 

such strip, and consequently the _ctual feasible domain was non-convex. 

In conclusion it would secm thar the feasible domain of this 

one loop example can be either convex or non-convex depending upon the 

pressure constraints selected. As the number of variables and constraints 

incrzase it is expected that the boundary formed by the constraints will 

become exceedingly more no-n-convex. This is borne out in a later 

chapter in which it is shown that as the size of the problem increases 

the number of local minima located increases. 

6.5.2 The Nature of the Function to be Minimized 

UsLng the approach by which all the constraints (6.29) to 

(6,33) are binding, the function F(x, R) is aýcomplex function of two o-L7 

.L the sets of variables Q, AP and D. The evaluation of the function is 

readily obtainable but if partial derivatives of the function, with 

respect to the system variables, are required (as is the case with 

certain methods) these must be obtained using finite difference 

approximations as the function F(x, R) is not directly differentiable. 

This is a disadvantage which is not present when using the approach 

by which the diameters are considered as the system variables and a 

network balance performed to sý. tisfy the constraints ((-. 10) and (6.31j- 

The rcmaining binding conntraints then result in a function F(x, R) for 

which the u'--rivatives can be obtained analytically. 

These factors influence the resulting choice of method of 

unconstrained minii, -, ization to a large extent. If it is difficult to 
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ob-ain the derivative of the funcLion, this may favour methods which dc 

not require derivatives whereas if the dei-ivative can be obtaineý 

analytically a method incorporat. Lng this derivative is likely to be 

best. 

6.5.3 Mcthods of Unconstrained optimization 

The methods avail-able for unconstra. 4ned minimization fall 

into three main categories. 

(I) Gradient Methods 

The first category methods are called gradient methods which 

require knowledge oj- the first partial derivatives of the function. 

These methods are iterative and locate the minimum bN starting at an 

initial point xO within the feasible region and obtaining an improved 

point along a direction vector generated by the method but requiring 

knowledge of the derivative. If the function cannot be differentiated 

analytically, finite difference techniques may ba employed, a process 

which requires a large number of function evaluat'-ons. As it is often 

the case that it is laborious or practically impossiblE. to :. -valuate the 

first derivatives, there is a definite need for minimization procedures 

Vnich do not require them. 

(! I) Direct Search Methods 

T'he second cate: -, ory methods ar; a called direct search methQds 

which generate a direction vector from knowledge of function vaiues 

only. One of the simplest and most eftective is a pattern search 

technique proposed by Hooke and JeeveS5/ while ether procedures are 
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g;. -, Fen by Rosenbrocll-. 101, D4vies, Swann and Campeylll, Nelder and Mcad" 

and PowelI93. 

Neither oil the two caLe6ory met-nods outlined ca-i be guaý: antaed 

to locate the global optiraam for the case of a non-couve-x feasible domain. 

For s, ich cases it may be desirable, therefore, to use the third category 

method's with which it is possible to locate the glel-al minimum even for 

the case of a non-convex feasible domain. 

(III) Monte Carlo Methods 

The third category methods are callod Monte Carlo methods and 

comprise that branch of mathematics which is concerned with experiments 

on random numbeys. These methods involve taking samples throughout a 

selected range of variables according to certain rules while trying to 

reach a compromise, for the higher the probability of success desired, 

the greater the number of trails required. These methods do not try to 

identify the glcbal optimum with complete certainty, rather they provide 

a statistical estimator of the best design backed up by a strong statement 

of confidence. Furthermore, the -number of trial: required, to reach a 

se'ecL do not depend upon the number of variables but -ed confidence level, 

ýLather on the size of the selected region of investigation. 

Brooks'l outlines various means of sampling within the selected 

region of which the creeping random md'thod is probably the best. This 

method, however, is very dependent upon the initial estimate -: 0 and 

requires that several starting points be selecced to ensure that the 

global optimum is located. 

6.5.4 Selecting a Method of Unconstrained Minimization 

Perhaps the sur2st way to obtain the global optimm is to use 
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gradieL, L mothods are to be used finite difference approximatio2s to the 

derivative must be obtaincd. For this case it is probably advantagecus 

to use a direct search method. For both types of ulethod, however, the 

time taken to M'--LiMize an unconstrained function increases markedly as 

the number of variables increases. Thiý: is shown by Box7 for a 

variety of Lest functions. As a re6ult it was felt that it would be 

computationally more convenient to uý-e the approach by which only the 

diameters are variables and the constraints (6.30) and (6.31) are 

satisfied by carrying out a network balance of the system. There are 

now only one-half as many variables and this approach has the additional 

advantage that the function F(x, R) can be differentiated analytically. 

Thereforejit is best used in conjunction with a gradient method of 

unconstrained function minimization. This choice is given further 

weight by Davies 32 who states that sequential peralty techniques are 

most efficient if used in conjunction with gradient rather than direct 

search methods Df unconstrained minimization. 

The major disadvantage in using gradient or direct search 

methods when compared with Monte-Carlo methods is t1hat for the case when 

the feasible domain is non-conve-;,, wnich occurs in the network problem, 

the method can only be guaranteed to locate a local minimum. if such 

methods are used it is necessary to incorporate into the process certain 

of the characteristics of Monte-Carlo methods. The most common 

a, 7proach is to use random sampling techniques as a means of obtaining a 

set of starting points W4thin the feasible region each of which is then 

treated by a gradient or search method to obtain a local optimum, the 

lowest of which is taken to be the global optimum with a degree of 

coafidence depending upon the number of random starting points selected. 
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Smith' 05 experimciited -.., ith a simple Lhreo- pipe net,.. -ork using - 

both random sampling over the entIre selected region (i. e. Mont. c-Carlo 

wethou'. ) and the abuve described gradient - random meLhoc'. B. L Is study 

, ndicated that i, 
- was more desirable to explore, by a gradient method, 

from severai sets of randomly generated starting di&mcters than to 

emPloy the random sampling techniqun- to the selected region. Jacoby60 

also employs a gradient - random approach. 

6.6 Conclusions 

It was decided to solve the network optimization problem using 

the approach by which the pipe diameters werc the only system variables 

and the number of constraints were reduced by carrying out a network 

balance. The sequential unconstrained minimization technique with the 

penalty function of Carroll was selected to solve the resulting 

minimization problem. The resulting series of unconstrained functions 

F(x, R) would be minimized using a gradient met'hod in conjunction with a 

procedure which generated a set of random starting points within the 

feasible region. 
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C rl 
-A 

PTER 

COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE SEQUENTIAL UNCONSTRAINED 

TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO GAS PIPELINE PROBLEMS 

7.1 introduction 

In the previous chapter vaLious optimization techniques were 

outlined and the sequential unconstrained minimization technique used 

ia conjunction with the penalty function of Carroil was selected for 

use in solving the --, as network optimization problem. It was concluded 

that this technique was best used in conjunction with a gradient method 

of unconstrained minimization and with the approach to the problem which 

reduced the number of system variables and system constraints by 

employing a network balancing procedure. Furthermore, it was concluded 

that the non-convex nature of the feasible domain was best accounted for 

by exploring, by a gradient minimization method, from several sets of 

randomly generated starting diameters. 

"' the complete In this chapter the computational aspects oý 

optimization technique as applied to the gas network problem will be 

discussed in detail. Particuiar attention will be paid to the aspects 

of the resulting procedure which have an important effect on the speed 

of the solution. 

With the selected approach to the network optimization problem 

the diameters are the only system variables and the only constraints 

still to be accounted for are inequality constraints. In Lhis situaLion 

the series of unconstrained functions to be minimized as part of the 

sequential unconstrained minimization technique are defined as: 
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m 
F (x, Rn) t (x) + Rn 

I- I gi 

To use the scheme an initial value of RO is chosen along with 

initial. values of all the Wi and the resulting unconstrained function 

minimized. The val r Lue of RO is then reduced by a reduction factor 

(>1-0) to RI, so that F(x, RI) has a výduced penalty and more closely 

resembles f(x). This -function is minimized using the optimum solution 

to the previous minimization as the starting point. Further reductions 

of' R ý, nd successive optimizations create a series Of optima that gradually 

reduce the penalty and tend to the optimum of the true function. The 

procedure requires that the initial estimate for thp starting point of 

the variables for the first descent lie withii- the feasible region. 

in view of the non-convex nature of the feasible domain it is in 

fact necessary that a set of starting points be specified, each of which is 

treated using the above procedure to loca-ce a series of local optima. 

As a result means of obtaining a set of feasible starting designs will be 

discussed. 

The efficiency of the sequential unconstrained minimization 

technique as applied to the gas network problem is influenced by three 

-main factors, these being: 

(1) The network balancing procedure employed. 

(2) The gradient method of unconstrained minimization 

employed. 

(3) 'he -values assigned to the weighting factors 

R and Wi. 

Each of these factors will be considered in some detail ir. this chapter 

0- 
icient in an attempt to make thý- resulting opti-mization DrOcedure as ef-L 
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as possible. 

An Lmportant point which must ', -je considered is that. the 

sequential unconsti-ained minimizaf-ion technique treats thc variables 

(diameters) as being cont5nuous funcrions by neglectintý the system 

constraint (6.34). From a practical viewpoint it is essential that 

the coi, Linuous solution cbtained should be converted into a discrete 

solutiun by reintroducing the constraint (6.34). Means avaiiable for 

making this conversion will be discussed in this chapter and a new 

procedure introduced which is based on the sensitivity of the ncdal 

pressures and the pipe costs to changes in thE. diamete, sizes. 

The outcome of the work described in tllis chapter is a fully 

automatic computer program for obtaining ti-e opt.:,. mum design of network 

or branch gas pipeline systems operating at low, medium or high 

pressures under steady state conditions. The flow chart of this 

program is giver, in Appendix 7. Transient flow conditions which may 

be an important consideration in designing high, pressure syster... is53 are 

not accounted for. 

7.2 Feasible Initial Design Estimates 

I-L Iias been shown (see section 6.5.1) that the feasible 

domain is non convex fo--! network problems and that it is necessary to 

' randomly explore by a gradient miniintization method from se-varal sets of 

generated starting diameters. These starting pc)ints must lie within 

Ae feasibla domain in order that the spquential penalty techniquejs 

appl--cable. Fiacco and McCoj--mick39 outline a scheme by wh. -, -ch 

repeated application of Lhe sequential ui, --ponstrained Tainimization 

teclinique i-tself can be used to obcain a feasIble starting point in 
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caz; es where it is Jifficuýt to obtain such a point. 

in the network design problem, however, no such difficdltie, ý 

exist. The procedure used is to generate a random number betwee. L 0 

and 1*0 by use of a pseudorandom -number generator96. In this study 

the numbers are generated from a uniform (i. e. rectangular) distribution. 

Each -variable is set in turn by multiplying the n=-ý, ar generated by the 

range of the variable such that: 

Di = (R. N. )i x (D imaximum -D i-rriinimum) 

where (R. N. )i is the pseudorandom number generated for i. he i-th variable. 

The starting diameters so obtained are used in- a network balance 

cycle and if the solution is feasible they are used as the first set of 

feasible starting diameters for the optimization procedure. If the 

, ected and a new set solution is infeasible then the starting point is re. - 

of starting diameters generated. This process is continued until a 

feasible starting point is obtained. After each feasible starting point 

has been treated by the optimization process the random procedure can be 

called on again to generate a new starting point. In this way as many 

starting points as are desired can be generated aad solved for. 

If preferred it is possible to specify the ; 
-IdtiLi starting 

points as input data but by so doing it is unlikely that such a wide 

variation of starting points will be investigated. 

7.3 Network Balancing 

A neLwork balancing procedure must be employed whenever the 

variables (diameters) are amended in or, 'Icr to satisfy the Kirchof, s 

loop and joint constraints. Tue var-iables are amended -many times 

wii-idn each of the series of uncoastraiiied minimizations anC. as a resulf- 
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L-hp network balancing procedure is used frequently. - The efficiency of 

the optimization process is, therefore, Very dependent upon the speed 

with which network balancing is achieved. 

The direct*nodal procedure for balancing the network fits 

neatly into the frameworl-. of the gradient method of unconstrained 

minimization. It involves operations on the nodal matrix A (see 

section 3.2.1) which is the same matrix as is used to obtain the 

derivative terms required by the gradient minimization method as will 

be outlined in section 7.4.4.. 

In the previous work relating to network analysis the direct 

nodal procedure was not considered in view of its large storage 

requirements which unduly limited the size of problem which could be 

analysed. In designing new systems the size of network considered is 

not likely to be as large as that of many existing networks and this 

size limitation will not be so critical. In any case the storage 

space for the matrix A must be provided for the differentiation 

evaluation calculation needed by the gradient minimization method. 

The question then arises as to whether it is more efficient 

ro uq(, the direct nodal procedure or the best of the iterative procedures 

which was shown in Chapter 5 to be the loop iterative procedure. For 

compact programming the direct nodal procedure would be preferred but 

it does not necessary follow that this gives '-he speediest solution. 

This topic was not considered further since it was i-ound that the final 

choice of analysis procedur, ý was In fact dictated by a practical 

consideration which will now be outlined. 

7.3.1 Backed off Sources 
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The condition uf backeJ off sources arises when tb(: ý netwc-ýk 

pipe diameters are such that a secondary source fixed pressure value 

falls b, --Iow the nodal pressure values at all adjacent no: ks. When 

this occurs it is obvious that the secotidary source will no longer be 

a source of supply but will in effect be backed off. This should not 

ar4Se ia the well designed network, but with the optimization process 

the : n4tially generated diameters are very likely to be such that this 

condition occurs frequently in the early stages ol the optimization 

process until such times as the diameter sizes become more reasonable. 

If the secondary source is backed off then it is important 

that this condition is spotted and accounted for, otherwise unreal 

I solutions will result. The correct solution in this case will be 

achieved by treating the secondary source as a demand node with zero 

demand. i. e. the pressure restraint is replaced by a flow demand 

restraint. With the direct nodal procedure it is not known if this 

condition applies until the analysis solution is obtained, and if this 

condition is then found to apply the network must be rebalanced for 

the new conditions. 

With the loop iterative procedure, however, it is possible to 

check if this cc-adition applies while carrying out the iterative analysis 

cycle. This is achieved by studying the flow coriections obtained for 

each pseudo). oop in the network and when the resulting corraction would 

result in a flow out of the secondary source, the correctina 4s limited 

to that value which maintains zero outflow at this secondary source. In 

this way the analysis continues while in effect neglecting the equation 

relating to the particulaz pseudoloop. At balance the pressure at- 

this backed off source is such that the Kircholf's joint equat--OL1 
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would give c. zero flow demand at this node. i. e. the pressure zestraint 

has 1, een replaced by a flow demand restraint. 

Lhe importance of incluUin8 for this condition in the 

optimization pro,, lem, in which a large variation in pipe sizes is 

encountered, cannot be over-emphasised as it is essential in order to 

prevent unreal solutions being considered. In viexq of the ability of 

the 'Loop iterative procedure to account for this condition this analysis 

procedure is used in the optimization process. 

7.4 Gradient Minimization (Descent) Methods 

The sequential unconstrained minimization technique is composed 

basically of a series of unconstrained minimizations (descents). The 

efficiency of the resulting optimization procedure is, therefore, 

dependent to a large extent on the efficiency of the method of unconstrained 

minimization -used, since the respective unconstrained minimizations 

constitute a major computational part of the process. An efficient 

gradient minimization mcthod must then be used if the solution is to be 

obtained in an efficient mar-ner. 

Gradient methods locate ,. -. ile minimum of an unconstrained function 

by commencing from an initial point xO and obtaining an improved point 

along the direction vector pi, this improvement being given by: 

xi+l - xi + aipi (7.2) 

where ai is the step length along the direction vector pi. 

Many schemes have be, n proposed to determine the direction 

vector Di and the step length ai and it is these different schemes which 

account for the different gradient methods outlined in literature. 

In this sectioy, various of these schemes will be reviewed. 
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In addition several of them will be nompared in anattempt to select 

one 7ý7hich is suitable for use with the network optimization problem. 

7.4.1 The Direction V--ctor 

Perhaps the simplest means cif obtaining the direction voctor 

pi is to use thý-, steep-st descent method Ifirst described by Cauch,, 20 

in 1.847. This involves setting the vector pi equal to -gi, where gi 

is the gradient vector denoted by: 

3f 3f 
ax, 3X2 axn (7.3) 

It is a first order method which, although computationally 

cheap per iteration, generally converges slowly in a zig-zag manner. 0 

For most types of functions, methods which possess quadratic 

convergence characteristiCS43 are to be preferred. The conjugate 

gradient method outlined by Fletcher and Recves43 possesses quadratic 

convergence characteristics and is simple to implement. This adapts 

the direction vector pi to account for past information which should 

make it inherently more powerful than the method of steepest doscents. 

The i, ýethod is described by the following sequence: 

XO initial point 

Po - go 

pi+, + ýpi (7.4) 
2 

where 
gi+1 

gi2 

xi+l xi + a-.. Pi 
.1 

Wasscher123 out3ines another method which will be referred to 

as the relaxation method and' which accounts for past iaforýzaticn in 
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, Ptting the direction vecýor pi. It is identical'to tl-e procedure 

outlined by expressions (7.4) with the exception that the third step 

is replaced by: 

Pi+1 ý- gi+l + RELAXEgi-pil 

where RELAX is a constant between 0 and 1*0. 

If RELAX is set at zero then the method r.: duces to the 

steepest descent method. The major disa, ývantage associated with this 

approach is that a value must be specifiad for RELAX; this means that 

the method is not fully automatic. 

An alternative means of specifying the direction vector, which 

possesses quadratic convergence characteristics, was f irst outlined by 

Davidson30 and fuzther extended by Fletcher and Powe, 142. The 

direction vector pi is obtained from pi =- Higi . where ideally Hi 

should be the matrix composed of the second partial LLerivatives of the 

function. When this is impossible to obtain then H-- is taken to be a 

sequence of syaupetric positive definite matrices with HO arbitarily set 

but usually taken as being the unit matrix. The subsequent members of 

tha sequence are generated by an ex-pression given by Fletcher & Powel, 42. 

fhe Trocess is restricted to a certain extent by the roquireraznt that 

the matrix H be symmetric and positive definite. Fiacco & McCormick4l 

prefer th, -- use of Newton's method and have adapted a version to evaluate 

the matrix 11 which does not require that the inatri-, is positive definite. 

This type of approach is demanding on computer storage space as the 

elements of matrix H, which is of dimensi-on nxn where n is the number of 

variables, need to be stored. This type of approach also requircs 

extensive matrix manipulations and as a result it is preferred to use a 

. nethod which is more economical in comput-r cperation and storage 
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2 The Step Length. 

Having specified the direction of search pi it only re-mains to 

obtain a value of the step ai along this direction. The s-. -, plest approach 

is to select a step size 3 and to obtain a new point for x from: 

X3 ý Xi + 3ipi 

If f (xý) is an 4_M; ýrovement on f (xi) then xi, l is tok-n to be xg otherwise 

the step size D is continually halved until fIx 3) is an improvement on 

f(xi) or until sufficient accuracy is reached. This approach will be 

called the classical technique. 

If desired the search for the minimum --long the direction pi can 

be carried out Ipy evaluating f (x) at intervals D along the direction given 

by pi, and comparing each f (x) value with the preceeding value. Wher. an 

increase in f (x) is observed the preceeding value is taken as the optimum 

value along that line and hence a is the summation of the ý terms to that 

point. This approach will be called the rough linear search technique. 

The value so obtained for x, +l can be improved by interval 
.L 

halving within the two steps between which tb(-- value of f (x) increased. 

This approach will be called the accurate linear search technique. 

One further approach is used by Poweli" in vhich an extra- 

polative procedure is used to predict "he value of ai from 'knowledge of 

function values at three points on the direction vector. The approach 

Livolves the fitting of a quadratic form to the three jr-ur. --tion values and 

obtaining the minimum of this quadratic form alung, the direction vector 

Pi. This point then def-'res the value ok ai and allows the new pcAnt 

xi+l to be evaluated. This ; ipproach will be called the extrapolative 

linear search techn-i-que. Fletcher and Reeves 43 outline a similar 

technique wilich is based on cubic interý, Ol-ation. 
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If the step size is such that the new point lies out. with the 

feasible domain then for all techpiques Lhe point is treated as a worse 

point and the interval halved as 'ýefore. 

7.4.3 Comparison of Methods - Introduction 

It- is now generally accepted that for MOSL types of functions 

methods of solution possessing quadratic convergence characteristics 

are more efficient rhan first order methods. Box7 compared various 

methods and concludes that the one given by Fletcher End rowel 142, which 

involved manipulations on the matrix Hi and used the cubic interpolative 

linear search technique of Fletcher and ReeveS43 to obtain ai, is the 

most consistently successful for a particular set of highly nonlinear 

test functions. The complexities of this approach, however, are such 

that a simpler method is generally preferred. It is also apparently 

generally acceptcd that no one method is better than all others for the 

general case; consequently it was decided to compare various solutiot. 

procedures with the type of function arising in the pipe cost 

optimization problem. Before this can be done 4, is necessary to out- 

IiILe : he means used to obtain the derivatives (i. e. gradierý-- -vector) of 

the unconstrained function. 

7.4.4 The Derivative of the Function 

The constraints (6.32) and (6.33) are li-near constraints in 

'ý: he variable diameter te-, mb and can be accounted f or within the descent 

process by limiting the step size such 0-at under no circumstances the 

variables take values which violate these di&-aeter constraints. The 

reirainiiý. g constraint (6.29) is included as an inequality constr--ýint and 
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rw'ýstituting this and equation (6.28) into equation (7.1) gives: 

N 
F(D, Rn) Ea+ bDP IL + Rn E wi 

- (7.5) 
pipes i=l Pi - (POminimum 

N 
E aL +E bLDP + Rn E 

Wi- 
- (7.6) 

pipes pipes i=l Pi - (Pi)minimum 

The Sr-dient vector gi for this function -A. s then obtained from : 

3F P-1 
N 

Wi ap- 
gi - pbLkXDkk - Rn ý-I- (7.7) 3Dkk i=l (Pi - (Pi) 

min 
)2 ýDkt 

The term Eal, does not affect the gredient vector terms since it 

is a constant for all diameters and it can, ther,: ýfore, be neglected in the 

optimization process. This is achieved by setting a=0 during the descent 

process and reintroducing 

to evaluate the trua cost 

The values for 

analysis method of Martin 

as outlined by Smith'05. 

the term, after the descent solution is obtained, 

of the design solution. 

Dpi 
are obtained using the sensitivity ýDkk 

and Peters" extended by SIhamir and Howard103 

The method is out]ined in detail in Appendix 4 

for the case when APij = (Pi - Pj) which is appjicable to low pressure 

-as r-tworks. 4 

In order that the method would be applicable to the medium and 

high presz; ure gas networks for which Apij = (p, 2 - pj2) the following 

amendment was applied. The constraint (6.29) was adjusted to become: 

Pi 2- (Pi)2 ýt 0- (7.8) 
minimum 

Equation (7.6) then becomes: 

Rn) =vpw aL +E b-#, D v-i +n D--T -_- - (7.9) 
pipes pipes 

Pi (pi) 2 
lp in imum 

The gradient vector for this function can then be obtained ffom. 
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3F 
pbLkk Dkk P-1 

N 
Wi 

-P 
2- gi DDk' (P! 2- (pi)2 )2 -E. 1- - (7.10) 

L min 
DDkk 

The procedure outlincd in Appendix 4 for the case whcn 

APi3 = (Pi - Pj) is then valid since the proof can be worked through to 

obtain the derivative -3pýi-2 by differentiating with respect to p, 2 31)kk 

wherever a differenti-tion with respect to Pi is carried out. It must 

also be remembered rhat the value of the term Rij in the flow eqUaLion 

AP** = R-- Qý ij Ij Ij of Appendix 4 is now 

Rij 
r To 2G Tf f Lij Zm [117-4 

Pol Dýjj 

All the equations of Appendix 4 are then strictly valid simply 

by replacing the term APij = (Pi - Pj) by APij = (p, 2 - pj2) and re- 
3P. 2 

placing the solution vector by the vector 
3PI 

ýRkk 3% * 

7.4.5 The Initial Step Length 

Bef ore any of the minimization methods can commence it is 

necessary to srecify a value for the initial step length As the CD 

order of magnitude of the step in one variable should be 4n the order of 

magnitude of this varial)ie tll-. zee weighting factors were given --(, the 

partial derivatives to give :- 

S (Di 
max 

- Di 
min) (7.12) 

pipes 3C 2121 

In cases for which there was no upper limit to Di a value has to be 

specifie, 1 for Di. In all cases a sLartlng value for S of 0-125 was 

found from experience to be a satisfactory value. For methods involving 

a linear search along the direction pi the value of S was set at 0-125 at 
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tha start of each new linear 3earch. halving of Or- 'r -- step size 

3 is achiz-, ved by halving the valu, ý of b. With the classical method it 

generally found that it is morc satisfactory to start each new 

direcLion of search witb the last value of S used in the previous direction 

search. 

7.4.6 Basis for Comparisons 

When comparing methods of descent the usual approach is to use 

the nwilber of function. 
--valuations required by each procedure as the 

basis of comparison. This is perfectly satisfactory when each successive 

function evaluation involves the same amount of computation and when the 

computation time involved in generating the direction of search vector is 

sinall in comparison with that required by function evaluations. 

For the network problem each function evaluation involves a 

network balance. As the process advances towards the solution the changes 

to system. variables (diameters) decrease in magnitude and as a result the 

previous function evaluations network solution will provide a progressively 

better estimate to '-he solution of the current network bElance. The 

number of network balanca itc--ations required will, therefore, (I. Lcrease 

as the process advances and it must be concluded that the computational 

requirements of successive function evaluations will vary. In addition 

it will be necessary to invert an NxN matrix and to carry out N matrix 

MUltiDlications wh-ýn generat ing the gradient vector gi (see Appendix 4). 

It is not 'ý, nown at this stage whether the --omputationaL requirements fur 

gradicnt evaluation will be small in rE: lation to that for function 

evaluatious and hence whether the computationdl time will be proportional 

to the numl; ýr of network balance iterations, to the nu. -:, ber of gEadient 
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evaluations or to some combinatic-a of them both. 

The overall time of solution w. therefore, be used as the 

basis ef comDariso,, in the initi-al stages. An attempt wiil be made, 
however, to determine whether there is any relationship between the 

solution time and the network balance iteratiOILS or der-'Lvative 

evaluations required. 

The network optimization process involv--7, a series of un- 

constrained minimization problems and consequently the comparisons must 

cover a series of descents. It was thought better to consider Zhe 

total number of function and derivative evaluations required by the 

series of descents ratlýer than for each descent individually as each 

individual descent- may finish and start at slightly differing points due 

to the accuracy criterion used. In any case, in the practical situation 

it is the time takea by the overall problem that is of concern. 

7.4.7 ProbleLas Considered 

The initial problems considered were in fact branch pipelines 

which were artificial problems assigned convenieni- resistance values and 

COS-' Lonstants a of zero and b of 0-17578 so that the resulfiag 

arithmetic was simple. These problems were considered in order to 

become fainiliar with the detail of the optimization process on simple 

problems with convex feasible domains before moving on to the more 

complex network problems. Branch problems have only the one minimum 

colution; consequently the problem will -. ot be complicated by the. 

presence of local minimum solutions. The solutions of these geoblems 

can also be checked by the direct procc, ýures outliaed in section 6.3.2. 

The branch systems treated are shown as pzoblems 1,2 and 3 in Appendix 5. 
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'"hese problems w-re solved using the sequential tech,. ique by. 

treating the end node equaiity constraints as inequality constraints. 

It is only necessary to consider the end node ccnstraj-nts for branch 

systems, since Catisfaction of these constraints automaticaily satisfy 

all intermc! diate node constraints. O'DVI. OUSJv, the required derivative 

torms can be obtained by more dircct: means for branch systems thau by 

the matrix method outlined in sectioa 7.4.4, but as this is a general 

method applicable to all types of pipe systems it was used in the 

soluLion of the branch problems. 

The other problems considered were all gas network problems 

which are cutlined in Appendix 5. For network problems the cost 

co-efficients a and b of equation (6-28) are set at vaiues of zero and 

unity respectively. The pipe cost function . 
(x) then becomes equal to 

Z LDP . The variable values obtained at solution for this function 
pipes 
will be the same as for the function f Ix) E [a + bDPIL for any 

pipes 
values of a and b since 

f(x). E Ea + bDp--j'L 
pipes 

aT+Z bDPL 
I pipes pipes 

The term E al, is a constant and will not affect the variable values. 
pipes 

Consequently it can be neglect2d i- the evaluation of the optimilm 

variable values which will then only be influenced by the term ZbLDP. 

Since b is a constant, however, it is immaterial which value it takes 

since the minimum solution of the function f(x) = bZLDP is the same 

regardless of the value of b. By setting a at zero and b at unity the 

variable values at solution wi-l be the same as would be obtained for 

any vi. '-ue cý these constants. 

:j he cost of the resulting design cau easily be obtained in any 

ýes4-,: ed moivýtarv units br as. -ignin- the correct values to t1he constants 
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a and b associated with tne selected monetary units.. 

Cost(desired units) aZL + b(Cost value obta; ned wiEh 
pipes 

a=O and b=1-0) 

This then makes the system more flexible than if a value for a end b 

are 6pacificd, although 4t is perfectly acceptable to specify any value 

of a and b as input data. 

7.4.8 Values Assigned to the System Parameters 

The functions being minimized are of the form of equation 

(7-5) and for the purposes of the comparison the initial starting points 

were arbitarily selected. All the Wi values were set to unity, and 

values of RO were set arbitarily at several values being reduced by a 

factor of ten on successive descents. (Means of automatically setting 

values for Lhese weighting factors will be outlined in section 7.5) 

The cost exponent p of the objective function (6.28) was set at a value 

of 1.30 in the subsequent comparisons. 

7.4.9 Accuracy Criterion Used 

For the network problems .: onsidered the loop iterative 

procedure for network balancing was used setting the maxi-ratum allowable 

negligible flow correction at 1.0 ft3/hr. Each individual descent 

problem was terminated when one of the two following conditions applied. 

(1) The function value became worse than the previous point's 

value while all values of jDx-ý., - Dx IýI are less than. 0-L", 

where x ic the step number. 

(11) The values of all ID:,: +, - Dxi are less than 0-03" even 
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al6hough the new function vaiua is less Lhan the previous value. This 

second condition is included to soýeguard against the situat_4on in which 

tlha step size reduces very rapidly to a low val-Lie such that very slow 

con-, 7ergence results. Tnis condition causes t1le slow convergence to be 

L-erminated at a slightly less accurate solution than could be obtained Cý W 

by using condition (1) only, but any such error will be corre, -ted 
in 

subsequent descent6. The comb--ned problem is terminated when on 

successive descents the solutions to each descent are such that all values 

of JDn+1 - Dnj are less than 0-l" where n is the descent number. When 

this occurs R i. - set to zero and one final descent performed. 

7.4.10 Comparison of Techniques for Setting the Step Length 

This compari3on considers the solution of the three branch 

pipeline problems by the conjugate gradient method using the four approaches 

outlined in section 7.4.2 for setting the step length a. 

These are: 

(1) Classical technique 

(2) Rou&". i Linear Search technique (R. L. S. ) 

(3) Accurate Search technique (A. L. S. ) 

(4) E:: trapolative Linear Search technique (E. L. S. ) 

The three problems were each solved for a variety of arbitarily 

set values of the weightin, factor Ro. As each value of 'Ro involves a 

ser'es of unconstrained minimizations use of several values for Ro 

results in, many individual descent problems which, due to tlýe different 

weight given to R, commence at a varieLy Of points withir. the feasible 

region. This eliminates the possibility thac the original 
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selected feasible starting poiint is in -, uch a position that the resulting 

descent ib not typical, and the r, 2suits meaningless. 

For the branch systems the wimber of system balance iterations 

will r. 0-1 incide exactly with the number of fur-,: tion evaluations as each 

system balance requires one iteration. Table 7.1 shows the results 

obtained, listing the initial function values, the minimum function 

value (F. V., ) at solution, the number of search directions (DIR) aad the 

total system iterations (ITS) required. 

The linear sedrCh techniques do not appear to be as reliable 

as the classical technique for low values of RO as in certain cases this 

table shows that the minimum located is above the true minimum. For 

the problems shown the ratio of iterations to directions of search was 

averaged and the results shown in Table 7.2. 

The results conform to the expected result that the greater the 

trouble taken to evaluate an accurate value of the step length a, the 

greater will be the ratio of iterations to directions of search. 

The : ýfficiencies of the various techniques are given by 

considerin. c., the times required by each of them to arriv2 at the sol 
: 
ution. 

The results of this investigati. on are shoim in Table 7.3. 

From this table it can be seen that the classical technique is 

the most consistently successful. As it is also the most reliable 

technique it w; -. s decided to use this approach in all subsequent problems. 

The results quoted refer to branch pipeline problems and not to network 

problems. They should, however, be equally valid to network problems 

since the overall form of the response surface will be similar. This 

becomes ; 4pparent when it is considered that che network problem is 

reduced to a branch pipeline systc-. a when the diameter constraiuts are 

such that zero diameters are allowed. (See Chapter 8. ',, 
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METHOD AVERAGE RATIO 
ITS 
DIR 

CLASSICAL 

E L S 

2-5 

4 . . . 

R. L. S. 

-5 

4-75 

A. L. S. 6-20 

TABLE 7.2 

SOLUTION TlD4E (SECONDS) 
PROBLEM 

Ro CLASSICAL R. L. S. A. L. S. E. L. S. 

104 60 76 70 37 

105 29 38 36 38 

106 32 45 45 52 

107 33 53 50 45 

jC4 48 49 46 43 

, 05 51 60 57 81 
2 

106 48 74 65 74 

107 46 73 85 87 

4 10 69 106 76 

10-5 64 96 134 115 
1 

3 
106 74 100 1 157 146 

107 92 81 149 130 

TABLE: 7.3 
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7.4.11 Comparison between the SteeDest Descent 

Conjugate Gradient and Relaxat--on- Methods 

The next compari-son carricd out was between the steepesc 

descent, conjugate gradieiiL-- and relaxation methods all 6eing used in 

conjunctioi. with the classical technique of setting the step length a. 

The problems considered výere the branch pipeline pr,, blems 1,2 and 3 

and the gas network problems 4,5 and 8 of Appendix 5. The conjugate 

gradient and steepest descent methods weze used for a varicty of 

arbitarily set values of RO. 

Before the relaxation method could be used, however, it was 

necessary to assign a value to the relaxation factor. The optimum 

value of this fac-cr is associated with the nature of the response 

surface w1hich will vary from problem to problem and ýjithin each 

individual problem. Hence it was decided to run several tests on 

pipeline problems to determine whether there is an average optimum value 

for the relaxation factor applicable to all pipeline problems, whether 

tfle value variess widely for different problexý, s or whether the variation 

of this factor for individual descents within a -p, oblem is such that r 

asin, ý an average system value is 

and 8 were consi-dered ea-h being 

variety oj- values of the relaxat 

listing the number of directions 

system iterations required (ITS) 

(, F. V. ) for the various values of 

unsuitable. The pro'kilems 1,2,4,5 

solved for one value of RO and a 

ion factor. Table 7.4 shows the results, 

of search generatad (DIR), the number of 

and the functio-a value at the solution 

the rela--ation factor MLAX). 

In the previous cor-uparison the overall solution time -,, -7as uý; ed 

as a measure of the relai-i-vc c. 'Lficienc-', --s of the methods. Such, a 

comparison is stricLly valid but in many zases it is inconvenient 4to have 
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PROUEM RELAX DIR ITS F. V. 

0 28 47 57,986 
0*15 20 37 58,162 

1 0-30 16 35 57,941 
- 0*50 15 31 58,083 

2 PIPE BRANCH 0-75 14 27 58,10i 
0-85 19 30 c8p047 - 0-95 59,221 

0 38 55 65,130 
0-15 42 56 64,828 

2 O. -)o .1 32 46 64,762 
0-50 37 48 64,788 

3 PIPE BRANCH 0-65 28 37 64,768 
0-85 27 36 65,021 
0-95 67,526 

0 8 30 25,278 
0-15 7 26 25,326 

4 0-30 7 24 25,341 
0-50 8 22 2-59383 
0-65 7 18 25,418 

1 LOOP NETWORK 0-80 7 15 215,435 
0-90 8 !3 25,313 
0-95 25,896 

0 39 157 34,656 
0.15 36 148 34,484 

-5 0-30 37 141 34,780 
0-50 34 144 34,826 

2 LOOP NETWORK o-05 37 154 34,626 
0.80 51 181 34,738 
0-90 35,060 

0 39 138 157,062 
0-15 41 133 157,023 
0-30 47 140 156,413 
0-50 44 139 156,690 

7 LOOP NETWORK 0-65 42 135 156,929 
0-80 50 152 156,973 

I 
-- 

r 
L- - 

I-- 161,565 

Solution Un,, cceptable 

TABT, E 7.4 
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to determi-i. e the solution time and as a result it is preferabli-: to 

relate the relative efficiancies tc some system parameter. The overE. 11 

solut--7on times for problems 3,5 and 8 for varicus of the descents by 

the steepest des-ent, conjugate gradient and relaxation methods were 

noted. Various plots of overall time of solution versus various 

weighted combinations of the network balence iterations and derivative 

evaluations required were drawn. 01 these the simple plot of overall 

time versus the number of system iterations gave the best relationship. 

Figures 19,20 and 21 show this plot for the problems 3,5 and 8. From 

these figures it can be seen that as the number of system iterations 

required increases the overall solution time increases linearly and hence 

comparing the iterations required by the various methods will indicate 

their comparative efficiencies. 

Figure 19 also shows the points on the plot which result from 

using the linear search technique of obtaining the step length a for 

problem 3. It can be seen that the points for the rough and accurate 

linear search techniques fit the plot but that the points for the extra- 

polative technique give a different linear relationship because of the 

extra computation time spent in Lhe extrapolative portion of the program. 

This indicates that the iteration requirements form a basis of comparison 

for all the methods, used with any combination of techniques for 

obtaining a except for the extrapolative technique. A comparison for 

tlie extrapolative technique of obtaining a will only be valid if all the 

methods being considered use the extrapolative technique. 

In all the probleirs solved the classical technique of obtaiTnjng 

tho step length a is used with all the methods treated: hence comparing 

iteration requirements provides a suitable means of comparing the relative 
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afficieacics of different solutions to any one problem. 

Figure 22 shows Lhe number of system iterations required 

nlottý-d ap,, ainst the value of the relaxation factor for the various 4: - 

problems conside--ýed- From this figure it can be seen that each problem 

has a diý 'ferent optimum value for the reiaxation factor. For the 

problems co"sidered the use of a 7alue of about 0*5 for the relaxation 

If ., --ctor proved reasonably satisfactory. 

Each problem is composed of a series of descents and closer 

inspection of the results showed that each descent within the overall 

problem had a different optimum value of relaxation factor. Consequently 

the optimum value obtained from figure 22 is in effect an average system 

value. It was found, however, that the overall improvements obtained 

were the result of a slight improvement in each individual descent and 0 

were not due to one descent displaying a great improvement with another 

descent giving a worse performance. 0 

It was decided to use a value of 0-1., for the relaxation factor 

in all subsequent problems solved by this method. One important point 

to note is that for an average relaxation factor of about 0-90 and above 

the solution obtained is slig%tly erroneous and becomes more so as the 

relaxation factor is further increased. Use of the factor 0-5 should be 

sufficiently low to eliminate the possibility of this type of error. 

i. 4.12 Results of the Comparison 

ing a relaxation factor of The relaxation method was then run US4 

0-5 aL,, d LI-jo results for the various problems-obtained for the range of 

vaIUQS of RO. These results and the results for the C012jugate gradi---at 

ard steepest descent metiodc are show in Table 7.5 which lists the ivJ'tia: 
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PROBLEM i I'l 0 

1.104 

10-5 
1()6 
1C)7 
108 

o) 

1()4 
105 
106 
1C) 7 

108 

j& 
105 
106 
107 
1()8 

4 

5 
-10 
58 
102 
103 
104 

102 
10, 

5 1470 
104 
105 

B 

102 
103 

2602 
104 

7.5x1C)4 
105 

IN IT 1AL 
FUNCTION 

VALUE 

STEEPEST CONJUGATE 
DESCENT 

I 
GRADIENT 

RELAXATTON 
(0-5) 

DIR ITS F. V. IDIR ITS F. V. IDIR ITS V. V. 

74,201 37 85 58,053 
79,233 25 7q 58,178 

129,447 29 85 58,173 
631,689 43 101 57,950 

5,654,1051 44 109 57,950 

100,031 
101,887 
120,452 
306,100 

2ý162,581 

64 107 64,896 
37 86 64,702 
42 96 64,689 
53 112 64,791 
99 161 64,791 

149,079 
150,669 
166,577 
325,651 

1,916,314 

26,207 
26,307 
27,270 
28,080 
45,808 

223,084 

78,241 
99,603 

1-10,759 
30,219 

22449,380 

202,556 
220-, 595 
252.. 714 
4009989 

1,703,834ý 
2,1204,928 

57 106 119,872 
35 88 119,75-' 
33 94 119,72ý 
58 116 119,70(' 
28 183 119,73-, 

5 25 25,319 1' 5 26 25,36( 
8 29 25,33' 

11 39 .25,30' 
15 54 -)5,36( 
23 66 25,36'. 

48 180 34,62'ý 
44 165 34,651 
39 L5ý "i 3 4,5 ý 
56 M, 34,65, 
71 246 34,65! 

78 122 5851099 18 52 585,052 
23 67 58,076 20 38 57,952 
24 74 58,138 26 48 58,031 
25 79 58,106 31 50 59,223 
39 92 58,1331 41 103 58,003 

43 79 64,653 
43 80 64,704 

. 
30 76 64,798 
23 95 64,730 
69 1129-5 64,682 

34 46 64,76E 
27 44 64,871 

r- 25 45 65,048 
31 51 65,23C 
98 159 64,887 

33 3 69 119,600 
21 64 119,681 
27 76 119,553 
42 95 119,568 

124 175 119,565 

5 26 25,3641 
5 26 25,3591 
7 30 25,3751 
8 34 25,238' 

47 25,372 
i6 54 25,4161 

92 301 34,567 
55 189 34,890 
53 198 34,368, 
66 246 34,6331 

102 310 35,191, 

47 148 156 
, 

654 7 50 168,389 
35 111.5 151,0,39 30 115 156,605 
39 138 157,027 1 40 140 156,980 
75 259 156,928 72 257 153,2321 

100 453 161,209 89 417 165,264 
154 577 161,1781153 540 168,745 

36 81 119,76/ 
29 83 119,648 
28 87 119,783 
67 127 119,737 

134 189 119,535 

6 23 25,305 
6 2 

-5 
25,309 

8 22 25,383 
10 36 25,2.3C 
13 44 25,212 
21 63 25,266 

26 1-22 34,74c, 
32 140 34,86E 
34 144 34,821E 
48 201 34,84f 
75 249 34,85: 

49 164 156,49Z 
29 105 157,231 
44 139 156,69C 
69 246 157,161 

loo 436 161,37S 
155 556 161,122 

TABT, E 7.5 
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fvnct4ol-I vdlues, the minimum function obtained (F. W) at solution, the 

number of directions of seazcb (DIR., and the total number of syq+--em 

iterations required (ITS). 

Invest3gation -f the paths of descent for the two pipe branch 

problem revealed that the steepest descen! ý method folluwed the expectcd 

zig-zag patt2rn whereas the other Ewo methods followed a more direct path 

to the minimum. Figure 23 shows the typical descent paths for the three 

methods for a typical descent within the series of descents for problem 1. 

Each of the problems is solved over a range of values of RO for the same 

starting point. Figures 24a and 24b show the number of iterations require( 

plotted against the value of RO for the various problems and, therefore, 

indicates the relative efficiencies of the three methods over a range of RO 

values. 

It is noted from Table 7.5 that problem 8 is such that for the 

higher values of RO the solution obtained is a different optimum from that 

obtained using lower values of RO, and that for the value RO equal 102 the 

conjugate gradient method does not arrive at the solution with su. Iff icient 

accuracy. (These points -dill be discussed fully in section 7.5.3. ) 

Inspection of figures 24e, and 24b reveals that no one method is 

superior to all others for all the problems cmisidered. It is clear., 

however, that the relaxation method is the most consistently successful and 

it is recommended that this method be userý. The conjugate gradient method 

is generally better than the steepest descent method. If the relaxation 

method is felt to be unsuitable due to the possibility of selecting an un- 

suitable vaiue for the relaxation factor it is generally pr-ferable to use 

the conjugaLe gradient rather than the steepest descent iT!,? thod. 

All three methods nre iT-cluded in the actual computer progr,. m. for 

solving the optimization pioblem and it becomes a matter of choýce 
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as to which method is used 1.7ith a particular optimization problam. 

7.5 Weighting Factor Values 

There are thruýý weighting factors associated w-L 0* th the 

sequential unconstrained minimization technique, the value RO, the values 

Wi and the -. reduction factor for 'RO. The choice of the values to assign 

to these factors can seriously affect the performance of the resulting 

optiMization process. 

7.5.1 The Weighting Factors*Wi 

DavieS32 suggests that for a well ocaled problem in which all 

the variables are expected to change by similar amounts, Wi may be set to 

zero initially and increased to unity if the associated constraint SiCx) 

is subsequently violated. 

Fiacco and McCormick38 have suggested that all the Wi values be 

se-t to unity and have proved that, under certain conditions, the minima 

of the sequence of response SU-.. Laces which result converge to the required 

constrained minimum. This suggestion has also been successfully applied 

to problerns with non convex feasible domains for which it is not possible 

to prove convergence. 

Box., Davies and Swann8 have found that Lbe convergence of the 

optiwization technique is both more rapid and more consistent when all 

the variables and constraints are scaled so as to be of the same order of 

magnitude as far as possible. in effect they are sayiLiý, thar better 

conver-cnce will be achieved iff the Wi values are not all sat to unit-r. cmý 

They conclude, however, that no really satisfactory algoritIm exists 

for the automatic generation of the Wi values. Consequently all the Wj- 
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values are 3et at unity in the writers computer program. 

7.5.2 The Reduction Factor fer R 

Fiacco and McCormick39 foupd that the rate at which Ro was 

reduced for successive response surfaces did not sericusly affect the 

total computational requirements of the optimization tachnique. The 

larger the reduction factor, the fewer became the number of unconstrained 

descents needed. but the longer each of these descents required. Box, 

DaviE-s and Swann8 recommend that a constant reduction factor of ten be 

used for successive R values since they find that while using a larger 

factor of fifty gives faster convergence, a slight loss of accuracy 

sometimes results. Consequently a reduction factor of ten is used in 

the wr-Lters computer program. 

7.5.3 The Weighting Factor Ro 

The choice of the initial value of RO presents greater 

difficulties. The effect of choosing a suitable value of RO can be 

critical in improving the speed of solution of Ehe technique. 

If too small a value is -sed the penalty term will be small 

and the created response surface will approximate too closely to the 

true function f(x) before the constrained minimum has been located. 

The effect of this can be to produce very slow convergence. Alternatively 

termination of the process can occur at a point on the constraint boundary 

which does not correspond with the optimum; this is d-ua to the changes 

in the vai: iables becoming so small that the selected accuracy criterior. 

is satisfied. If too large a value of RO is used, the minima of the 

first few r-,: ýsponse surfa, --es ýý7ill be ferced well into the interior of che 
f 
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feasible region and will ha empinate: 1 by Lbe penalt'y term. 

These points argý illustrdted in Figure 25 for 3everal -values of 

Ro. This tigure shows the descent paths folloued by the optimizai: ion 

process wiften using the relaxation method of minimization for the simple I 

two dimensional branch problem 1. It can be seen that for values of 

RO :5 103 the descent i; aths terminate prematurely for the reasons outlined 

above. As the value of RO increases the paths of descent are foiced 

further into the -, nterior of the feasible domain until eventually at 

RO = 107 the minimum of the f irst descent coincides with the extreme 

interior point cf the feasible domain. 

The importance of selecting a suitable value for RO is further 

illustrated in f igures 24a and 2-4b which show the number of system 

iterations required for various problems solved by the three gradient 

descent methods for a range of values of RO. These ranges commence at 

values for which the constrained optimum is obtained and cover a wide 

range of values. One point to note is that in certain of the network 

problems f or higher values of RO the optimum located may dif f er f rom that 

obtained at lower v;;. lues of RO. This is due to the nor, -ýonvex nature of 

the response surface whirýh results in local optimum and as a r, -s,, lt the 

opt)-Mum solution located depends on the startjing points of the sequential 

descents for the various RO values. 

The problcm is then to select a value of Ro which lies as close 

as possible to the optimum value of RO. This optimu-m value of RO should 

produce ar rininrum to the first descent problem which has a smaller value 

of the objective function than does the initial point. The value of RO 

is then primarily dcpendent on the starting point xO. 

p;,., vics32 outlines an empirical scher-ne which Phooses tlie weight 
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RO as ttie P:. timated Lagrang-4an. multiplier for the first constra. Ant 

violated and is hence applizable for use in conjunction with his 

suggestion for setting the values of Wi. Box, Davies and SwanP8 outline 

an alternative er-dirical scheme suitable for the more general case in 

which all W-* are assigned a value. The scheme aims at obtaining a value . L. 

for RO such Lhat the minimum of the fj-rst descent corresponds with a 

s=-llcr value of the objective function than does the initial point. 

necessary condition for this to occur is that an acute angle exists J0 

between the gradient direction of the objective function f(x) and the 

created response function F(x, R) at the initial point. If this condition 

is not met then RO is too large whilst if it does hold RO may be too small. 

They suggest that RO be multiplied or divided by ten until this angle 

changes from acute to obtuse or vice-versa and then to us-e the largest of 

the RO values considered for which this angle is ecute. 

Fiacco and McCormick39 suggest two techniques for computing the 

initial value of RO which make use of the derivatives of the objective 

function and the penalty term. The first technique is based on the fact 

that since a necessary coneition for F(x, RO) to be minimised is that the 

first partial derivatives vaniA a natural choice for RO will be given by 

the RO that minimizes the magnitude of the square of the gradient 

F(x, RO) at xo. This results in: 

T 
R -vf (XO) VP(XO) (7.131 

IVP(X)oi z 

IN 
where pWg (YO E 

i=l 
(Pi Pimiu 

and v denotes the gradient. 

This expression can be used provided RO exceeds zero -a 
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, condition wtich has always be-2i, zncountered to date' when dealing with 

the pipeline problem. 

The second technique outlined for obtaining the initial value 

of RO is preferred by Fi-3cco and McCormick as it apparently ; ves better 0- 

results. It is, however, unsuitable for use in this instance since it 

requires knowledge of the second paitial derivatives of p(-x) which cannot 

be directly evaluated for the network problem. The first technique 

outlined by Fiacco and McCormick was used in the writers program in 

preference to the empirical procedures in view of its mathematical as 

opposed to empirical background. 

The expression (7.13) given by this technique was used to 

evaluate RO for the arbitary starting points which were selected for the 

problems illustrated in figures 94.4a and 24b. From these figures it can 

be seen that the calculated values for RO so obtained agree fairly 

closely with the optimum values of : Ro. This would tend to indicate that 

this is a satisfactory means of obtaining the initial weight Ro. One 

disadvantage found, however, is that for initial points close to the 

too small. constraint boundaries the value obtained for RO tends to be t 

'PILis is pointed out by Fiacco and M. -ýCormick"9 and is also found to be so 

. r: 

for tile practical problems considered in the next chaDter. 

It is felt that this fact is .. ot particularly critical when 

solving the network ortimization problem. Many initial feasible points 

are specified for each problem and the best optimum obtained is selected 

as the global optimum.. Then, if an initial point close to the constrpint 

boundary generated and if the value of RO -is small such , -hat prewture 

convergence occurs, this solution will be considered ac one of the locai 

optima. As it will almost OcrLainly not coincide with the lowest 
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optimum obtained it will not affect the 3verall solution to --he 

optimization problem. 

7.6 Extrapolative MRthod of Acceleratiii3 the Optimization Process 

Fiacco and McCormick39 suggý: ýst the possibility of usinE I 

information gathered i: t each function mir. imization to estimate the 

solution of the minimization problem for the subsequent descent with a 

I reduced value of IR. They found from several computer runs that the 

trajectory of the solut-ons to the individual descent problems was 

approximately linear in R2 as R approached zero. This then enabled them 

to derive the expression: 

RR1R 
x (L'7) =x (-") + --r[ x (-") -x (R) (7.14) 

cc C2 c 

where x(R) and x( 
R) 

are the solutions to the last two descents 
c 

respectively, c being the factor by which R is reduced on successive 

descents. 

F. igure 26 shows the trajectory of the optimum points obtained 

from successive unronstrained optimizations and the estimates to those 

points for two cases for the two dimensional branch probiem 1. -Irom this 

figure it can be seen Lhat the estimates provide a better srarting point 

to the subsequent descents than does the optimum solution to the previous 

descent. 

when . the expre3sion v7as incorporated in the optimization program-, 

however, it produced no significant improvement in the perforril-ance. The 

rom reason for this was found to be Lhat the values for RO evaiuated f. 

expression (7.13) were generally of such a value that by the end of the 

second minimization within the qequence of descents the optimura solution 

so obtained was a very good apprc:, ýimation to the SolULicn of tne next 
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I uescenf. This means that the value given to RD i-s generally such that 

after che two minimizations, which must be carried out before the extid- 

polat-11on. rrocess can be appi. ied, Lts value is low enough for th2 optimum i 

solution to the --ýext descent to be close to the solution for the previous 

descent. This is illustrated ir. figure 27 for the network problem 5. I 

This figure shows the function -valups obtzined after each function 

evaluation has been carried out, pioLted against the number, of the 

function evaluation. For the case in which RO is evaluated from 

expression (7.13), i. e. RO = 1470, it can be seen that after two descents 

the difference between the function value at the start of subsequent 

descents and the end of the descents vary only slightly which implies 

that the final points for these descents do not differ much from- the 

initial points. Consequently there is little advantage in using the 

extrapolative process with the values of RO given by the expression (7.13). 

When a higher value is used for RO it is secn that after two 

descents the initial function value for subsequent descents may still vary 

'unction value at solution. In this case the previous widely from the L 

lution. 
minimum is not a particularly good estimate of this co. This is 

illustrated in figure 27 for i. etworx problem 5 for a value of Ro of 105. 

Hence, if a higher value is used for Ro the extrapolation process can be 

used to predict a better initial point forlhe next descent as indicated 

on figure 26 for the two 4imensional branch problem when RO is high. 

IL may, therefore, be advantageous -to include the extrapolation process 

in the program when it is possible that over-estimated v'nlues of RO wi. 1.1 

-he final opti ization 
arise. TI. is process was no,, however, included in L_ Im 

program. 

Finally it should be noLed that the extrapolation process 
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cannot be applied until the firs, two descents have be-en completed. It 

is generally found that these two descents constitute the major pcrtion 

of the computational requirements for network problems sLice the 

changes in the variables (diameters) are greatest in the initial descents. 

As a result the number of network balance iterations. reýuired is greater 

for these Oascents. The estimate to the network balance solution given 

by the solution of the previous network balance --s naturally not as 

good an estimate as is given in later descents when the variables 

change by smaller amounts. Thus, as the extrapolative process cannot 

be applied until af ter the initial two time consuming descents have been 

carried out, any saving in time is obtained from later descents which in 
Lol 

any case require coinparatively little compultation time. 

7.7 Modification to Discrete Values 

In section 6.4,2 it was argued that a search for minimum points 

-, n the continuous interval would produce minimum solutions which could be 

amended to produce a discrete solution satisfying the system constraint 

(6.34). This seemed justified since the domain A the discrete function 

.,. 
Ls optimum is a subset of that of the continuous function; there"ore 4 

will most likely lie close to the optimum of the continuous function. 

A discrete solution reasonably close to the continuous 

optimum solution can be obtained simply by roundi-ag up all diameter 

sizes to the closest discrete size. This is uneconomical since in most 

-ýases it should be possible to ob . tain a eiscrete solution at a cost which 

is closer to the cost of the continuous solution. Tong et all 14 

utilise a procedure derived fio-m the czý, icept of equivalent lengths to 

achieve this. The solution obtained Co--prises pipe segments with a 
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c--rtain length having a ciameter ey., al Lo the closest d--*screte size 

greater I-Tian the conti-nuous scluLion size; the remaining length has a 

diameter equal to the disc---ete size just below the continuous solution 

size. 

This procedure is not suitable for use with the gas network 

problem since it is usually required that each pipe segment should be 

of the one discrete size. As a result a new procedure proposed by 

the author will be presented which amends the continuous optimum solution 

to a discrete solution based on the sensitivity of the nodal pressures 

and the pipe costs to changes in the diameter sizes. 

7.7.1 New Method of Modifying Continuous Solution Values 

The method Tiow proposed will locate a discrete solution which 

is close to the continuous solution. Like all such methods, however, 

it cannot be guaranteed that the discrete solution obtained is the 

closest discrete solution to the continuous solution from a cost view- 

point; it is always possible that a cheaper discrete solution exists. 

What can be gaaraný: eed, however, is that if it does no, ý: correspond with 

the cheapest discrete solution in the neighborhood of the continuous 

solution it will approximate closely. to it. 

The procedure adopted is: 

(1) Set all diameters at the closest discrete value equal to or 

less than thc, continuous value. This makes the solution 

to the network infeasible. 

(2) Balance the -network for these diameter values. 

(3) Locate the node with the minimum pressure value and consider 

this as being the criLical ncde (PC). 
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Use the sensitivicy method outlined in Appendix 4 to obtain tihe 
ýPc ; )P 2 

value of for the low pressure networks and for ýDkk ýDkz 

medium and high pressure networks for all the pipes. 

(5) Obtain the values of -ý-C- for all the pipes by 

differentiation of equation (6.28). 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Dpc 2 
Obtain the values of or 

Lpc--z f or each Pipe f rom: ý -c ac 

DPV LDkj [I 

cc 
'pc]kP, 
;7 

3pC2 3D 
ý 

9JkJ 

3DkY, ac 

Ppc 

Dc 

f-)r low pressure systems 

for medium or high pressure systems. 

2 
The pipe with maxim-am value of 

2ýPL-c 
or 

3pc4 is the pipe which 
OC 3C 

if increased a size should give the greatest improvement in the 

critical pressure constraint ý; er unit cost increase. Con- 

sequently this pipe is increased in size to the next discrete 

value. 

Repeat steps (2) to (8) until the network solution is feasible. 

Reduce by one size the pipe with minimum value of 
2-Pc 

or 
ýpj 

3c ;C 

and continue until the solution becomes infeasible at which 

point the last feasible solution is takea to be the desired 

discrete solution. 

Th. I. s final step is advisable as the 'Last pipe increase may result r- 

in a solution wbi-ch Jis carried far enough into the feas-L'Ie region that a 

reduction of other pipe sizes is a possibility. 

This procedure will give - discrete solution whirh lies close tc 

the original co-,, tir,,, Ous solution. It will be rioted that the methcý fits 

conveniently into the framework of the optimization program as it requires 
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the sand t-pe of sensitivity aualysis as is required by the gr-dient 

method of do-scent which was used with the sequential unconstrained 

minim2zation technique (see section 7.4.4). This procedure is 

incorporated intj the writers computer program. 

7.7.2 Tl, e Discrete Global Or-t-'LmuL, So), -ition 

It does not necessarily follow that the discrete solution 

corresponding with the continuous global optimum will be the discrete 

global optimum solution. It is quite possible that the discrete 

solution to a continuous local optimum solution with a cost value close 

to the continuous global optimum will give a cheaper discrete solution 

than does the global value. The chances of this occurring increase 

as the difference in size between adjacent discrete values increases. 

In view of this the procedure adopted in the program was to 

obtain the discrete solution correspondirg to each local minimum 

solution as it is located and to treat the cheapest discrete solution 

as the discrete global ops-imum solution. This topic is discussed 

further in chapter 8 once scýveral practical problems have been solved 

-z, ing the program. 
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HAPTER8 

VRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE NETWORK OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM. 

8. i Introduction 

In the past it wns geDerally accepted that the difficulties to 

be overcome before a strict matheman-cal optimum could be located were 

too great, and as a result simplified design methods were introduced. 

Certain of these simplified methods will be discussed in this chapter and 

a new parametric method introduced. 

In the previous chapter, however, a fully automatic computer 

program was developed to solve the network optimization problem by strict 

mathematical means. In this chapter, low, medium and high pressure gas 

networks will be solved using this program. The sensitivity of the 

design solutions to various of the systeýa parameters will be considered, 

as will the inclusion of compressor power costs in obtaining an optimum 

supply pressure. 

Finally, the performance of the neý-7 parametric method will be 

compared with that of the SLrict matqematical technique for several net- 

work problems. 

3.2 Ap2rox mate Design Meth6ds 

In view of the difficulties to be overcome when programming an 

exact mathematical optimization technique to solve the network problem, 

the general tendency among design engineers is to attempt to obtain a near 

optimum design 'by using some simplified design method. -he sequential 
0 

unconstrained minimization technique as programmed by the author overcomes 
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these pý: ogramming difficulties. For large problems, however, the 

cumplitation time required --may be extensive. An approximatc method wh*ch 

finds a solution in much less time my be desiralle provided the, design 

it produces is r-latively close to the tiue optilmum design. 

In this section two types of approximate design methods will 

be outlined. The first involvea use of mathematical optimization 

techniques to solve the problem once certain simplifying assumptions have 

been made in relation to the system constraints; the second involves use 

of parametric design methods. Finally in this section a new parametric 

design procedure developed by the author will be presented. C 

8.2.1 14athematical Optimi ation when Pipe Pressure Loss- 

Values are Si)ecified 

Certain workers in the pipe optimization field13 97 114 specify 

a fixed value foz the pressure loss AP for each pipe and by so doing 

satisfy the constraints (6.29) and (6.30). The objective function 

(6.28) is then reformulated in terms of the variables Q by use of the gas 

flow equation (6.9). Thus the pipe flows are the system variables and 

t- '3) and (6.34) are the only b-I he constraints (6.31), (6.32), (6. Lnding 

constraints. The constraint (6.34) can be igaored in order that the 

diameter variable can be considered as continuous and the constraints 

(6-32) and (6.33) can be reformulated in terms of the system variable 

by use of the gas-flow equation (6-9). 

Tons JjLj and Ramain 97 introduce rrpthods of solvii. 8 the resultinZ 0 

probleia. 'Lhese involve obtaining a flow distribution throLghout the 

network which rainimizes the equivalent length of any one aiai-, eter siz, -- 

pipe required and should lencz minNize the cost. Duckingham. 13 finds 
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that these approaches introduce an evenn, -ss of floV througli O-e system 

but do not explicitly seek minimum pipe costs. Buckingham introduces 

a heuristic programing method to Amin the flow distribution 

corresponding to a minimum, cost system which includes the assumption 

that a number of pipes equal to the numb--, - of closed loops in the system 

will be at their mini-um permitted value at optimum desi. - . ýn, due to the 

fact that a looped system is not consistent with absolute economy. The 

procedure -ised 
involves the repetitive solution of simultaneous equations 

and is similar to the method of solution of capacitated transportation 

problems. The obtained optimum flow distribution is then used to 

determine the optimum pipe diameters. 

The above means of formulating the problem fixes the pipe 

pressure losses in order to overcome certain mathematical programming 

difficulties. Fixing the pressure loss in this manner limits the 

effectiveness of the approach. Depending upcr, the engineers decision 

leading to his choice of the pressure contour lines, numerous combinations 

of pressure loFses satisfying specified conditions can be obtained. it 

is unlikely, therefcre, that this approach initially yie. lds the unique 

combination of pressure losses corresponding with the globai o9t; mum 

solution to the problem. 

It is felt that for the gas network case this pressure 

restriction is too difficult to implement satisfactorily and as a result 

- recommended. this approach is not 

8.2.2 Parametric Methods 

Parametric design methods are defined as methods which involve 

altering a trial design on the 'light of results obtaiDed from a network 
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balance of the system without accounting rigorously for the ecoacmical, 0 

aspects of the problem. These methods generally involve altering one 

pipe c-- perhaps several pipes afte. - each trial s-lution. It ; 
-- unlikely 

that such an approach will give rise to Lhe same optimum solution as is 

obtained by the strict mathematical proce3s which alter all the variables 

simultaneousiy. Such methods d,:,, boweve-ý7, have the advantage that the 

constraint (6.34) can be included and thus the variables always take on 

discrete values. 

Stubbs'09 introduces a parametric procedure which starts from a 

test design with all. the network pipes set at their minimum permitted 

value, and then gradually improves the extent of the infeasibility of the 

solution by increasing the diameter oj- that pip! - giving the maximum 

improvement in pressure drop per unit length. He further stipulates 

that only pipe3 which comprise a maximum flow pat: i may be increased and 

that it is possible to alter one pipe for each maximum flow path as long 

as no pipe is increased by more than one size. He defines a maximum 

flow path as a path traced from every node, whose pressure is lowccýr than 

all the surrounding nodes, back to the network sourcc-,. This is achieved 

by selecting at each node the , ipe- t-hat brings the greatest flow towards 

the node to be part of the path. He is at present investigating the 

possibility that by making more than one change at each stage the solution 

technique may overshoot the solution, and intends to amend his program of 

method to increase the diameter of the pipe on the maximum flow path 

w1hich gives the greatest improvement in pressure drop per unit cost. 

in evaluating the value of the improvement in. pressure crop for the pip--s 

in th,: ý path being considered each pipe in the path is iricrý-, ased in tuLn 

anLL the decrease in pressure drop in the pip-e calcuLated using the current 
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pi, e flow value. 

Renouard98 outlines a procedure which can commence frcm any 

starting design whether it is fc-a. ible or not and alters the pipe sizes 

up or down depending upon the value of the marginal ut-. : Iity (U) of the 

pipes in the network where: 

d (AP) 
dF 

with AP = change in (P 
source -p mini-mum 

) resu'! ting from the change. 

dF = increase/decrease in cost resulting from the chan&e . 

In theory the value of U must be obtained for each pipe and the 

pipe with the greatesý value of U increased by one size if the design is 

infeasible, or the pipe with the lowest value of U decreased by one size 

if the design is feasible. This process is repeated until the design 

oscillates between two values, one feasible the other infeasible. The 

means outlined for obtaining the value of AP involves changing a pipe 

size and performing a complete network balance with this new pipe size. 

To do this f or each pipe involves a great deal of computation and thus 

Renouard suggests that only a certain number of pipes be tested. If 

the solution is infeasible these pipes should be the ones with the 

greaLest head loss per unit length if feasible the jnes with the least 

head loss per unit length. 

In a later paper Renouard and Flour" initially commence with 

an infeasible &! sign and gradually reduces the cxtent of the infeasibility 

of the solution by increasing the diameter of the pipo ..! 
hich has the 

greatest pressure drop per unit length. As soon as the solutlon ýecomes 

's introduced using this ieasilble feasible the method of marginal utilitý I 

des4an as the starting point. In this way t. qey reduce the computation 0 

time of the procedure. 
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F. 2.3 Fýýw Parametric Metchod 

The above procedure of Re-nouard and Flour does not evaluate the 

marginal utilitY of each pipe due to the number of network balances 

reaidred and as a result it cannot be guaranteed to change the size of 

the pipe with the greatest or least value of U. This also applies to 

the procedure of Sorrill, since he only considers certain network pipes 

when deciding on which pipe to change. 

The new parametric procedure to be outlined calculates the 

I marg.,. -, nal utility of each pipe in the network before selecting the pipe 

Vilich has to be changed in size. This is achieved by carrying out a 

pressure and cost sensitiV4 , ty analysis of each trial network design and 

consequently involves no extra network balancing. The procedure used 

is that already outlined in section 7.7.1 where it was proposed as a 

means of amending the continuous ODtiMUM solutions to the discrete 

solutions. The only difference is that the step (1) becomes: 

set all diameters at their minimum permitted value. 

The procedure evaluates the marginal utility for each network 

pipe and increases the size Of the pipe with maximum value for marginal 

utility. (In this case the m,; irgi7.,,; l utility is defined as 

DP 
critical 

qp2 
critical for low pressure systems and - for meditun and high 

ýC 3C 

pressure systems). The pipe amended is then that pipe which when 

in, zreased in size will give the greatest improvement in the critical 

constraint pcr unit cost. 

T. qis procedure wass programmed for s'olution on the digital 

11 for the program forms parL o, ' thc overaL coinputer. The flow diagram L 

f diagrain for the str_4 ct 3ptimization process given in Aprendix 7. 
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8,3 Solutlon of Network Prublenis 

This section deals with the use of the strict mathematical 

optimization program to ýolve various network problems. Pie results 

obtained will be compared to those obtained using the new Parametric 

prog-ram in a later section (see section 8.6). 

The network pioblems considered are those nctworks shown in 

A- 
,,. V. Dendix 5. in all cases the constant a in the cost equation (6.11) 

was set at zero and the constant 6 at 1*0 for the reasons outlined in 

section 7.4.7. This means that any desired values of t1h, ese coistants 

can be selected after solution. By applyling 07em in equation (6.11), 

the true pipel-ine cost can be found, since the -values taken by a and b 

do not affect the problem solution, but only the cost of the solution 

design. The cost exponent p was set at 1-30 for the low pressure 

problems 4 to 8 and at 1-25 for the problems 91 and 10. 

Low pressure problems operate over a narrow range of Reynolds 

number in which the Spitzglass friction Zormula gives a good approximation 

to the smooth pipe friction law (see section 2.2-5). The computation time 

required using this formula in the network balanýýe procedure is much re- 

I ducc. c in comparison to that required using the Colebrcok-Whlte friction 

-'rical friction formula is law (see section 5.5) consequently this emp. L 

lased wher dealing with low pressure problems. The accuracy criterion 

adopted with respect to diameter values was the same as was outlined in 

section 7.4.9. The maximum allowable neggligibip flo-, - corrcction assumed 

C .0 ft3'br for the low 
-or the loop iterative a, _alysis procedufu was 1 

pressure problem, 50 ft3/hr lor the medium pressure problem and i-O million 

ft3/day for the high pressufe problem. 

In all cases a maxiurim and M4r, imum, diameter value w---re specif ied. 

The discrete values avakable for di=pteis were obtained from the 
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constraint (6.34) as those value. bounded by the given maximum and 

minir,,. um diameters. The constraint was taken to be: 

D f3,4,5,6,8,9,10.12,15,18, '-ý1,24- 27 30,33,36,42,481 commercial 3Jj 

8.3.1 Results Obtained 

Each of the problems were run for 1-00 raL--'om starts. Tables 

8.1 to Table 8.7 inclusive show the continuous and discrete solution 

costs obtained for the various designs L "or each problem and the frequency 

with which each design arose. It will be remembered that the cost units 

quoted do not refer to any monetary units but can easily be converted to 

any desired cosL units to give: 

Cost(desired units) = aZL + b(Cost evaluated with a=0 and b= 1-0). 
pipes 

where a and b are the constants of equation (6.11) associated with the 

selected monetary units. The continuous solution costs obtained are 

listed in ascending order in the tables. 

The points to note from these tables are that the discrete 

global optimum solution to a problem does not necessarily correspond with 

' variables cb!: ý c, ): -tinuous global optimum solution and that as the number of 

r of local optimum solutions located plus constraints increase the numb, - 

increase markedly. The solutions in the tables denoted by an asterlsk 

terminated at a premature solution for the reasons indicated in section 

7.5.3. All these points are discussed furtLer in section 8.3.2. 

Tables 8.8 to Table 8.14 inclusive sbow the full details of 

optimilm solutions obtained for the problems. In the case ýAere the 

continuous and discrete optimum solutions do not coincide, both the 

conEinuous and discrete optimum designs are shovn along witb Their 
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corresponding discrete and conti7, uous solution. For problem 7 tlaf-ýra 

are two designs with the same upt, -mum diýcrete cost and so b-tb are 

sbown along with their corresponding continuous optimum soluticas (this 

possibility can only arise in neL-works which possess several segmeats 

of exactly the same length). 

TABLES 8.1 to TABLE 8.7 

Continuous and Discrete SO-lution Costs Obtained 

TABLE 8.1 PROBLEM 4- three pipes, two pressure constraints 

DESIGN SOT CONTINUOUS LUT ION DISCRETE SOLUTION 
NO COST COST 

FREQUENCY 

1 25,203 26,716 100 

TABLE 8.2 PROBLF-M 5- seven pipes, five pr, ýssure constraints 

DESIGN CONTINUOUS SOLUTION DISCRETE SOLUTION I FREQUENCY 
ý 

NO COST 
,,., 

I. 
COST ... 

I 

1 1 34,660 37,528 32 
2 34,850 36,124' lo 

3 36,66-2 2 38,44ý i7 
4 
5 

36,923 
39,257 

37,478 
301,769 5 

6 840 39 40,869 
7 , 41,403 42,995 4 
8 47,796 51,491 1 
9 52,420 53,955 1 
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TA. BLE 8.3 PROBLEM 6- ten 
-DipeS, six pressur, - conql-raints 

DES1GN 
NO 

CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 
COST 

D IS C RE T ý', SOT UTION 
COST FREQUENCY 

1 47,837 48,288 2' 
2 47,916 49,374 6 
3 47,937 49,834 21 
4 48,063 48,814 9 
5 48,246 49,425 1 
6 48,353 50,279 8 
7 48,693 50,048 9 
8 48,971 50,000 5 
9 50,236 49,902 1 

10 50,419 53,022 3 
11 50,753 53,573 8 
12 51,432 52,638 1 
13 51,608 52,360 1 
14 54,277 55,079 1 
15 55,321 53,607 1 
16 58,972 * 61,701 1 
17 71,011 * 64,905 1 

TABLE 8.4 PROBLEM 7- fourteen pi? es, six pressure constraints 

DE SIGN I CONTINUOUS SOLUTION I DISCRETE SOLUTION 
COST COST 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

lo 

99,928 
100,147 
100,194 
101,230 
101,495 
101,602 

,7 
-2 102 j0, 

103,048 
103,491 
105,058 

i JL 231 
L2 105,361 
13 105,676 
14 106,130 

102,947 
103,609 
104,143 
102,947 
109,860 
103,630 
105,797 
105,078 
110,707 
109,487 
106,909 
105,386 
1.10,059 
107,854 

12 
2 
1 
2 
2 

10 

2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
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TABLE 4 CONT. 

DESIGN 
NO 

CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 
COST 

DISCRETE SOLUTION 
COST FREQUENCY 

15 106,586 115,791 1 
16 107,976 114,982 1 
17 109,151 115,074 1 
18 112,850 119,506 25 
19 113,682 121,672 1 
20 114,024 121,390 2 
21 115,415 121,101 1 
22 116,155 120,803 2 
23 116,460 122,006 
24 116,884 120,554 4 
25 118,803 123,119 1 
26 119,703 123,914 1 
27 123,133 125,490 4 
28 123,699 124,9,94 3 
29 124,031 123,695 1 
30 124,767 128,734 1 
31 125,569 130,138 1 
32 127,227 1331$817 
33 135,202 125,401 
34 143,131 144,568 

TABLE 8.5 PROBLEM 8 nineteen pipes, twelve pressure constraints 

DESIGN 
NO 

CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 
COST 

DISCRETE SOLUTION 
COST 

FREQUENCY 

1 157,062 168,471 1 
2 157,094 175,026 3 
3 157,137 164,620 3 
4 157,274 174,736 1 
5 157,617 1623,853 
6 157,776 163,822 
7 157,869 170,786 
8 158,503 174,102 
9 158,650 165,924 

10 158,661 165,961. 2 
11 158,943 166,135 1 
12 159,411- 174,879 1 
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TABLE 8.5 CONT. 

DESICN' ZONTINUOUS SOLUTION DISCRETE SOLUTION 
NO COST COST FREQUYNCY 

13 159,508 172,696 1 
14 159,514 166,197 
15 159,647 163,338 
16 160,361 172,705 2 
17 160,368 172,350 1 
18 160,553 168,869 1 
19 160,924 171,731 1 
20 160,966 166,673 1 
21 161,026 172,326 3 
22 161,080 164,156 1 
23 161,112 167,647 1 
24 161,291 166,300 1 
25 161,459 179,274 1 
26 161,476 1742310 1 
27 161,637 169,123 2 
28 161,995 175,650 1 
29 162,059 1672059 1 
30 162,069 174,555 1 
31 162,818 174,81o' 1 
32 162p852 171,326 2 
33 163,044 169,425 i 
34 163,075 165; 877 1 
35 163,137 176,564 1 
36 163,775 167,526 1 
37 163,907 163,781 1 
38 164,543 172,777 1 
39 164,71! 180,005 1 
40 164,747 168,232 1 
41 164,750 179,471 1 
42 166,409 168,569 1 
43 166,615 176,093 1 
44 167)290 172,232 2 
45 167: 315 182,159 1 
46 167,672 178,590 1 
47 162,039 176,685 1 
48 170,486 * 176,668 1 
49 173,722 173,997 1 
50 174,726 176,929 1 
51 174,619 178,158 1 
52 174,939 * 182,339 1 
53 175,158 179,563 1 
54 175,529 181,341 1 
5.5 175,533 178,339 1 
56 175,853 177,612 1 
57 176.203 178,664 
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TABLE 8.5 CONT. 

DESIGN I CONTINUOUS SOLUTION I DTSCRETP SOLUTION 
FREQUENCY YO COST COST 

I 

5- 8 176,248 182,840 

1 59 176,434 180,073 
60 176,703 182,039 2 61 177,126 183,303 2 62 177,527 185,007 1 63 177,671 190,178 1 
64 178,637 180,847 
65 '78,83,9 1 188,277 
66 178,817 185,327 2 
67 179,068 187,699 1 
68 179,615 183,279 1 
69 179,660 187,230 1 
70 1179,786 180,874 1 
71 179,876 1833,151 1 
72 179,899 179,936 1 
73 180,510 191,443 1 
74 

-L 80,9 10 177,858 1 
75 181,681 185,144 1 
76 182,303 190,831 1 
77 182,580 192,459 1 
78 182,875 190,518 1 
79 183,725 194,800 1 
80 186,115 197,796 1 
81 186,715 * 194,142 1 
82 187,579 200,944 1 
83 188,409 189,967 1 
84 192,593 * 190,224 1 
85 202,850 * 207,450 1 
86 278$838 * 234,869 1 

TABLE 8.6 rROBLF-M 9- twelve pipes, eight pressure constraints 

DE S IGN CONTINUOUS SOM'-TTION DISCRETE SOLUTION FREQUENCY 140 COST/103 COST/j()3 

1 
1 

4126 4197 Lu 
2 4148 1 4179 . 1. 
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TABLE 8.6 CONT. 

DESIGN C: OWTNUOUS SOLUTION DISCRETE SOLUTION 
NG COST/103 

I 

COST/103 

I 
FR-FQUENCY 

3 4203 4257 
4 4223 4238 5 5 4307 4358 4 
6 4344 4456 6 
7 4352 4,510 2 
8 4378 4442 6 
0 9 4380 4451 1 

10 4386 4197 6 
11 4396 4646 2 
12 4403 4454 6 
13 4457 4589 4 
14 4478 4558 3 
15 4491 * 4702 1 
16 4499 4.568 3 
17 4504 * 4481 2 
18 4509 4617 2 
19 4531 * 4533 1 
20 4550 * 4238 2 
21 4563 * 4616 1 
22 4642 4734 1 
23 4651 4401 1 
24 4682 47 14 2 
25 4689 4907 1 
26 4715 4859 1 
27 4804 4851 1 
28 4974 5030 2 
29 8617 6694 1 

TABLE 8.7 PROBLEM 10 - ten pipes, six pressure constraints 

DESIGii CONTINUOUS SOLUTION DISCRETE SOLUTION FREQUENCY 
NO COSTJlC6 COST1106 

1 79,88 82,88 30 
2 83,59 86-47 1) 1" 
3 8j-97 85-91 10 
4 86-09 90,84 
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TABLF 3.7 CONT. 

DESIGN 
NO 

CONTINUOUS SOLUTION 
COST/106 

DISCRETE SOLUTION 
COST/106 FREQUENCY 

5 87-33 90-60 11 
6 87-42 90-59 1 
7 89-89 92-02 4 
8 90-27 92 -84 3 
9 90-63 93-51 3 

10 91-47 95-14 i 
11 91-95 96-06 2 
12 92-09 * 94-37 1 
13 92-24 94-21 1 
14 94-08 * 88-52 1 
15 94-73 96-82 1 
16 95-34 98-79 5 
17 96-90 'WS-86 1 
18 1 97-19 99-62 2 
19 97-79 94-14 1 
20 98-99 102-16 2 
21 100-32 105-26 2 
22 102-95 * 100-31 1 
23 106-84 * 107-79 1 
24 108-64 111-25 1 
25 108-92 112-47 1 
26 115-81 117-17 1 

j'ABLES 8.8 to TABLE 8.14 

OPTIMUM SOLUTIONS OBTAINED 

TABLE 8.8 PROBLEM 

DESIGN NUMBER 1 
PIPE 

CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 
OPTIMUM OPT LMUM 

1-2 5-43 6 
1-3 4-88 5 
2-3 3-00 3 

COST 25,203 26,716 
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TPBLE 8.9 PROBLEM 5 

DESIGN NUMBER 1 DESIGN NUMBER 2. 

PIPE 
CONTINUOUS DISCRETE CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 

OPTIMUM SOLUTION SOLUTION OPT IMUM 

1-2 11*89 12 11-81 1-2 
1-4 6,28 8 6-61 8 
2-3 5-88 6 8-49 8 
2-5 3-43 8 5-30 5 
3-6 3-00 3 6-94 8 
4-5 3-00 3 3-00 3 
5-6 6-79 1 8 3-00 3 

COST 343,660 37,528 34,850 36,124 

TA IRT. T?. A- 10 PRORTYM A 

DESIGN NUMBER I 

PIPE 
CONTINUOUS OPTIMUM DISCRETE OPTIMUM 

1-2 9-71 10 

1-4 8-42 8 

2--3 3-00 3 

2-5 8-61 8 

3-6' 6-17 6 

4-5 3-00 3 

4-7 6,07 6 

5-6 3-00 3 

5-8 7-19 8 

7-8 3-00 3 

COST 47,837 435,288 
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TABLE 0.11 PROBLEM 7 

DESIGN NUMBER I DESIGN NUMBER 4 

PIPE 
CONT INUOUS DIS"PLETE CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 

()PT l1rim OPT lmi, ý4 SOLUTION OPTIMUM 

1-2 5-31 6 3-00 3 
1-4 8*50 9 8-32 9 
1-5 8*50 8 8-78 8 
2-3 3*00 3 5-73 6 
2-5 3*00 3 3-00 3 
3-7 7*75 8 7-59 8 
4-5 3*00 3 3100 3 
4-8 5*99 6 6*14 6 
5-6 7*03 8 7-10 8 
5-9 3*00 3 3*00 3 
6-7 3*00 3 3-00 3 
6-9 3'00 3 3*00 3 
7-9 3*00 3 3-00 3 
8-9 3*00 3 3-OC 3 

COST 99,928 102,947 101,210 102,947 
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"'ABLE 8.12 PROBLEM 

TU DESIGN h MBER I DESIGN NU I 
I 

MBER 5 

P IPE CONTINUOUS DISCRETE CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 
OPTIMUM SOLUTION SOLUTION Z', OL UT I ON 

1-2 3-00 3 3-oo 3 

1-4 8-26 8 9-47 9 
1-6 13-54 15 12-81 12 
2 2-3 3-00 3 3-00 3 
2-6 5-07 5 5-15 5 
3-7 5-73 8 5-79 9 
4-5 4-64 5 6-45 6 
4-8 5-95 6 5-67 5 
5-6 3-00 3 >00 3 

5-9 3-00 3 5-? o 6 

6-7 7-85 8 7-F! 8 

6-10 10-49 10 9-42 10 

7-11 3-00 3 3-00 3 

8-9 3-00 3 3-00 3 

9-10 5-49 5 3-00 3 

10-11 4-76 4 4-87 5 

10-12 7-20 8 7-28 8 

11-13 3-00 3 3-00 3 

12-13 4-92 5 4-94 6 

COST 157,062 168,474 157,617 162,853 
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V. BLE 8.13 PROBLEM 9 

DESIGN NLN-DER 1 DESIGN NUMBER 2 

PIPE 
CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 0ONTIlT 'UOUS DISCRETE 

OPTIMUM SOLUTION S cr UT Ic)jq OPT TElffl i 

1-2 17-53 18 ii-90 12 
1-4 11-81 12 17-75 18 
2-3 7-76 8 8-og 8 
2-5 14-24 15 4-00 4 
3-6 4-00 4 4-00 4 
4-5 4-00 4 14-66 15 
4-7 8.22 8 7-53 8 
5-6 10-49 10 10-46 10 
5-8 8-61 8 8-49 8 
6-9 7-47 8 7-43 8 
7-8 4-00 4 4-00 4 
8-9 4-00 4 4-00 4 

COST 4,126 x]03 4,197 X103 4,148 X103 4,179 X103 

TABLE 8.14 PROBLEM 10 

DESIGN NUMBER I 

PIPE CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 
OPTIMUM OPTIMUM 

1-2 23-85 24 
1-4 23-45 24 
1-6 27 - 81f- 30 
2-3 17-26 18 
2-A 6-00 6 
3-5 6-00 6 
4-5 20-33 21 
4-6 6-00 6 
5-7 6-00 6 
6-7 20-93 21 

CuST 79-88xlO6 "-88xlO6 8" 
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8. '42 Points ArisiRE_froza the Realt- 

The points arising from che results shown in Tables 8.1 to 

Table 8.14 inclusive can Le split intc two categories. The first relates 

to the actual solutions obtained for diameter values; the second to the 

computation involved in oblýaining these optim-am solutions. 

(T) Diameter Values Obtained at Solution 

From Tablec 8.8 to Table 8.14 it can be seen that each of the 

optimum designs has a number of pipes (equal to the number of system loops 

(including pseu(, 'ol, oops)) set aL All the - the minimum permitted value. 

designs obtained for each problem exhibited this characteristic with the 

exception ol- those design numbers denoted by an asterisk in Tables 8.1 to 

Table 8.7. Closer inspection of these designs revealed that they 

terminated at a premature solution due to the value of the weighting 

factor RO assuming too low a value for the reasons outlined in section 

7.5.3. 

All other designs had a number of pipes, corresponding to the 

number of system lo,, ps, at their minimum value. If these pipes were 

removed from the network a branch pipeline system would be lef--. This 

indicates that looped systems are inconsistent with economical design 

since it becomes clear that the only reason the networks di(i not reduce 

to branch systems was that the pipe diameters were assigned a minimum 

value. This t opic is discusscd further in section 8.4.2. 

Computaýional R-quirements 

'. Lable 8.15 lists the number of local optima located for each 

problem for the 100 random starts cconsi&-ýred and notes how many times 

the continuous and discrete glob, -, optimum solutimis arp located. The 
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+ tabie also indicates the P, unber of variables (pipes') and ocn3traints a 
(pressure constraints) associated wi-ch each problem. 

Study of Table 8.15 reveals that as the number of variab. "Les 

and constraints increase the number of local optimum colutions obtained 

increases and the frequenc.? with which the global optimum is located 

decreases. 

The difficulty is to predict when all the local optimum 

solutions '. --ave been located. It was thought that there might be a 

relationship between the numl-er of local minima and the number of 

different possible combinations of pipes which could be set at the 

minimum variable value, such that when these pipes were selected a 

different branch pipeline system resulted. If this were the case, 

however, Problem 4 sho-, ild give three local optimum solutions but as it 

gives only one it seeirs clear that no such direct relationship exists. 

There would appear to be no way of knowing f or certain when all the 

local optima have been located although an indication that most of the 

local optima have been found is given when several descents fail to 

produce a new local Dptimum solution. 

There are two irain considerations involved in decialing on how 

many trial solutions must be made. The first involves trying to obtain 

the global optimum with 100% certainty, whereas the second consideration 

concerns the cost associated with locating the global optimum. The 

only way to locate the globai optimum with 100% certainty is to ensure 

that every local optimum is located. But ultimately if too much effort 

is expcnded in locating the globall cpti-num the combined design and 

com-puter cost may be such that a local optimum design with a lower 

associated -omputer cost has a smaller overall cost. In Pffecj. this 

constitutes an optimization problam within an 
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I 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 

NUMBER OF NUMLER OF PROBT EM 
VARIABLES CONSTRAINTS NUMBER OF CONTINUOUS DISCRETE 

LOCAL ý;. LOEAL GLOBAL 
02TIMUM OPT12AUM OPT IMUlrl 

4 3 21 lor) 100 

5 59 32 30 

6 10 6 17 23 23 

7 14 6 34 12 i4 

8 19 12 86 1 1 

9 12 8 29 20 11 

10 10 6 26 30 30 

PROBLEM 
COMPUTER COST 

DESCENT E 
OPTIMUM DEbIGN 

VALUE E 
WORST DESIGN 

VALUE F- 

4 0-15 1,600 1,600 

5 0-56 2,160 3,230 

6 1.10 2,920 3,890 

7 2*20 6,1.50 8,650 

8 4-40 9,800 14,000 

9 00 25,000 /ýO, Ooo 

10 2*90 495,000 -05-000 

TABLE 8'.! 6 
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r'Pt-lmlzcttj. (, n problem, and lacks a solution which can be obtain--A 

math-matically. 

The extent to which the two consideratlons are balancod to 

give a satisfact-ry solution must depend upon the judgement of the 

design engineer. Consequently the design procedure still requires a C 

gr, -at deal cim engineering judgem-ýrt and c-innot be left entirely to the 

computer. 

The engineers decision as --o when to stop the process will be 

influenced by both the cost of the pipeline designs obtained and the 

I Table computer cost associated with obtaining each descent so"ution. 

8.16 gives the average computer cost associated with each descent for 

each problem as well as indicating the value (sterling) cf the discrete 

- discrete local optimum design global optimum design and of the worst 

when the cost constants of equation (6.11) are a -- 0 and b= 0-06. 

E It is obvious that the greater the dif. Lerence between the cost 

associated with the design solutions and the cumputer cost of obtaining 

these solutions the greater will be the advantage in solving for a larger 

number of starting points,., -. ii-. ce even a small percentage saving in the 

design cost is likely to amounL to a much greater sum of money than the 

asscciated computer costs. t -*. udg -Lnents of this nature that the - is i 

design engineer must make as his contri'h-ution to. the efficiency of the 

design method. 

8.4 Scansitivitv to Certain Network Parameters 

The sensitivity of the discrete optimum design to certain of 

the network and .: cst parameters was considered f or probl, -ms 5 and 10. 

The parameters -.,, hich were va-. -*Led w-cre the cost exponent p of equation 
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-aint (6.32), thu- allowable (6.11), the minimum allowable dirmeter of const, ý 

pressure drop across the network and the network loading conditions. The 

pressuze variation -was achieved by altering the constraint (6.231) for the 

low pressure pro*Ulem 5 a-d by varying the inlet source pressure value for 

the high pressure problem 10. TM loading variation -was achieved by 

increasing or decreasing the nodal demand values by a set percentage. 

In each case only one parameter was varied at any one time, all 

the other parameters maintaining their previous value as given in 

A- 

., ppendix 5. 

8.4.1 Variation of the Cost Exponent p 

Variation in the cost exponent p affects the discrete optimum 

solution in that it affects the continuous optimum solution obtained and 

the method of section 7.7.1 used to convcrt the continuous solution to a 

corresponding discrete solution. Tables 8.17 and 8.18 show the effect 

of varying the cost exponent p on the discrete optimum solution and on 

the associated continuous solution for problems 5 and 10 respectively. 

From these tables it can be seen that varying p does not 

greatly change the continuous solutions which give rise to the discrete 

optim, = solutions. For problem 5 the variation is such that the discrete 

optimwn solutions obtained are the same for all th- values of p. For 

problem 10 the discrete optimum solution for a value of :p of 1-75 differs 

slightly from that obtained for other values of p. Inspection of the 

continuous solution showo that there is very little difference betweer. 

the optimum solution for a value of p of 1-75 and the next Lowest value 

considered which was 1-50. In fact both solutions will start with Lhe 

sawe irfeasible discrete solution as a starting point in the method Oljl-- 
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TABLE 6.17 PROBLEM 

DISCRETE6TIMUM 

Pipe p 1-0 1-15 1 -30 1-45 1-60 1-75 

1-2 12 12 12 12 12 12 
1-4 8 8 8 8 8 8 
2-3 8 8 8 8 8 8 
2-5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

6 8 8 8 8 8 8 
4-5 3 3 3 3 3 3 
5-6 3 1% 

-1 3 3 2 3 

COST 19,700 26,622 36,124 49,209 67,272 92,272 

C0NTINU0USS0LUT10N 

1-2 12-10 11--86 11-81 11-72 11-59 11-51 
1-4 6-68 6-64 6-61 6-11 6-68 6-74 
2-3 8-42 8-41 8-49 8-52 3-51 8-51 
2-5 5-30 5-29 5-30 5-41 5-46 5-54 
3-6 6-30 6-87 6* 94 6-97 7-01 7-04 
4-5 3-00 3-00 3-00 3-00 3-00 3-00 
5-6 3-00 3-00 3-00 '10-00 3-00 3-00 

COST 19,203 25,5710 34,850 47,321 64,050 87,484 
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TABLE 3.185 PROBLýY. 10 

F- DI SCRE! E OPTIMUM 

Pipe p= 1-0 1 -'ý5 1-50 1-75 

1-2 24 24 24 24 
1-4 24 24 24 24 
1-6 30 30 30 27 
2-3 18 18 is 18 
2-4 6 6 6 6 
3-5 6 6 6 6 
4-5 21 21 21 21 
4-6 21 21 21 21 
5-7 6 6 6 6 
6-7 21 21 21 24 

COST 39-44x, 06 82-88xlO6 176-63., <106 374-95x, 06 

C0NT INU0US S0LUT10 N 

1-2 23-83 23-85 23-65 23-56 
1-4 23-66 23-45 23-36 23-27 
1-6 27-83 27-82 27-56 27-44 
2-3 17-26 17-26 17-47 17-61 
2-4 6-00 6-00 6-00 6-00 
3-5 6-00 6-00 6-oo 6-00 
4-5 20-24 20-33 20-49 20-58 
4-6 6-00 6.00 6-00 6-00 
5-7 6-00 6-00 6-00 6-00 
6-7 20-97 20 -9 21-18 21-31 

COST 38-89x, 06 
I 

79-88x, 06 168-42x,. 06 358-8, x, 06 
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lined in section 7.7.1 ! or obtaininZ; discrete solutions. Tb. ý different 

disk-rete solutions obtaiTed for these two values of p result, therefore, 

from the method of obtain-Ing discrece solutions and not from the 

variation of the continuous solution. 

It was mentioued in section 7. -/. l that the method coiild not -he 

absolutely guaranteed to locate the closest discrete solution to the 

continuous solution. Problem 10 illustrates this point for values of p 

below 1- 7-7), since the solution obtained f or p=l- 75 is equally f easible 

when p takes any value. E,. Taluat--ng the cost of this design for the 

various values of p reveals that it is a cheaper design than those given. 

It was also stated in section 7.7.1, however, that the solution would 

never be noticeably far from the best discrete solution. This is found 

to be the case in the example quoted as the cost saving of the cheaper 

design over the desiga used are 0-4%, 0-65%, and 0-9% respectively for 

values of p of 1-0,1-25 and 1-50. 

In conclusion it would appear that the means used to obtain 

discrete solut-ons from continuous solutions is more sensitive to 

variations in the rDst exponent p than is the procedure for obtaining 

the continuous solutions, 

8.4.2 Variation of the Minimum Allowable Diameter 

It was 6tated previously that looped network systems were 

inconsistent with ; --a ecunomic design. If this is true the optimization 

procedure will attempt to reduce the looped system to a bratch system 

but will bc prevented from so doing 'by the constraint (6.32) which sets 

a minimm size on the diameter. The rcsulting design will then always 

contain a number of pipes,, eqiial f-o or possibly greater than the number 
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of loops in the system, which are set at their miniml-n diarn. eLer. This 

was found to be the case for all the proulems solvedwhich tends to 

verify the statement. 

The statement cain be further verified by varying the minimwn 

allowable diameters and determining whether the above coudition applies 

for differeLit minimum allowable diameters, and whet'---r the cost of the 

design reduces as the minimum allowable diameter decreases. Tables 

8.19 and 8.20 show the optimum discrete solutions obtained for various 

values of the minimum allowable diameter for proble-,. nG 5 ard 10 respect- 

ively. 

From these tables it can be seen that the solutions for all 

values of minimum allowable diameter set the same pipes at their 

minimum value, the number of such minimum diameter pi. pes equalling the 

number of network loops for both problems. It is also seen that as the 

minimum allowable diameter decreases the associated cost of the design 

diminishes. ir is obvious, therefore, that the solution procedure will 

always try to reduce a looped system to a branch system being prevented 

from so doing by the restriction on the miniraum a3lowabie diameter. 

When the ml'-nimum allowable diameter is set at zero a branch 

pipeline system T; 7ill result as seen in Table 8.19. This is the optimum 

branch sy-stem possible and it is obtained by eliminating sufficient pipes 

from the network configuration. The optimization technique can, 

therefore, be used to obtain the optimum branch 0--sign froin a line 

diagram in which all possible pipe locations are marked, by treating this 

diagram as a network and sett4_ng'tbe minimum allowable diameter -a! - ze-cr,. 

This may be preferable to seLecting vari-ous branch layouts from the line 0 

diagram and solving each by a more diret approach, since this pi: ocedure 
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TABLE 8.19 PROBLEM, 5 

Pipe Dmin"O" 34 

1-2 12 12 12 12 
t 

12 
1-4 8 8 8 8 8 
2-3 9 9 9 8 8 
2-5 5 5 5 5 
3-6 8 8 8 8 8 
4-5 0 1 2 3 4 
5-6 0 1 2 3 4 

CCST 33,435 35,898 36,124 38,016 

TABLE 8.20 IPROBLEM 10 

Pipe Drnijjý 6 11 811 loll IV, 

1-2 24 24 24 24 
1-4 24 24 24 24 
1-6 30 30 27 27 
2-3 18 18 18 18 
2-4 6 8 10 12 
3-5 6 8 10 12 
4-5 21 21 21 21 
4-6 6 8 10 12 
5-7 6 8 10 12 
6-7 21 21 21 21 

COST 82-88KO 8 -10106 89-46006 94-27x, 06 
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will locate the optimum branch layout -a condition which cannot bt-- 

guaranteed using the alternative approach. 

8.4.3 Variation in the Pressure Loss Across the System 

Variation of the pressure loss across a system will affect 

the discrete optimum solutions obtained in the maiir., -r 
indicated in 

Tables 8.21 and 8.22 for problems 5 and 10 respectively. 

The first obvious observation is that as the allowable 

pressure drop across a system increases the cost cf El-a d, 2sign de- 

creases. For problem 10 the pipes which assume a minimum diameter 

value remain the same tor all the values of source pressure but for 

problem 5 the pipes which assume the minimum diameter values differ as 

the pressure drop across the system increases. It would appear, there- 

fore, that varying the allowable pressure drop will affect the 

particular pipes which tend to reduce to zero, but are prevented from 

so doing. This condition was not experienced when considering 

variations to the cost exponent and the miniraum allowable diameter. 

8-4-4 Variation of the Network Loading 

Variation in the network loading will affect the discrete 

optimum solutions obtained in the manner indicated in Tables 8.23 and 

8.24 for problems 5 and 10 respectively. 

The first point noted is that as the networb- loading 

:. ncreases so too does the cosL of the resulting desigr. For problem 

10 the pipes which assume a minimum diameter value remain the same fcr 

all loading conditions but for problem 5 the pipes whica assume a minimum 

diameter value vary for different loading conditions. This confliti-on was alsi 
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TABLE 8.21 PROBLEM 5 

PIPE 
T 

AP = 3" 
- 

2" 0- 5" C- 25" 

1-2 8 8 9 10 12 
1-4 4 4 5 6 8 
2-3 4 4 8 8 8 
2-5 5 6 4 5 5 
3-6 3 3 5 6 8 
4-5 3 3 3 3 3 
5-6 4 5 3 3 3 

COST 20,833 22,504 27,573 30,729 36,124 

TABLE 8.22 PROBLEM 10 

PIPE AP = 600 
P. S. I. G 

500 400 300 200 100 

1-2 24 24 27 27 30 36 
1-4 21 24 24 27 30 36 
1-6 27 30 30 33 36 42 
2-3 18 18 18 21 24 27 
2-4 6 6 6 6 6 6 
3-5 6 6 6 6 6 6 
4-5 21 21 24 24 27 30 
4-6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
5-7 6 C, 6 6 6 6 
6-7 21 24 24 24 27 30 

COST 78-87xlo6l )6 82-88xl, 8.8-99xlO'-i xl, )6 94-78 107-03xlO6 126-4lxIO6 
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TABLE 8.23 PROBLE24 5 

PIPE Q+ 20% Q+ 10% 0. Q- 10% - 20% 

1-2 12 12 12 12 10 
i-4 8 8 8 6 6 
2-3 10 6 8 3 8 
2-5 6 8 5 10 r- 
3-6 8 3 8 6 8 
4-5 3 3 3 3 3 
5-6 3 8 3 8 3 

COST 39,789 37,529 36,124 32,127 

TABLE 8.24 PROBLEM 10 

P IPE Q+ 20% Q+ 10% Q Q- 10% Q- 20% 

1-2 27 27 2 4' 24 21 
1-4 24 24 24 21 21 
1-6 30 30 30 27 27 
2-3 18 18 18 18 18 
2-4 6 6 6 6 6 
3-5 6 6 6 6 6 
4-5 24 21 21 21 21 
4-6 6 6 6 6 6 
'-7 6 6 6 6 6 
6-7 24 21 21 21 18 

COST 88-99x Llxj06 82-88xlo6 78-87x 106 75-06xIO6 
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experienced when considering the effects of variati-ons to Lb, ý allowabil- 

pressure drop in section 8.4.3. 

8.4.5 Concluding Remarlrs 

For the two problems considered the discrete solutions obt-aived 

for all valý--es of the cost exponent p maintain the ,,, me pipes at their 

minimum diameter value. This was also the case when variation in the 

minimum allowable diameter was considered. The respective designs have 

the same basis (i. e. the same pipes at minim-am diameteý: ) Lur the values 

associated with the olýher diameter values can vary within limits. In 

such cases it way be possible to utilise this fact to obtain the solutions 

to the problem, when either of these parameters are varied, in a speedy 

manner. This could be acbieved by fixing these minj'. mum diameters prior 

to using the Optimization process. In this way the optimum design will C> 

be obtained in ona descent. This suggested procedure arose from 

consideration of the results for two network problems and as a result it 

will be necessary to consider more examples before this procedure can be 

considered as applying in the general case. 0 

When the network pressure loss term and netwLrk ic-adings were 

varied this condition did not apply, since different pipes assumed 

minimum values for the various optimum solutions. i 

8.5 Compressor Power Costs 

In section 6.3.4 '--he cost of power requiyýý(l for a -compres-sor 

was Clerived as 

+ r)-x 
T P. V. xxw 

rx 
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where P. V. = presenc total value of power -, pennies 

H= time the compressor o-. lerates - bours/year 

discount rate 

electricity charges - pence/K. W. hour 0 

x= lifetime of the investment - years 

K. W. = kilowatt requIrements. 

If a network is supplied through a compressor rather than a 

governor then the cost of obtaining the cupply pressure (i. e. compressor 

power costs) must be accounted for. In order to do this w-tb the 

optimization procedure it is necessary to formulate a trial and error 

type of treatment. Thýa suggested approach is to evaluate both the 

optimum pipe costs and the compressor power costs for a series of values 

of supply pressure and to evaluate the resulting totol cost for each 

supply pressure. In this way the optimum supply pressure can be found. 

The accuracy of the solution will depend upon the number of pressure 

values considered in the region of the optimum value. 

8.5.1 Illustratory Example 

The process is illustrated for the solution of problem 9 by 

assuming that the supply pressure is produced by a compressor which must 

raise the ? ressure of the gas from atmospheric pressure to the desired 

supply pressure. For the purposes of this example it is assumed that 

compression is adiabatic. The kilowatt requirements ýre ther, given by. 

Cie equation of Ford, Dav4. es and Bacon (. -:, E_e65) for the case of natural 

gas which states that 

Kilowatts required = 0-746 x Brake Horse Power 

i. e. K. W. = 0-746 x 210 rR, 231 - ljiQ (8.2) 
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Delivery 'Pressure 
-v. here R= Compression FaL-o =... - Suction rressure 

= Flow - mill.; -o. -. standard ft3/day. 

If thl& exprec-sion is substituted into equation (8.1) and the 

following values assigned to tht-- equation constants : 

2-5% 

x= 50 years 

E= 1-6d/K. W. hour 

24x3651 hours 4 

then equation (8.1) becomes : 

P. V. 258,000 [R-231 - 1-i Q I pounds (E) (8.3) 

Table 8.25 shows the optimum pipe cos-cs obtained by the 

optimization process as well as the power costs associated with the supply 

for a range of differcnt supply pressures. The pipeline costs were 

evaluated assming a value of a=0, b= 0-06 and p= 1-25 in the cost 

equation (6.11). 

Figure 28 illustrates how both the pipeline and compressor power 

costs contribute to the overall optimum solution cost. It shows a plot 

0 
&; 

f pipe cost, compressor power cusz and the total combined cost versus the 

network supply pressure. From this figure it can be seen that the 

optimm supply pressure is approximately IS feet water gauge for this 

illustratory example. 

8.6 CSýý= of Parame-l-ric and St-. ý: ict Mathematical M6thod 

Up to thig point Lhe optimum solutions referred to have all 

beer. obtained using the strict mathematical optimization process. In 

Lhis section the approximate solutions obtained for the same network 
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F 
I NET14ORK SUPPLY 
I PRESSURE Ft. w. g. 

10 

12 

18 

24 

30 

36 

42 

48 

COMPRESSOR POWER 'NETWORK PIPELINE TOTA-1, COST 
COSTS E COSTS EE 

70,700 323,000 393,700 

80,500 251,000 331,500 

113,500 199,000 312,500 

148,200 172,500 320,70C 

173,000 159,000 332,000 

205,000 151,000 356,000 

230,000 1-41,000 371,000 

254,000 137,000 391,000 

TABLE 8.25 
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problems by use of the new parain. ýtric procedure (see section S. 2.3) will 

be compared to the solutions obtained uý, ng the strict approach 

8.6.1 Results Obtained 

Tables 8.26 to Table 8.32 show the optimum SUJ'I-Lion obtai-ned 

uc-lng both the parametric procedure and the stricc uathematical 

optimization process with the problems considered. 

8.6.2 Points Arising fruln the Results 

From these tables it can be seen that for problems 4,9 and 10 

the parametric procedure gives the same solution as the strict 

mathematical process. For the other problems the parametric design is 

always the more expensive. 

The question then arises as to whether it is more economical 

to accept the parametric solution as a good estimate to the economic 

Ln order to design or to treat the problem by strict mathematical means 4 

try to acbieve a cheaper design. The compuLer cost associated with 

obtaining the parametric design is approximately equal to the cost 

asso-iated with one descent of the optimization proce3s as given 
in 

Table 8.16, and consequcntly the combined ccmputer and pipeline costs of 

this design may be cheaper than the combined computer and pipeline costs 

of the optimum design. Table 8.33 shows the number of cimes the global 

optimum design is located, the number of designs locarcd from the 100 

, -andom starts which cost lcss than the parametric design and the - 

percentage difference in cost (sterling) between the parametric aný! 

7or the case when the cost constants v-r equation f, 6.11) optimwn designs JL L 

are a=0 and b= 0-06. 
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PROBLEM 
FREQUENCY OF NO. OF DESICNS BETTER 

GLOBAL OPTILIM THAN PARAMETRIC % COST DIFFERENCE 

4 '100 0 0 

5 30 38 4-2 

6 23 39 2.7 

7 14 35 6-0 

8 i 21 3-6 

9 11 0 0 

10 30 0 0 

TABLE 8.33 
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Obviously the most econ, ýiuical approach for problems 4,9 and 

10 would be to use the parametric proced-,. xe, since it will generally 

req-ý-, irc more than une descent of the stricL mathematical process ro 

locate the optimum solution, which is given by the parametric procedure. 

The difficýilty of course lies in the fact that it is not known that the 

parametric colution is the opti mum solution unless the mathematical 

optimization process has been used to locate this optimum. 

For problems 5,6,7 and 8 the mathematical process gives a 

cheaper design. In fact when the computer costs of a descenE are 

considered it is found that the mathematical process wiII be the over 

all cheapest method if the optimum design is located within 161,73, 

168 and 80 descents respectively for these problems. On average the 

global optimum will be located once within 4,5,8 and 100 descents for 
D 

these problems. Vius for problems 5,6 and 7 the mathematical process, 

if used correctly, should prove to be the cheaper method. For problem 

8 the parametric procedure will become cheaper if more than 80 descents 

are considere4a. The global optimum design was located only once in 100 

starts and consequently if 100 starts are conside, ed the parametric 

procedure would become cheaper. 

On average a cheaDer des-Lgn than the parametric design will 

be located once every five descents for problem 8. The mathematical 

process is likely to be cheaper over all if one of these caeapýai designs 

locatted within fewer descents is used without necessarily try'ng to C> 

, timum design. This also app-ies to problems 5,6 locate the global on 

and 7 which on average locate a design cheaper than the parametric 

design within 33 descents. 
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8.6.3 Concluding Remarks 

Except in the cases where the parametric procedure locates the 

global optimum design, a condition which cannot be predictaQ, it would 

appear that careful use of the mathematical process can produce a 

soluLion which is cheape- from a combined computer and pipeline cost 

vi-wpoint. The extent to which this solution is c. '.. -ýaper is dependent 

largely upon the judgement of the design engineer Tiho must decide when 

to terminate the mathematical process (see section 8.3.2). For the 

example considered th. ý, s saving in cost is always less than 6%. 

The choice then is to use either the aDprOXimate solution 

technique involving a small associated computer cost and requiring no 

backing from the 6esign engineer, or the strict solution technique with 

extensive associated computer costs which could resu'kt in a cheaper 

overall design when backed by sound engineering judgement. It is 

suggested that in the practical situation it will be more satisfactory to 

use the approximate parametric procedure. This approach possesses th2 

additional advantage that it is much simpler 4--o program for the digital 

computer. 

This conclusion was drawn from the results oi. sevr-r,: il small 

networks. More research is required using larOger aetworks before this 

can be coi)sidered to be a general conclusion. 

8.7 Problem Size Limitations 

Both the mathem., tical and the parametric procedures used - 

involve the inversion of an NXN matri-- 4here N is the number of nat- 

work nodes. The size of network which can be analysed by these metho, 'Is 

is, ther--fore, limited to about 100 nodes in size due to the coirpul: er 
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storag Lo be analyscd aa 
., e- rc-quire-ments. Tf larger networks are - 

altej: native mathematical or parametric procedure must be used. - 
The 

simplified parametric procedures of Sorrill and Renouard outlined in 

section 8.2.2 do not reellire that this matrix be stored and bence, if 

these methods are programmed for the computer used in this study, net- 

works of up to about 400 nodes in s--ze could be dealt with provided 

sufficient computer time was availabie. 
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ChAPTK 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FO'R FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Introduction 

General computer programs have been developed which 5olve the 

Petwork design problem using bcth a strict mathematical and a par-metric 

solution technique. In addition the analysis problem has been 

programmed usiag suitable Itcrative solution procedures. The flow 

equation used to represe, it the pressure drop - flow relationship of a 

gas flowing in a pipe has been shown to be applicable over the complete 

range of conditions encountered in gas distribution practice. The 

validity of the general programs have been demonstrated by using them to 

solve a variety of practical gas network problems. 

The original aims of developing general computer programs for 

the network analysis and design problems have consequently been realised. 

The conclusions arising from each stage of the investigation will be 

discussed under the headings of gas flow equation, anal-ys--*, s studies and 

optimization studies. 

9.2 Gas Flow Equation 

In implementing the General Gas Flow Equation their are two 

problems that roust be carefully considered before the equation can be 

used with assurance. Firstly the effects of compressibility on the gas 

must be accounted for; secondly thr. variation in the pipeline friction 

factor for c: ifferent pipeline conditions must be accounted for. 

The results of a comparison between equations of state and the 
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geman generaiisecý compressibility chart reveals that the BeaLtie-Brid. 

Equation gives the best agreement with the chart over the range of 

conditions encountered. It is furtber revealed by comparing the 

general flow equr-tion with the theoretical equation, obtained by 

accounting rigorously for the deviation cf the gas from- ideal conditions, 

that in most instances it is suffEciently accurate to use the general 

flow equation. This is shown to be the case provided the mean 

compressibility factor for the pipeline is evaluated at the effective 
qrp1 3- p23 

Tnean pressure conditions of 31 Pi Z- P2 2' Tt is only when the 

pseudoreduced temperature of the gas falls below a value of 1-20 that 

significant errors are introduced by using the general flow equation. 

The pseudoreduced temperature of natural gases in use in Britain, however 

are shown to be well above this value. 

The Colebrook 'Waite Transition Law used with suitable equation 

constants is found to be the most satisfactory means of obtaining pipe- 

line friction fLctors over the range of conditions experienced. For 

systems operating over narrow pressure ranges, however, empirical formula 

can be used. 

The results of this doi'm 'Lias led to the conc-lusion that when 

these effects are accounted for, the general flow equation is suitable 

for use over the range of cond: ýtions encountered in the gas industry. 

This flow equation has beyn incorporated into all the design and analysis 

procedures in order to obtain realistic solutions to these problems at 

all pressure conditions. 

9.3 A'V. aly6is Studies I 

T Lhe methods of network analysis involve the solution of a set 
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of nonlinear simultaneous eqi-, ations. The standard approach to their 

solution r-quires linearising these equations by use of the Newton - 

Raphson rule and solving the result. *Lng linear equations by direct or 

iterat4ve means. Iterative procedures are foi. nd to be less 

restrictive with regard to computer storage requirements and can 

consequently be used to deal with larger Eystems than it J-s pcs, 4ible 

to deal with by direct means. 

Three iterative solution procedures have been programmed for 

use in analysing typical gas distribution networks. The first two 

procedures programmed arc the traditional Hardy Cross loop and nodal 

methods; the third is a new procedure developed by the author which is 

based on use of the secant iterative function. 

The traditional loop and nodal methods use the Newton-Raphson 

rule to linearise the nonlinear network equations prior to their solution 

by the Gauss-Seidel iterative technique. The use of functions of 'higher 

order than that of Newton-Raphson to linearise the equation is found to 

increase the overall computational time of the solution procedure. The 

Gauss-Seidel iterat--*on gives, for the most part, geometric convergence 

characteristics w1hen applied to the linearised network equations. This 

enables over-relaxation techniques to be applied to accelerate the 

convergence rates of the solution procedures. Two methods of modified 

successive over-relaxation have been applied to the problem but met with 

only limited success. The application of a simple extrapolative over- 

relaxation process, however, has been shown to result in considerable 

improvements in the convergence rates of the loop and nodal procedures. 

The new analysis procedure proposed does not cxhibit geometric convergenc 

characteristics. Unfortunately no means have yet been found to 
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accolerate the convergence rate of G-1-S r, ethod. 

""he secant and nodal anaiysis procedures can accounL rigorously 

for the com-pressibility factor variation, which becomes important for hig 

pressure Petworks, withiiL the framework of the solLution procedures. Tt 

is necessary to amend the standard loop procedure in order that it too 

can account rigorously for the compressibility effect. A corparis-on 

between the three soýution procedures reveals that under almost all 

conditions the loop T-ethod gives the solution in the lesser time followed 

by the secant method and finally the nodal method. This led to the 

conclusion that the loop Lnethod is to be preferred when analysing typical 

gas distribution networks. It is further concluded that it may be 

possible to reduce or ever. eliminate the difference in performance 

between the loop and secant methods if a suitable over-relaxation process 

could be formulated for the new secant method. 

9.4 Optimization Studies 

-work design problem has been formulated as a nonlinear The net 

mathematical progra-ming problem subject to equality and --ýnequality 

constraints. These con&trair. ts specify that the diameter sizes -must 

meet certain restrictions, the nodal pressure values must exceed a 

minimum permitted value and that both Kirchoff's loop andjoint: equations 

must be satisfied. The system variables are composed of three terms 

for each pipe segment, these being the diameter, the flow and the 

pressure drop. The constraints are all defined in terms of these 

Lhree variable sets. 

It is showa thdt the optimization problem can be simplified 

L, y reducing the numbcr of system variables to diameters onlysbv 
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incorporating a network balance as pcrt ot the optimization process. 

This also has the effect of reducing the number of systp--n coystraints 

sin(-e Kirchoff's loop and j(. ýint equations are automatically satisfied. 

The sequential unconstrained minimization tecb. iique has been shown to 

provide a satisfactory means of obtaining the solution to the 

optimization problem. With this techniq-ie it is necess-exy tn Lreat 

the variables (diameters) as coatinuous functions thus neglecting the 

discrete nature of the variables during the optimization process. 

The feasible domain defined by the remaining system constraints 

is found to be non-conveirý; consequently the optimization technique can- 

not be guaranteed to locate the global optimum design. This led to the 

conclusion that Monte-Carlo methods must be introduced in order to 

increase the probability of locating the global optimum solution. The 

optimization technique is then applied from a variety of randomly 

generated starting points within the feasible iegion to obtain a series 

of local optimum solutions, the cheapest of which is taken to be the 

global optimum solution. 

The solut-. ons obtained by this optimization technique are in 

terms of continuous variable (diameter) values. It is nec, ýss2ry to 

amend these diameters to discrete values corresponding with commercially 

available diameter sizes if the solution is to meet with pre. ctical 

constraints. This has been achieved by developing a method which makes 

use of a pressure and cost sensitivity analysis of the network. It is 

shown, however, thal this procedure cannot always be guaranteed to 

locate the discrete solution closest in cost to the continuous optimum 

solution. This same pressure and ccst se-ns4_Hvity analysis also forms 

the basis of the new parametric design procedure presented. 
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Both tb. e mathematical a2d parametric methods have been 

programmed to solve the network design pi. 'obleim, each incorpordting the 

loop analysis proccdure to obtain the netwýrk balance. E. jth design 

programs can be applied over the iange of pressure conditions 

experienced in gas dLS-tri-bution practice. 

The solution to several network problems using the strict 

optimization program reveals thaL the frequency with which the global 

optimum. solution is located decreases with increase in problem size. 

It is clearly shown that the number of random starting points which must 

be considered in order to locate the global optimum increases with 

increase in problem size. The same problem solutions also reveal that 

the discrete global optimum solution does not always correspond with the 

continuous global optimum solution. It is necessary, therefore, to 

obtain the discrete solutions corresponding with several continuous 

optimum solutions with costs in the viscinity of the continuous global 

L optimum solution in order to ensure that the discrete global optimum is 

located. Furthermore, investigation of the solutions obtained reveals 

that each design is tending to a branch systein bei-ag prevented from 

. eat-hing this condition by the constraint on the minimum permitted 

cLiameter value. This leads to the co-nclusion that looped systems are 

inconsistent with a desire for absolute economy. 

Consideration of the results obtain, -d by using the strict 

optimizaL4 on process reveals that the process requires a fair degree of 

engineering judgeýment if it is to be used to full advantage. The 

engineer has to decide whether tu stop the optimization process-and 

accept the best design obcained to date a-I a suitable design, or whether 

it is worthwhile to continue tPe procesý--, bearing in mind that the 

1 saving in computer cost Tqust be mor-t-- than baalanced by the additionL-L 1. 
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the cost of the design. 

Although giving optimum design solutions the strict 

mathematical solution technique mi, st be re6arded as compatational-ly 

tedious. For this reason the approximate parametric aesign method C. 2 

has been formulated in ayn attempt to obtain approximate optimum 

solutions in a much reduced computational time. It is shown that the 

parameLric procedure gives design solutions which are within 6% of the 

cost of the optimum solution obtained using the strict optimizatioa 

procedure for the problems considered. The computer zorts asso-ciated 

with obtaining these designs are small in comparison tu that required 

by the strict optimization process. It is concluded, however, that use 

of the strict opti-Mization technique, backed by sound engineering 

judgement, can result in a saving in combined pipeline and computer costs. 

The choica is then to use either an approximate solution 

technique involving a small associated computer cost and requiring no 

backing from the design engineer, or a strict solution technique with 

extensive associated computer costs which could result in a cheaper 

-ed by sound engineering j... dgement. overall design when bach It is felt 

ý-. har- i. n the practical situation it may be more satisfactory to use the 

approximate parametric method. Tnis method possesses the additional 

advantage that it is much simpler to program for solution on the digital 

computer. 

9.5 Suggestions fot Future W61ck 

The research to dat, has resulted in a general computer 

program for finding the strict mathematical optimwa. solution to the pive 

network optimization problem. There are many aspects of the progranLming 
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Caeory which require further invcztigation with the aim of increasing 

the efficiency of the program and enlarging its scope. 

The optiaization problem is a noa-convex probleru and as a 

result a number of starting points must be selected in order to obtain 

global optimum design. At present these points are generated in a 

raacOm mannir. A great saving in computer time could be obtained if 

it could be shown that a particular region of the feasible domain was 

more likely than Other regions to contain starting points which lead to 

the global OPtimum solution. A detailed study of the nature of the 

feasible domain is an important topic deservin-Y of furL-ner study. if 

no such region of the feasible domain is located then it may be more 

advantageous to use some form of ordered sampling of the feasible domain 

to obtain the starting points instead of the random sampling method 

presently used. Stratified random sampling techniques outlined by 

Brooks1l are suggested since they select starting designs which are C3 

regularly spaced throughout the feasible domain and consequentlythe 

chances of missing a comparatively large portion of the feasible domain 

are diminished. 

The sequential unconstrained minimizacion technique is used in 

conjunction with the penalty term of Carroll". There are., I--iowever, a 

variety oF different forms of this penalty term which can be used and it 

may be worthwhile to test several of these perialty terms on some trial 

network problems. T -ny of them I-n this way it can be determined whethar 

is more likely to locate the global optimum solution with a greater 

frequency than does the penalty terin used. 

The program incorporates a mechcd of network analyss in ordqr 

to reduce the system -variables to diameters only. The loop Kerative 
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method of analysis was used, although it is possible to use any suitabl,,;. 

network analysis method. With the loop iterative method of analysis 

convergence resulted in all the problems solved. Due to th2 f act that 

the method employed by the procedure to generate the gradient of the 

penalty function involves operations on the nodal matrix A it may be 

preL . erred to streamline the optimization program by using the direct 

Tf nodal procedure which also operates on th-ý nodal ffiitrix A. I this is 

done, however, it will first be necessary to incorporate some means of 

accounting for the condition of a backed-off source. In Lddition, it is 

suggested that an investigation is carried out to try to identify 

conditions which may Icad to the divergence of the direct nodal network 

analysis solution. This is necessary since the direct nodal method 

does not converge in some situations, the occurrence of non convergence 

being much more comnon than for loop methods. In view of the wide range 

of pipeline diameter conditions encountered throughout the optimization 

process it is possible *that conditions leading to the divergence of the 

method may result. Hence, until conditions are found which guarantee 

the convergence of the nodal system of equations Lhe suitability of this 

methed of analysis depends upon avoiding conditions for which divergence 

results. 

The network analysis portion of the program accounts for a 

large proportion of the overall solution time of the optimization process. 

This time can therefore be reduced by using a looser accuricy criterion 

with the network analysis rr-ethod. ' It is suggested that an investigati on 

is carried out to determine to what exten-L this accuracy criterion can 

be reduced before the optia, -. Lin solutions OIU-Lained are noticeably affected. 

As well as improving Iýhe efficiency of the program there are 
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-d. At oeveral areds in which the scope of the program could be extend, 

presc. nL tbe optimaization pzogram, can deal only with the situation in 

which the pressure or flow demand at each node is specified. An 

4 
. Mportant topic eqniring further research is the possibility of extending 

the method to account for the mixed boundary valuo prcblem in which any 

combination of known and unknown consumptions with known and unknown 

pressures can be accounted for. 

The designs given by the program are optimum for the specified 

system constraints. If an emergency break is introduced in the network 

then the designed system will supply the network demand points, but in 

many cases at a pressure below the minimum design pressure. The 

introduction of this emergency situation has nullified the optimum 

design solution. It is suggested that an investigation is carried out 

1: accounting for such situations when designing into the possibilities o. k3 

the network. 

The optimization program at present accounts for both diameter 

and pressure constraints. It is suggested t7hat, velocity constraints 

should be incorporated intj the design program since it is often wished 

to set an upper limit on the maximum permitLed velocity of flow in a 

pipeline. These constraints are inequality constraints of the form 

gi(x) = (Vi. ) - V. - >0 The velocity in a pipe is a function of 3 max Ij 

the pipe diameter which c. an easily be differentiated with respect to the 

system variable diameters and hence the constraint can eas-'Ily be 

incorporated into the penalty term of the sequential unconstrained 

minim; -zati-c-n technique. 

Pt pri-sent the optimum network supply pressure must be oi)taLr--d 

by a trial and error method which treats pipeline custs and compresscr 

pow, ar costs as separate enlities. IL is fclt that it would be worthwhile 
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trying to develop a method which incorpoiates both'these cosL consider- 

aticns into the one optimization problem which would soive f or the 

optimum supply pressure and the cori,: esponding optimum pipeline costs 

without recourse to trial and error methods. 

The gas network design and analysis problems are similar in 

many respects to the equivalent hydraulic network problems. BY 

ic flow equation into the progranis it incorporating any desired hyaraul. L 

should be possible to extend the scope of the program to cover hydraulic 

as well as gas distributioiý. networks. 

As well as irDproving the efficiency of the optimization program 

it should be possilile to improve still further the convergence rates of 

the analysis procedures. 

The extrapolative process was found to be the most effective 

means of accelerating *the convergence rate of the iterative Gauss-Seidel 

solution procedures. This process can also be used in conjunction with 

successive over relaxation to give still bý_-tter convergence character- 

istics. In view of the nonlinear nature of the network equations it is 

felt that a combination of this extrapolation process with. some form of 

modified successive over relaxe--tion, -which is applied in tho saw- manner 

as the eigenvalue method, could produce the ultimate in methods of 

over-relaxation. 

The new secant method of analysis proposed does not exhibit 

geometric convergence charac teri s tics and as a result the over-relaxation 

techniques discussed in the thesis cannot 'be successfully applied. To 

compete with the loop analysis proc, _--dure 
it will be necessary to 

formulat(ý an acceleraticn technique suitable for use with the new 

procedure. There are few iterative techniques that cannot be accelerated 
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using some device and consequently, it is suggested that an. ir-vestig. tic-n 

should be carried out with the aim of fo-,: -., iulating soma such proc-dure. 

When discussing the pipeline friction factors it was stated 

(see section 2.2.1) that the true transition from smooth to fully 

turbulent bchaviour lay somewhere between the Gmooth transition concept 

gi,,, en by the Colebrook-White Transition Law and Lhe abrupt concept which 

assume(; an abrupt transition at the critical Reynolds number. The 

smooth transition concept was preferred since it gave a friction formula 

which was continuous over the turbulent region. UhIIJ7 suq. ested that 

a sharper transition curve could be used which fitted the experimental 

points but stated that this would involve an equation of a highly complex 

nature. This, however, is found not. to be the case since a simple 

amendment to the Colebrook-White Transition Law produces a transition 

curve which can be irade as sharp as is necessary to fit any data. This 

amendment was suggested by Professor Bolton* and involves rewriting the 

Colebrook-White Transition Law (2.11) as 

xx 
12k 2-82 

- log, 0+-- V4f x 3- 7D ReAf 

This becomes the Colebrook-White equation when x=I 
-and 

as x increases 

the transicion between smooth and rough pipe behaviour becomes more abrupt 

as is shown in Figure 29 for various values of relative roughness 
k 
D 

* Professor of Civil Engineering - Heriot-'ý. att Univers;. ty 
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it is suggested that this equation sliould be fitted to the 

expe-imental data availablca for gas pipelines in an attempt to find the 

-value of x which gives the best agrecment with e.,, -perimental data. In C3, 

this way it should be possible to obtain an accurate transition curve 

which can be applied t -o the general flow equation to give more accurate 

values for pipeline friction factors over the Complete turbulent region. 

The suggestions'given here are basically aimed at improving 
00 

the performance of the design and analysis procedures presented in this 

thesis. The analysis procedures have been used to solve network 

problems of up to 318 nodes in size; the optimization program, on the 

other hand, has been used to solve network problems of up to 13 nodes 

in size. Despite the apparent small size of the largest design problem 

when compared to the size of problem solved using the analysis programs, 

this is a large problem to solve by mathematical optimization techniques. 

The application of the strict optimization program to larger 

network problem3 should pose no problems apart from that of the extensive 

computation time Vnich may be required. it should be possible to consider 

much larger problems by usi-ng a faster computer than that used in this 

study and in this way determine -WiIeLher the results obtained f or the small 

problems still hold. Although only small network design problems have 

been considered in this study It has been shown that the problem can be 

solved using a strict mathematical optimi7ation technique which can readily 

bc programmed f or solution on a digital computer. 
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APPEND1X2 

SOLUTION OF A SIMrLE NETWORK PROBLEM 

BY THE SECANT ITERATIVE FUNCTION 

In the following example the pressure drop-flow relationship 

2 
a 

ij 
= K3., Qij will be used to Amplify the arithmetic of the pro! -lem. 

b-P.. = (P p pressure loss term 

where K pipe resistance - arbitary units. 

Q pipe flow 

The values of K for the individual pipes are assumed to be constant 

and are denoted on the network diagram. 

I 
Node I is assigned a fixed pressure of 150 units and the nodal demand 

I 

values which were arbitarily selected to simplify the arithmetic are 

shown on the network diagram. 

1 0.5 
150 K=I Ký2 

123 

K=2 K=3 

4 K= -5 K=2 6ý 

1-5 
. P. 

Following through the steps of the proposed metlind gives: t7 I 



Il - 

(1) Assurte a flow di. 3Lribution satisfl fying Kirchoff's joint eq, ýations 

20,0.5 
23 

21 2 oe 

0.5 

0-5 r- 1-5 

(2) Select pipes 3-6 and 4-5 as independent pipes. Removing them 

from the network gives a branched pipeline system. 

(3) The flow pattern in the branch system becomes 

3.5 0.5 

2 

ITERATION 1 

Working out from the sourca th, - nodal pressures are evaluated using 

the relationship AP K Q? ij I-j 

This gives 

! so 137-71 137-21 

1 
14 

145-99 129-69 129-19 



11-3 

Considerir,., P, the complete net-work with these pressure -1alues th'.: 

nodal residuals are calculated. 

0-5 

Only the nodes adjacent to an independent pipe need be considered. 

This gives 

(f3)1 = -1-63 UOI = -2-33 (f5)1 = +2-33 (f6)1 = +1-63 

The correction term on the first iteration is : 

6QI 

1-63 + 2-33 + 2-33 + 1-63 
= 6Q1 __ 2_ 

3t96 UNITS 

This correction terni is distributed to the relevant nodes according 

-Lc, the formula : 

6qi N-fi)k 
6Qk 

Ifilk 

This gives : 

6q3 = 0-81 60-4 1-16 6qS = -1-16 6q6 

0-5 2 1-5 
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The new flow distribution to the branched systm- no%, ý be-, omes 

0.81 
UIZ) O-B 1 2-34 1-31 91 

>--- FOO 
3- 

220.5 1-97 3-16 
1 

0.81 et3l 

1-16 1-16 0,81 

ITERATiON 2- recommepce at step (4). 

(4) Evaluate the nodal pressures using the relationship AP KQ2 ij ij ij 

This giveq 

150 144-52 141-04 
11 12 3 

14 
139-96 

5 

144-52 

6 
144-72 

(5) Evaluate the nodal residuals for the network usinccr, these pressures. 

1-31 
-4 23 

3,16 0-03 

14 1-23 ,I 0*ý[ 61 
Z 1-4 

2 0.5 

ThiF gives 

5 3)2 1-92 2-39 -2-39 -1-192 ý 
(f4)2 (17 5) 2 (f6)2 
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(6) CL-Iculate the correction term from the equation : 

N 
ý IfiI2 16QII 

6Q2 N 
i=l 

11 (f i) 2- (f i) 
i=l 

This becomes : 

6Q2 
(1-92 + 2-39 + 2-39 + 1-92) 13-961 

T- -Fl--92-(-1-63) 1--+12-39-, ý---9-33) 1+ý (-2-39)-2-331+1 (-1-92)-1-631 

(, Q 2-08 UNITS. ,2 

Applying this correction to the nodes according to the formula : 

6qi N 6Qk 

E Ifilk 
i=l 

gives : 6q3 = -0-465 6q4 = -0-575 

(8) The new flow distribution becomes : 

2-34 1,31 

3-16. - 0-03" 

I 
C-31 

v575 

/I 

-575 

+ 

S75 

-465 

6q5 = 0-575 6q6 ý 0-465 

2-915 -845 

'1 2 . 51B 5 1.07' 

-155 

(9) The itirative process is continued until all values of Ifil 
k fall 

below a preset value. 

-465 

The table given below shows how the values of (f; ), diminish as 

-he 
iteration number k incjeases for the above example. 
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ITERATION 
NUMBER (k) 

f3 f4 f5 f6 
N 

1 -1-6329 -2-"273 2-3273 1-6329 7-9207 

2 1-9219 2-3951 -2-3951 -1-9219 8-6342 

3 -0-1561 -0-5594 0-5594 0-1561 1-4309 

4 0-2197 -0-1371 0-1371 -0-2197 0-7138 

5 0-0306 -0-0668 0-0668 -0-0306 0-1947 

6 0-0242 -0-0026 0-0026 -0-0242 0-0537 

7 -0-0151 -0-0056 0-0056 0-0151 0-0414 

8 0-0031 0-0024 -0-0024 -0-0031 0.0109 

9 -0-0003 0-0002 - 0-0002 0-0003 0.0009 

10 -0-0001 0.0001 -0-0001 0.0001 0-00038 

11 -0-0000 0.0000 -0-0000 0.0000 o-000015 
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APPENDIX 

THE NETWORKS ANALYSED 

The networks analysed in this study are all practical networks of 

the type encountered in the gas industry. They were drawn mostly from 

diagrams of existing gas distribution system but in a few cases networks 

were invented which conformed with the type of network and type of flow 

demand pattern met in the practical situation. The configuration of 

the networks considered as well as their pressure classifications are 

given in the following table. 

NETWORK NODES LOOPS PIPES SOURCES PRESSURE REGION 

I A&B 15 5 19 1 
2- A&B 15 5 19 3 
3A 18 9 26 1 
4A 18 9 26 3 
5A 18 12 29 1 
6A 19 14 32 1 
7 A&B 48 9 56 1 Low Pressure 
8 A&B 48 9 56 3 
9 A&B 80 16 95 1 

10 A&B 80 16 95 3 
11 A 132 35 166 3 
12 A 191 54 244 3 
13 A 318 90 407 5 

14 B 20 13 32 1 Medium Pressure 

15 B 9 4 12 1 
16 B 21 2 22 3 High Pressure 
17 B 37 11 47 3 

Spitzglass Friction Formula 

B= Colebrook-White Friction Formula 
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The majority of networks considered were low pressure networks 

since it is low pressure networks which occur most often in practice. 

The low pressure networks also tend to reach much larger sizes than the 

higher pressure networks. 
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APPENDI 

DETERMINATION OF THE DERIVATIVE VALUES P 
FOR NET14ORK SYSTEMS DD 

The low pressure pressure-flow relationship is 

AP = 
fLGT PO ]2 

Q2 1-062D5 117-4TO 

and for the pipe i-j is written as AP R ij Qij2 

where Ap.. = P. - P. 
Ij Ii 

fi-iLiiGT Po R 
ij = 

1-062D 
ij 

[ 
il 7.4TO12 

At each node 

N 
E Qij - 

j=l 
iAj 

- 

- 

- (c) 

- 

Differentiating each equation (d) with respect to R kk gives terms of 

the form 

DQij "i 3Qil 3P 
30 

Dp i DR kk ap i DR kZ 

and in the k'th aad Vth equations 

DQk9, Dpk DQ kk Dp 91 
9Q kY, 

DP k 3R k 9, 
DP 91 

DR, kZ DR kk 

as Qk9, ý f(P k' Pg, ý R k9, 
)- 

= 

- 

- (f) 

In matrix form equations (e) and (f) give: 
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ýQ 2212- 
-- 

22ilk 
-- -- Z -- -- 

N IN 3p, 
ap 1 ýP2 ap k 3p 

Y, 
RN @R kk 

222-1. 2-Q-ZZ 
-- 

29-a ELL 
-IQ-2A 

DP2 
ap I DP2 Dpk Dpq, 3PN ýRkZ 

2Q]& 1 Nk2 22 DQk-Z 3QkN DPk 
ap 1 DP2 ýPk ap k 3PN Mkp 

3Q9 I 
-D-Q-U 

3p 9, 
OP 1 ýP2 ýpk 3pt ýPN MkZ 

2QUI 
-ýQýM 

3QNL- 2Q. NL NQM ýPN 
9pl ýP2 3pk DP Y. ýPN 3Rkk 

0 

ýQkt 
DRk, Z 

21a 
akk 

- 

a linear equation of the form Ax =b- 

Considering all the network equations (d) we can say that at network 

balance : 

N 
E Q, j - qi fi(PI2 pN 

j 
i ýj 

Hence it is clear that at network balance : 

Df 
ýp 

ill ýP2 

dnd 
3PN 

@Qi 
R1 

_ýQý 
2 

9P2 

Eux 
@PN 
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Substituting equation (a) in (h) gives- 

N Ap. . fI (P ppNE5- qi 
j=l R 

13 
O"lApijlO-5 

i ýj 

Oe5 

DP R 
13 

0-5 1'ýp 0*5 
3p 

N 
and E 

DP j=1 

j hi 

By substituting equation 

- 

- 

ap. 

into equation (g) the matrix equation becomes 

3f 3f af @P 3p ýP2 3PN 3 Rky 

Df af 3fz P2 
DP apq 3PN ýRkZ 

Dfk 3fk Dfk DPk 
DP 1 DP2 3PN DRkk 

3f 3fk 3fL 9pk 

DP 1 3P2 ýPN 3Rkk. 

ýN ýfN 3fN ýPN 
DP 1 ýP2 3PN I 3Rkp L 

i. e. Ax =b. 

0 

0 

. 
39kk 
3RkjZ 

-39kk DRkk 

0 

- 

The terms of this matrix can be calculated from equations (k) and (Z) 

when the network equations are balanced and the equations (i) are valid. 
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The right hand vector contains terms in the 4'th and k'th rows only 

and can easily be determined. 

Equation (a) is reýmitten as 

AP k 9, 
k£ 

Rk9,0*, IAP 
k9,1 

0-5 

AP k 9,0 -5 (AP k9, ) 

%£ ýRk£ Rk£0 *51 APk£ 10 * -5 kk£1.5 1, ýPk£lo *5 

and 
Dqk-L 

- 
ýQy-k 

- (P) 
DRkk 3RZk 

Hence by using equations (n) and (p) the terms of the right hand vector 

can be determined. 

By solving equation (m) for each pipe in turn the values of I 
DRky 

for every pipe can be determined. The matrix of the equation is 

identical for all the pipes considered and hence the solution for the 

P 
values of -! 

ý are best obtained by inverting the matrix once and 
DRkZ 

performing the necessary matrix multiplications of the form X= A71b 

for every pipe in turn. 

It is a relatively simple matter to obtain the values of 
3P' 
3DkZ 

from the values of @Rkk 

ýpi Dpi 9RkZ 
- (q) 

DDkZ ýRkk DDkk 

Differentiation of equation (c) gives ! 

2 fkjkýGT -5 Rkq DRkq. 5 po 
-- 6D 3Dk. Z 117-4TO 1-062 DkZ kk 

and substituting in equation (q) gives : 

3PI -5 RkX DPi - 
ýDkk DkP. 3Rkk 
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Hence use of equation (s) gives the values of 
9pi for all nodes i and ýDkk 

all pipes k-k . 

It is noted that equation (r) is derived by differentiation of 

equation (c). In this case the friction factor f in equation (c) is 

treated as being a constant although in many applications it is a function 

of the diameter. The method used was then to evaluate the friction 

factor from the relevant formula and treat it as a constant in the analysis 

even although it may be a function of the variable diameter. This 

assumption is discussed further in section 6.3.2. 

A final point to note is that the matrix A of equation (m) is the 

same matrix as is used in the network analysis method which involves direct 

solution of the Nodal Equations derived by the Newton Raphson method (3.2.1). 

Hence the terms of this matrix at network balance will correspond to the 

terms of the matrix of equation (m). 
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APKENDIX 5 

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS DEALT WITH IN THE THESIS * 

TEST PROBLEMS 

2 5.0 0' 27 00' 
I -- 2 "ý 3 "x 

P, =300 10 20 

AP 50 units allowable 

PROBLEM 2 

2 500' 2700' 1o0 0' 
1 2\, 4"x 

P, =300 10 10 10 

AP 
allowable ý 60 units 

PROBLEM 3 

2 500' 2500 2000 1500 1000 
2'\, 3 \. 4 4 \ý4 

-5 
\ý, 6 

P, =300 10 10 10 10 10 

AP 
allowable 

ý' 100 units 

For these test problems the p-.: -esbjre drcp - flow relationship was of the 

'Pi - Pj) = KQ2 where P and Q were in arbitary qnitý; and form k 

K= 130 xL 
with length in feet and diameter in inches. 

D'3- 
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GAS NETWORK PROBLEM" 

JICjW PRESSURE PROBLEMS - All flow demand values are Jin ft3/hour. 

PROBLEM 

AP 
allowable 

0-5" w. g. 

Dmi 
nmum, 

3" 

D 
maximum 

12" 

5000 

PROBLEM 5 

400' 
F -, 

0 
0 

4 
500' 

9000 

PROBLEM 6 

P, 
600 

1 

0 
0 
n 

600, 

Booc 

0 

6 00' 

7000 

Id tj u 1. ) 

9000 
600' 

2 

0 
0 
m 

5 

.5 00' 
4500 

9000 
Boo, 

2 

.0 
0 

7300 

7000 

0 
0 
Ln 

B 

9000 

4000 

4500 

- 01 

m 
0 

6 

6000 

10000 

3 

o 0 

6 

ý=w. g 

AP 0-25" w. g. 
allowable 

D 
minimum 

3" 

D 
maximum 

18" 

Apallowable 0-5" w. g. 

D 3" 
M, nimtm 

D 
MdXiMLM 

18" 

6 
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'ROB! EM 7 

P, =. 6"w. g. 5000 R=s .5 "Wg. 
1000 oo 

23 

Ln 0 0 0 '0 C\l LO 0 t1r) 0 
co 00 9000 6000 

v 
Soo 00 7 

7000 z- 56 
500 

'0 1 
9000 

0000 

'01 0 10 ,000 0 

, -0 
V"o 0 

)0 [Soo' 9 
P, 5-5-w. g. 

5000 

PROBLEM 8 

P, - 6"wg. 2000' 

' 0 

0 Co 400C 
1000, 

4 
5000 

0 0 
0 0 

lo(DO, 

6000 
. 
6000 

AP 
allowable 

= 1" W. g. 

D 
minimum 

= 311 

D 
maximum 

= 18" 

5000 , 
6000 

400 1-1 
21 31 

AP = I" W. g. 
allo-vable t2l 

0 0 3" 
0 01 

o 
minimum 

c 
18" D 

raximum, 
000 400 

- 67 
50DO 

3000 

0 0 
0 0 
%0 so 

, io (300 400' 11 
- 

4-000 
2 000 

_0 0 
0 0 

1 
12 41- 13 4 

/ - . - -11 

630 0 40CO 
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MED ITUM PRESSUREE PROBLEM - All flow demand values are in ft3/1, our. 

PROBLEM 9 

I 12 wg. 

3500 

20000 

35000 

22000 

20000 

AP 
allowable 

ý 3' w. g. 

D= 411 
000 minimum 

D= 36" 
maximum 

10000 

'low demand values are in million ft3/day. HIGH PRESSURE PROBLEM - All J 

PROBLEM 10 

260 
40m 

2 

s9 

,,, 
'1 40 

P, qoý 
ýp 

E 
0 

loo 
50m 

4. 

E 
0 
Ln 

ý-ý 16 40m 

350 

ýr 150 

AP -ý00 P. S. I. G. 
F allowable 

D 
minimum 

611 

ý, 
ý250 

D 
maximum 

48" 

250 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE ITERATIVE METHODS OF NETWORK ANALYSIS 

GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE METHODS 

loop I method 

define the network loops 
and pseudoloops using 
the branch system 

vclluatz the pipe flow 
est mates ly evaluating 
low in the brcnch sy5tem 

evaluate and apply the 
p5eudoloop and loo p 
correction terms to each 
pse, udoloop then loop in 
turn using procedure 
DELTAP to evaluate pipe 
pressure drop terms 

NO 

GO GII 
r rýý tlor,,. 

-f Tolw c0 
tior". 

fall below a pres 
'-,, value 

f YES 
evaluate the nodal pressures by makinq us, - of the branch 
system given by Travers 
algorithm and by using 
procedure FLOPS ciný 
working out 4rom source 
prcssures 

Irecid the gas composition 

I cc][Culcite the physical 
properties of the gas 

rea din the network datci 
II 

obtctin a branch system 
usi nq Travers algorithm 

I 

nodal I method 

evaluate the flow in the 
branch pipes and obtain 
the nodal pressure estimates 
by use of procedure FLOPS 
and by working out from 
source pressures 

remove cill stub IlTirs trom I 
the network 

I 

evaluate and ýpply the 
P. odul correction tcrm 'or 
each node in turn usinq 
procedure FLOW to 
eval uate pipe flow5 

do 
cill nodal res"duc. 
fall beiol,, v ci pres 

-, - value 

YES 

NO 

I calculate the flow in all 
pipes using procedure FLOýý 

reintroduce the stut) ! incs 
and evclluatc the assosclated 
nodal pressures by use of 
prcccd, ure FLOPS Urd t-)y 
working out from known 
press ures 

printout ihe f low and 
pressure Sol ution 

I 

seca nt I mcthod 

define the independen, pipc 
using the branch system 

define the additional 
indepeý)dcnt pipes if the 
ne 4 , Work is multisourced 

evaluate the flow in the 
Dranch system and calculate 
ýodal pressures by usirg 
procedure FLOPS rind 
working ou", ýrom source 
Drzssures 

evciluute and cip ho 
system fiow corrpeýqytiqn 
using procedure FLOW to 
evulucitc the fiow in the 
independent pi pes 

NO 

d c, 
all nodal rLs>' S u cýs' 

full below ci prcsc 
- vallie 

YES 

STOP 
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Details of the various steps of the methods are found in the 

appropriate section of the text. However there are a few points which 

require amplification. 

(a) Pbysical Properties of the Gas 

Depending upon which pressure range is encountered in the network 

and upon which friction formula is used it is. necessary to evaluate 

certain of the four physical properties of the gas noted. 

(1) Specific Gravity 

(2) Absolute Viscosity 

Pseudocritical Pressure 

Pseudocritical Temperature. 

From Chapter 2 it is seen that the expressions suggested for 

evaluating these properties require that the following properties of the 

component gases comprising the gas mixture be known. 

(1) Molecular Weight 

(2) Molecular Weight and Absolute Viscosity at Atmospheric 

Pressure 

(3)&(4) Critical Pressure and Critical Tempera"-ure. 

The method used in this program to incorporate this inforination was 

to store the values of critical pressure, critical temperature, absolute 

viscosity and molecular weight of -the 
fifteen gases, which are most 

likely to appear in gas mixtures encountered in the gas industry, in the 

memory of the computer. These values are then called upon when required 

in order to evaluate the desired physical property of the gas mixture. 

The % composition of the gas mixture must be read in as data in a set 

order being, Methane, Ethane, Propane, i-Butane, n-Butane, i-Pentane, 
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n-Pentane, Hexane, Heptane +, Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide, 

Carbon Monoxide, Hydrogen Sulphide. 

It is of course a simple matter to amend the program to account for 

more component gases than the fifteen considered. 

(b) The Various Forms of the Gas Flow Eq ations 

The iterative portion of the network analysis programs are concerned 

with obtaining a pressure and flow distribution which satisfies Kirchoff's 

Laws. As a result the methods are concerned in utilising the gas flow 

equatious in a variety of ways due to the different approaches of the 

various methods of analysis used. The three uses to which the gas flow 

equat. ons are put are 

(1) To calculate the pipe pressure loss term from knowledge of 

the pipe flow. 

(2) To calculate the flow in a pipe when both end node pressures 

are known. 

(3) To calculate the pressure at one end of a pipe when both the 

pipe flow and the pressure at the other end of the pipe are 

known. 

Each of these three uses are programed as procedures which are 

called respectively Procedure DELTAP, Procedure FLOW and Procedure FLOPS. 

The flow diagrams of each of these procedures, which account for all 

pressure conditions, are shown below. The occurrence of these procedures 

within the general computer programs is indicated in the general flow 

diagram at the start of this Appendix. 



PROCEDURE DELTAP 

This procedure evaluates the prcssure loss'term in a pipe from 

knowl,: ýdge oi- the pipe flow. 

YESý 
low pressurc 
,. ncýwork 

NO 

set 
P'll., 

A 

/ Is 
t t ;)c eyducil-c lhc lri, -tion *cl 

, cZor 
zg I (I ss Yýs rom 

r! cl,! On factor 
being 

's E 

sed D6 

I, 

> 

ýý* + ID-n3D 

NO 

ev-Cluutc Reyno! ds number 
Irom 

OG Re = 30190 DP 

iS 
t cl 

m mediurn p)rcssur(2- 
netwu i 
lul f, 

rk 
r 

NO 
Y ES 

set 

Pk - Pem T T-111 
R pý 2, T, 

Z, = constant 

cYaluate the viscositv 
ýJqh pressurc frorý 

U 
Zý _, _ 

27P, 
p 64 T,, Zý 

Uý 
4- 

1p-ý1 

,? v, 'j! juIc the ýict; on 4actor 
from 

2 LOG 4- 2-F-2 
j r ý4 f,, L3-7D 

Re 4f. 

With 
I 

=-2 LOG.,, 
Fk 
L: T7 D] 

until, If0.000 1 

low 
pressure 

cyaluute Reynolds number 
f rorn 

QGP 
ý>7-5 P, DT 

prcssurc bss tcrm evoluci*Z tN? pressure ! css tcrm 
trcrn 

-1 
from x 

Lp = 
Pý: ý j" La 

-- Lp -T 5T T. 1-062-- D' 

cs T Lo DP 
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PROCFDURE FLOW 

This procedure evaluates the flo. - in a pipe for the case i---i whIch 

both end nide pressures are known. 

s 

YES spl-ýZq I cl Ss 
p Zssu rz / triction factor 

n etwu being 
"I 

X\ 
used 

/ 

NO 

Ovcl I ''(I'Lc thc ýf-lction factor 
f rom 

YES 354 

T ý. 6 0-03D 

evaluate the iriction factor f rom 

NO I- 'K +3I: kP r LT 
f f x- -2LOG 3-7D 

JJ ýEl 
G Ij]' 

evaluc. -e the f low Trom 

H7-4a 
ý1-062 LP D' 

T. Lf LGT 
4 imn edi um YES 

pressure 
n'etwori< 

>- 0ý'Ium 

set 
P P, evOIL", te thc friction facýor f rom 

NOIF 
P,., 

k 
-4- 

"0 5P ýJp Ff LZ, 
pp 

[3-7D 
P,:, ýT,, 

Z, = 1-0 

l5et 

p2 P-R 
3 F3, - 

s C, t pll. 
ý PR =, T,, 

P, T, 

and evaluate 2,,, from 
the iterative Beattie 
Briejýcman equation 
until I z,,,, -ZýI --0-0001 

CVCIUG'Le th-' ViSCOSIty 
high pressure from 

27 PR 
P 64 T, Z- 

evOluci- e the flovi from' 

Q == 117-4 P. FLP D' 'I 
Tý Ff L -GT Z,, 

STOP 



PROCEDURE FLOPS 

This procedure evaluatas the pressure at one end node of a pipe for the case 

in which the pipe flow and t., e pressi, re at the other end of th2 Dipe, is known. 

,5 t hi 

\e 

a t 
ý'Icw p-, eEsure YE pitzglass YES 

friction focto 
, tw ork being 

u sed 

N0 

evalucite Peynold5 number 
frum 

QG 
NO Re 

3090pD 

cvaluate the friction factor 
f rom 

2-82 
1ý7 -2LOG 37D Re J4-lf,, 

. 
with 

2 LOG 3-7 D 

until f 0-0001 

e va I Uate the friction factor 
ro mL 

35-1 2 

4- 216 
-4-0-03 D 

c, vc! uate thez unknown 
iow 

__ýpressure 
from 

res su re p_p = 
! LG il p 

1 C) 62 Ds 

ý 
ýl 7/ 4 

C"al uctz the unknow n 
p ress ur ef rom 
II= fLGTI P. P, R 

[)5 

ý 

117.4 T] 

it a evaluate Rcvnolds number 
Med\ium YES 1.0 
pre s-, ure 

f rom 
QGP, P? P Re 

B7 -5 U? D Tj 

0 

/ 's "\\ 
th e YES set loop metho Z, = constant being 
used 

Pl, 
PIRM 

N0 pl 
g Z- * 

1c 

set 
p 

Tc 

12r, 
d -., ci I uate Z, from 

th) ei terativc Re(3ttie 

Tr 
Lid 

g 4e mý n ZquaLIon 

, UnLil 7 o0c) I 

evaluate tr)c viscosity 
at high pressurc from 
ýJ. 

= Z, +27P,, 
4TT Z,, 

r: --0 P--, ý 

NO t medium 
pre ssu re 
\ r. etwo r 

IYE 

set 
F 

11 

NO 

Yiis 
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APPENDIX 

FLOW DIACR, 41 FOR THE SEQUENTIAL UNCONSTRAINED OPTLMTZATION TECHNIQUE 

APPLIED TO NETWORK PROBLEMS 

gencr, ite a set of T'ar"dom, 
Sýrýr' I rr diameters using a , random nuirý, cr- generctor 

Fpe-,, 'o rm (3 network balance 

is 
the 

soIution 
T (z asib le 

YES 

Ic', ci 11., ci te 

set Up the unconstrGined, 
function IF ( D, R) 

evaNatc the i unction 

re th 
<cU. r rent 

diallmeter valu'-s YES 

c1r)SC eflough 
to. ýhe 
Minimu 

i 
NO 

se* up ard invert the 
roýal ýncitrix A whos c 
. crms (ire obtoined Troir 
t,,,, e network balince 
solution 

12ý'ýIlljatc -Lýe qrcdkýnt vector] 

cimmend ýIhc dium. zz -crs according 
to 1-hc qrrldicnt Jcsccnt 
mc'Lhod rcq-, -*I rcmcn. c 

L7--, 
M 1)ýF C, -ET- 

uU 
,z two rk -nc -c- I 

C ný -CylCus sci u ti on 
Csc. utionC. -Lima ,C 

Ircduce P, 

is tfic YES -fic NO 
, -11<uýrresnt d0scenE 

us 
soVion PC, -: r enoug, 

lic re vIC, us 
t 

soluýlo 

aoes 
--ý. --<Pl =0 STOP 

YES 
YEs 

the 
clitcr týc diameters To <ec; jireýd rumber 
the closcst discrzýtc fs f 0s Lcc F-5 been 
vd, jc less than IL-C considc 
cor-. in, -,, )us vclL,, c 

, r)erform i balance 

locate thz criticz: 
network node 

thlý 
/t 

ic 
solution 

NO 
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APPENDIX 

THE MATHEMATDIAL SIUNIFICANCE OF THE CORRECTIO, ': -ROCEDURE G 

USED WITH THE NEW MHOD O'P NETWORK ANAL'ISIS 

In listing the steps involved in applying the cerrection 0 

procedure in section 3.4.1 no indication was given as to its mathematical 

significance. In this appendix it will be shown that the cor.,, -ection I 

procedure used is in fact an aDFlication of the secant iterative function 

to finding the root of an equation. 

Consider the case of a single looped problem. In this instance 

the removal of one pipe will give a branch system and the definition of 

the flow value in Lhis pipe will enable the flow distribution of the branch 

system to be evaluated. The pressures associated with the brancla can lie 

calculated and used in the network to cvaluate the nodal residuals. 

Obviously the nodal residuals evaluated from equation (3.2) will only 'na-.,, e 

values at the nodes forming the endpoints of the independent pipe since the 

only flow value different from the original assumed flow distribution is 

that of the independent pipe. A- this flow value is common to both end 

nodes it follows that the residual fi at each node shall be equal but of 

opposite sign. As a result either can be used to indicate the extent oic 

the system out of balance. 

For one particular estimated value of flow in the indepenalent 

pipe th- residual shall be zero and the loop balanced. 

i. f (Q 1. P. ) fi = 

In graphical form this is represented by figure A8. 
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I. P. ) 

5L 

The desired value of Q 
I. P. which will give zero residual is 

that value at which tile curve fi = f(Q,. P. 
) crosses the Q axis. 

The secant iterative function provides a suitable means of 

locating this value. This function gives as a better estimate to 

QI. r. the value at which the secant joining the previous two estimates 

crosses the Q axis. This is illustrated in figure A8. In mathematical 

terms this states that (Q,. 
p. 

) 
k+l ý- (QI. 

P. 
) 
k+ 

(6Q 
I. P. 

) 
k where 

-. c(QI. P. 
)k [(QI. 

P. 
)k - (Q 

(6Q 
I. P. 

)k ý-- 
"- 

I ___ _. 
I. P. k-11 

I. P. 
)k - f(QI. P. k-1 

I 

(f i)k 1(6Q 
I. P. ) k- 

L '(fi)k - (f)k-I 

This correction is applied to the independent PIpc flow to give 

an improved estimate which is then ; ised to obtain an i-mproved branch 
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pipýtline flow distribution. In fact, tjj4S correction can be applied 

directely -co the branch flows without: dealing with the actual independent 

PiD. e flow. This is simply achieved by adding this correction to the 

Llow in all branch pipes between the reference node i and the reference 

source and by subtracting it from the branch pipe flows of the 

corresponding path from, the other end nodc to the reference so, irce. ir. 

this way the joint ecuations for the loop are maintained. 

The independent pipe flow correction 6Q 
I. P. 

is then equal to 

the branch path correction ueim 6qi Lor the particular node i, which can 

be either end nole. As - result equation (b) can be rewritten as: 

(6qi) 
k- 

(f i) k 
(6qi) 

k- 1] 
- (c) 

I(fi) 
k 

(fi)k-1] 

The sign convention of inflow positive, outflow negative will be 

adhered to by the correction for each branch path. if equation (c) is 

represented by: 

= 
- (f --L) kI 

(6q Ok-11 
fA N 

kI( f')k - (fi)k-11 

At this stage it is ýanvenient to introduce a system correction term 6Q 

which is equal to 

2 
E l6q; I 

i=l 

for the system. With the one loop example the term 6Q will, of course, 

be equal to 216qij where i is either end node. Thus substituting for 

--or, (d) gives: (6qi) 
k-I 

in equat. -I 

((qj)1, = _____L] - (e) 
21(fi) k- 

(fi)k-Il 

For the sirgle. loop problem, however, it is clear that Lhe term 
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I(fi)k - (fi)k-11 is the same at bo, --n end nodes i. - Thus the denominator 

of equaticn (e) will equal 

2 
z 1(fi) 

.11 j=l k 

and hence equation (e) ca-1 be rewritten as: 

(6qi) 
k2 

-(fi)k 16Q 
k-1 

I 
(f) 

k- 
(fi) 

k-11 

Using this equation (f) the system corre ction term 6Qk can be 

evaluated S4 ince: 

2 
6Qk Z 16qi Ik 

i=l 

6Q 
k-1 

IfI+f2 6Qk 211kk 
(f ')k - (f ')k-I 

2 
E Ifilk [6q 

k-1] 

k2 
1(fi) 

k- 
(fi)k-11 

By dividing e. -ýpression (f) by expression (g) a relationship 

between (5qi) k and 6Q k can be obtained. This is: 

(6qi) 
i)k_ 

6Q (h) k2k 
I ": i Ik 

Pie expressions (g) and (h) are then used as the iterative 

correction cycle. The iteration is fully defined once a value is specified 

for the --iLial correction 6Q,. 

T-i extending the method to solve for multi-loop networks in 
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which r-here are many independent pipes the saine iteration cycl. -- 
is used. 

Ihe Fururiati-ons are, however, taken as being over all the network end 

nodes. in fact to simplify the problem the suzzmation can be tAken as 

being over all tlýe network nodes since those which are not end nodes will 

always have zero residual and will not affect the equations. 

Thus for the multi-loop problem the iteration cycle used 

becomes: 

N 

6Q 
jEllfilk 

E6Qk-13 

kN 
1. '(fi) k- 

(f')k-11 

-(fi)k 
(6qi) 

kN 
6Q k If'lk 

These are the expressions used in the correction procedure for 

the new methoG of network analysis as outlined in section 3.4.1. 

In or-Jer that the iteration is fully defined an initial value of 

6Q must be specified. It was found that by setting 

N 
4 

6Q1 
2 

the process was satisfactorally started. The alternative correction 

-L 
6Q, Z Wil 

for the independent pipes, as obtained from the first prcssure distribution, 

was also tried and produced similar results; - thus either e-,,: press--, on can 

be used to obtain 6Qj- In this study the first mentioneo expressior vas 

used. 
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COMPARISON OF THE DESCENT PATHS FOLLOWED FOR 

VARIOUS VALUES OF THE WEIGHTING FACTOR R FOR 
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